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THE THOLOS TOMB.

I.

Midea.

A

BOUT one kilometre east of the village of Dendra, on the most easterly part
of the Argive plain, lie the ruins of a Mycenaean citadel on a hilltop which
rises steeply to a height of 266 metres above sea-level1.

Standing on this

L lofty height, practically
inaccessible from three sides, one has the whole of
the Argive plain, with its small side valleys, like a map at one’s feet, from Nauplia in
the south to Argos and Lerna in the west and south-west and up towards Mycenae in
the north. The small fields at the foot of the hill look like an artistically patterned carpet,
or rather perhaps a patchwork quilt (Fig. 1).
An encircling wall more than a kilometre long encloses the summit and part of the
northwestern slope and it is from this side that the mountain is accessible (PI. IV 2).
The
wall, which in a few places rises to a height of more than 7 metres (PI. V 1),
has a breadth of 4 to 5 metres and is built of large irregular stones with smaller stones
filling the gaps — typical so-called Cyclopean masonry (Pig. 2). On the north-west
side, where it is best preserved, it makes an impression perhaps still more striking than
the fortress-walls of Tiryns and Mycenae. Within the encircling wall there are some
terrace walls. At the top the rock is exposed but on the lower terraces there is a plenti
ful accumulation of earth and excavation here would certainly repay the trouble. On the
surface are numerous sherds of the Mycenaean and pre-Mycenaean periods, but none of
more recent date. Early and Middle Helladic pottery is abundantly represented.
Below the encircling wall, on the north-western part of the hill and on the low ridge
which runs in a westerly direction towards the villages of Dendra and Manesi, there arepotsherds of the same kind, especially on the terraces below the spring, which trickles
out of the mountain rock itself, below the chapel of Hagios Thomas at the eastern part
of the ridge.
Here we have undoubtedly to reckon with the town belonging to the
citadel.
Beyond a doubt the tombs in the western part of the ridge at Dendra are connected
with the citadel on the top of the hill and the adjacent town at the foot. The position
1 Cf. the excellent map drawn up by H.
L ehmann, Zur Kulturgeographie der Ebene von

!
j

Argos, 'Zeitschrift fur Erdkunde, Berlin «931, pp.
38 ff.
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of the chamber tombs in relation to the royal residence is determined by the presence
of a rock formation which is suitable for the construction of such tombs. Slightly to the
west of the village of Dendra (big. 3; PI. IV 1), there is a kind of rock, easily worked
but none the less comparatively solid, and one is led to infer that this burial place
first began to be used for chamber tombs. The tholos tomb, quite independent of the
local rock formation, was constructed later in immediate proximity to the other tombs.
Moreover, the distance between the royal residence and the tomb of the prince is not
greater here than from the palace to certain of the tholos tombs at Mycenae.
There can be no doubt about the identification of the fortress ruins in question at
Dendra. C urtius long ago correctly identified them as the ancient M idea1*3 and later
attempts to assign this name to another place have been rejected on entirely justifiable
grounds". The tradition concerning the spelling of the name is uncertain: the forms
]\Ηόεια,
Μ ώείη and
()εα,
have all been handed
down to our time
According
to Strabo, the town was called
Μ ώ έα in Argolis and
in
Boeotia4. I follow Strabo, the
more so because this form is
supported by Statiusr* and Theo
critus
The town of Midea with its
position strongly fortified both by
nature and by the hand of man,
situated in the north eastern corner
of the Argive plain and, equidistant
from Mycenae, Argos and Nauplia, must inevitably have played
a considerable role in Mycenaean times. And if we examine the Greek legends we shall
find that the name of Midea occurs in more than one connection. It is noticeable how
ever that it is not found in Homer, the Midea that is mentioned in the Catalogue of
Ships’ (//., II, 507) being that in Boeotia. The explanation of this may lie in the fact
that Midea had already ceased to exist by the end of Mycenaean times. It has already
been mentioned that sherds of later vases are not found within the citadel wall. The
(h. e. Aitw/tru uni ή jr/jjri/or Mibra, irt'oa ovcin
1 Cf. K. Curtics,
pine
elo
P
e historisehrFjg I)OiojTfufjg ' ruvhnj γάρ rort Midra,
Iloo*
geographische Bes< hreibung der Ualbinsel, Vol. II,
mm. avrij i)f Mthra, <og Ί) yvn.
pj), 395 ff., and ibid., j). 569.
“ ( f. \V\ I)(cVr p f e u >), Furule, Ath . Mitt., 1H92,

HP- 9 5

ff·

3 Cf. W. I’.M'K, Wort
Rigennamen, s, v,
4 Strabo, VIII, 373:

tier griechisthtn

u Statius, Theb.i IV, 44 1.: huu armat Larisa
virus, //air re/sa f\rusva/aa, aptior armratis Midre
prcorosa/jue /Lilias.

<Υέθτι κάκηνη

(> Theocritus, ///., XIII, 20 ami Srbutin: He
racles is named VIΛΗ/ιήνης viog Midi tirihog ήρω/ΐΊ/;ς.
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The scene of the excavations in the summer of 1926 (to the left of the houses).
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part of the poem where we should expect to find this name in conjunction with the
names of Mycenae, Tiryns, Asine, i. e. the 'Catalogue of Ships’, originated some centuries
later \
In the Argive cycle of legends the name is not, however, unknown. Midea comes
into the Perseus legend
by Stephanus Byzantinus it is named
πόλις — and
Alcmene, mother of Heracles, comes from Midea.
The twin brothers, Acrisius and Proetus, fought even in their mother’s womb and
when they reached manhood came to blows over Argos. Proetus was expelled and be
took himself to Lycia where he married the daughter of the king. He returned and,
with the aid of his father-in-law, succeeded in gaining possession of Tiryns, which, ac
cording to Apollodorus’ tale, he surrounded with walls with the help of the Cyclopes C
Pausanias adds that Proetus moreover became ruler of the Heraion, Midea and the
Argive coast 3.
Acrisius, who ruled peacefully over Argos, had a daughter Danae and the Oracle
prophesied that she would bear a son, who would kill Acrisius. 'Phis son was Perseus.
Danae and Perseus were saved from the evil designs of Acrisius and found refuge in the
island of Seriphos. Perseus grew to manhood, had his adventure with the Gorgon, saved
Andromeda and then returned to Argos to pay a visit to his grandfather. The latter,
fearing the prophesy of the Oracle, had gone to Pelasgiotis. Perseus followed him in
order to persuade him to return home. But before their departure, Perseus took part in
an athletic contest, which his grandfather watched, and whilst he was throwing the discus
it chanced that he accidentally inflicted a mortal wound upon him. Thus the Oracle was
fulfilled.
Perseus, who no longer wished to return to Argos, exchanged dominions with his re
lative Megapenthes, son of Proetus, and so came to rule over Tiryns, Midea and Mycenae,
both of which latter places he fortified with walls 4. Andromeda bore him many sons,
amongst them Klee try on, who later ruled over Midea. His famous daughter Alcmene,
the heroine of Midea, became the mother of Heracles. Alcmene married Amphitryon,
but they were expelled by Sthenelus, the uncle of Alcmene, who made himself ruler
over Argos, Tiryns and Mycenae. Sthenelus was the husband of a daughter of Pelops,
and, after reducing Argos to subjection, he sent for Atreus and Thyestes, his brothersjn law, and gave Midea over to them 5.
In still another instance the name of Midea is connected with the Pelops legend.
According to the Homeric tradition, Pelops was king of Mycenae. He handed the sceptre
down to Atreus, Atreus to Thyestes, and Thyestes to Agamemnon \ According to one
version of the legend, Pelops, before his marriage with 1 lippodameia, had a son Chry1 Cf. e. g. W.
T. VV. A u .f.n , The
1 Apollodorus,
3Pausanias,

L e a f , Homer
Homeric Catalogue

11, 2, 1 f.
II, 16, 2:

uni
Mideiavκαι Τίρννϋα
ϋαλάαθ]ι τής Ά ρχείας.

and

ry,ami
isto
H

4 Apollodorus, II, 4, 4: k

o f Ships. Ayyriojo, IhnOihy <V Τίρν
προστιιχίοας Mioeav nul Μνκήνας.
ΙΙροΙτοχ όέ τό Ηραtov
1 Apollodorus, 11 , 4,
έύχεκαί δοα
πί>
%
Λ
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sippus by a nymph. As he loved this son more than his other children, Hippodameia
persuaded her sons, Atreus and Thyestes, to slay their step-brother. Pelops then cursed
his sons, and Hippodameia was forced to flee with them to Midea, where she is said
to have died. Later, however, her remains were transferred to Olympia at the order of
the Oracle \ It is this curse of Pelops which rests on the House of the Pelopidae and
is the cause of all the crimes and misfortunes which are treated time after time in Greek
literature.
With them are connected the names of Atreus, Thyestes, Agamemnon,
Aegisthus, Glytaemestra, Orestes and Electra. Thus at Midea and Dendra we walk on
the most sacred ground of Greek legend.
Midea ceased to exist towards the end of Mycenaean times, a fact, which, as has al
ready been mentioned, is proved by the potsherds found on this site. The looting, or
the attempted looting, of the Mycenaean tombs bear silent witness to the same thing.
About i ioo B. C. the last remains of law and order vanished under the pressure of the
invading Doric barbarians, and, during the period of general lawlessness and confusion which
ensued, no regard was held for the dead. Their memory still survived. It was known where
their tombs were to be found and it was equally known that precious objects were buried with
them. There was no compunction about intruding upon their privacy and despoiling them
of their treasures. For my own part, 1 am persuaded that most of the numerous de
spoiled tombs of Mycenaean times which have been found, were penetrated by looters at
this very time, that is to say, at the period of transition from the Bronze to the Iron
Age. T his has been proved to hold good both for the tholos tomb and also for the
rich chamber tomb No. 2 at Dendra.
It seems to me very probable that there is a germ of historical truth in Pausanias’
tale that the Argives, by destroying Tiryns, Hysiae, Orneae, Mycenae, Midea and other
less important towns in Argolis, wanted to increase the population of Argos in order to
make their town stronger “. This should be regarded as an attempt at consolidating the
late Mycenaean culture, which was a last stand for its very existence, a
of exactly
the same kind as that which was carried out in Attica s. The date of the realisation of
an Argive
ουνικομ
όξ,as far as Midea is concerned, can only be the last period of
Mycenaean history as the pottery at hand shows.
In the second century A. 1). when Pausanias travelled in these regions, nothing
remained of Midea except the foundations4.
Plutarch, Morail a (ed. K f.rnardakis ), II, 376 ;
Pausanias, VI, 20, 7.
2 Pausanias, VIII, 27, 1 ; cf. also S c h l i e m a n n ,
Tiryns, p. 43.

j

'

3 Cf. Thucydides, Π, 15 .
·* Pausanias, II, 2s, 9: επ' έμοϋ
πλι)ν rd
Strabo, VIII, 373.

Μ ώ ι/ag
Ο ; cf. also

II.

The Excavation of the Tholos Tomb during the
summer of 1926,
ISS 1)orothy Burr, a member of the American School of Archaeology at

M

Athens and of Professor Blegen’s staff during his excavations at the Argive
Mention in 1925, took the occasion to visit Midea one Sunday in the April

of 1926. In Mycenae she had procured as guide and donkey-driver Orestes,
son of the innkeeper Dimitri. When they came to the village of Dendra, they caught
sight of some peasants just near the road busily occupied in trying to remove a few
large flat stone slabs from a field. Miss Burr recognised a stone as the upper lintel
block of a tholos tomb. She reported it both to the police at Nauplia and Argos and
to the American School. Professor Blegen, as well as old Dimitri, went over to have
a look at the place and, when he returned to Athens, he notified the archaeological
authorities and asked them to take measures to protect the place. As Professor Blegen
was fully occupied with his excavations at the 1 leraion, he told the authorities at the
same time that he resigned the claims he might have to excavate the tomb, in favour of
the newly appointed Ephoros of Argolis, Dr. N. Bert os.
In April 1926, Dr. Bertos visited Mycenae, and Dimitri informed him of what he had
seen. Dr. Bertos in his turn approached me with an inquiry' whether the Swedish expedition
then in Asine would care to excavate at Dendra if there should prove to be a tholos tomb
there. A short preliminary examination on the spot convinced me that such was tin; case;
and it need hardly be said that we who, up to that time at least, had found no such tomb
in Asine were eager to seize such a chance. But where was the money to come from?
At the beginning of May one of the contributors to the Asine funds, Mr. brans
Ekelund, city-architect of Landskrona, honoured the Swedes at Asine with a visit and we
had also an opportunity to revisit 1 )etidra. Mr. Ekelund gave us a new proof of his
generosity and his warm interest in archaeological research by presenting a sum lor the
excavation of the tomb. 'Thanks to this gift, it became possible for us to entertain the project
of excavation; and that it was actually carried out we have to thank Mr. Ekelund and also the
Royal Society of Letters in Lund which has always shown itself willing to grant my
repeated applications for financial support. Mr. Ekelund contributed 2,300 crowns and
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the Royal Society of Letters in Lund 6,200 crowns, sums which correspond respectively
to the expenses of excavation and of the preservation of the objects found. We must also
express our gratitude to the Asine committee for placing its excavation equipment at our
disposal, to the full extent of our needs. Further Professor T. Segerstedt of Goteborg
contributed 1,000 crowns to the expenses of the preservation of the finds and the Langman
Foundation 4,000 crowns to the printing and illustration of this volume. We are extremely
obliged to Mr. and Mrs. Wace who have been kind enough to read the proofs of this book.
An appeal for fellow-workers made to our young assistants in Asine met an enthu
siastic response from nearly all.
Unfortunately illness had made big gaps in their ranks so that some were obliged to
return to Sweden at the end of the Asine campaign. At the beginning of July there were
therefore at Dendra beside myself Mr. Erik Knudtzon, Mr. Neander Nilsson, Mr. Erik Sjoqvist,
Miss Lise Lindbaek (now Mrs. Ne
ander Nilsson) all from Asine, and
in addition the Ephoros Dr. Bertos
who took a personal part in the
excavation, and a German lady,
Mrs. Agnes Jensen, who acted as
draughtsman. Mr. Alfred Westholm, who was forced to leave
the I )endra excavations on account
of sunstroke contracted in Asine,
completed some of the diagrams
and drawings on a later visit.
Having been himself concer
ned in the discovery of the tomb
Orestes, Miss Burr’s guide, had
Fig. 4. The first phase of the excavation.
asked to be permitted to be pre
sent when it was excavated, and we were fortunate in having him as cook and attendant.
His home, the inn at Mycenae, 'The Fair Helen of Menelaus’ , is justly famed among all
travellers in Greece for its cleanliness and its simple but excellent cookery. A more capable
cook and a more honest and upright man than young Orestes is not to be found in the
whole of Greece. It was not his fault if our menu became rather monotonous — in six
weeks we managed to eat 72 fowls. He did more than could reasonably be expected
to lend variety to our fowl and egg diet.
Ten male labourers were employed in the excavation and later we employed a few
girls for the riddling of the soil. The labourers were all of them natives from the village
which is entirely Albanian. On the whole, they were hard working and conscientious
and as the work proceeded they became extremely interested. This is equally true also
of the other villagers, men, women, and children. In the beginning there were one or
two among the older people who were sceptical and even tried to convince us that

ΙΟ
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what we were excavating was a well or a lime-kiln; but when they saw that everything
turned out as we had predicted, their doubts were silenced. We have only pleasant me
mories of our intercourse with them, except that their attention and interest was some
times a slight hindrance to the smooth course of the work.
Excavations were begun on the and of July (Fig. 4). We decided that as far as was
possible, we would dig out the tomb in two sections, first half of the passage and the
chamber to the right as one enters, and, when we had reached the bottom of this, the
left half. By this method, we obtained a wall of earth right through the middle of the
whole structure on its longitudinal axis and from this we could read in the different
layers of soil how the tomb had been filled up.
By July 10th, our excavation of the right half of the dromos and chamber was done.
First the material filling the dromos proved to be homogeneous from top to bottom,
with scattered fragments of va
ses in fairly large numbers, more
plentiful in the lower than in
the upper layers. In it were
found some small discs of gold,
perforated at the rim — in one
instance a thin connecting wire
of the same metal remained in
one of the holes. Just before
the door, we found a thin layer
of charcoal and ashes, clearly
showing that a fire had once
been made on this spot.
In the chamber we had not
to reckon with intentional filling
but with what had come in after
the upper portion of the tholos had given way. Λ great quantity of fragments of vases
was discovered. The greater number of these were Early Helladic, and together with
them were also found small sharp-edged knives and chips of obsidian and Hint. On
the other hand there was not the slightest trace of the middle Bronze Age. Thu Early
Helladic fragments must have been washed down with the soil from the hill side and we
have to assume habitation during this period on the ground immediately over the tomb.
The vertical section through the chamber permitted us to read in detail how the
tomb had fallen into ruin. In the wall of earth could be clearly seen a stratum of fairly
small stones, rising from both edges of the tomb to the centre (PI. V 2). It shows us
that the keystone itselt, which once covered the point of the dome, had come out of place
first and then the earth silted in through the hole, like sand falling into an hour-glass,
and formed a heap with its top just under the opening. We found under the stratum
of stones a layer of soil practically free from stones, higher in the centre and thinner to
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wards the edges — the silted earth. Then a violent collapse occurred and the upper courses
of the tholos forming the stratum of stones fell in, along with the earth covering the dome,
and afterwards the great hole in the ground was used as a dumping ground by cultivators
for the stones removed from their fields — the accumulation above the stratum of stones
consists to great an extent of larger and smaller field stones.
A happy chance brings it about that we can settle the date of the destruction of the
tomb with moderate exactitude. Under the debris caused by the collapse in the centre of
the tomb, we came across the greater part of a so-called proto-geometric vase with two
handles and some fragments from the same period, about 1050 B. C. In a niche in
the chamber wall, formed at the point where the doorway, almost entirely blocked with
stones, led into the chamber, a body had been buried rather more than two metres above
the floor-level of the chamber in the accumulated debris (Fig. 5, 6). With it as a burial gift
was a two-handled vase of much the same kind as the one found under the debris in the
centre of the tomb. How could the body have
been placed in this position? The original
blocking of the doorway, which was found
completely intact at the time of the excavation,
precludes the possibility of the body having
been brought in through the dromos and the
doorway. It must have been borne in through
an opening in the upper part of the tholos, and
has nothing to do with the original use of the
tomb — it is a secondary burial. From this,
we can definitely determine the date when the
tomb fell into ruin. The proto-geometric pot Fig. 6. The skeleton in the mouth of the doorway,
tery under the debris shows that the keystone
had fallen from its place about 1050 B. C., and the skeleton with its funeral vessel, two
metres higher up in the accumulated matter, shows that a short while afterwards the top of
the chamber fell down in the great collapse just mentioned. The tomb had therefore
fallen into ruin about 1050 B. C. and it then assumed the appearance which it retained
till the present day.
After we had studied the section of the dromos and chamber, we set to work to
clear the left half, a work completed on July 19th. During it no finds of much im
portance were made.
By this work we had exposed the obstructing wall of the doorway both outside and inside.
Before the doorway, in the upper part of the fill of earth on the outside, there stretched
a wall of great field stones about 1 in. in depth (Fig. 7). The wall was of the same
height as the walls of the dromos and the exterior lintel slab of the doorway. When
these stones and the earth below had been removed, a wall of smaller stones appeared
stretching across the whole of the breadth of the dromos from the bottom up to a height
of about 3 m. (Fig. 8). After this in its turn had been removed, the corner stones or

I2
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jambs of the doorway came to light (Fig. 9). They are monoliths more than 3 m. high,
with slightly protruding bases. The doorway itself, which is about 1.70 m. broad
it
becomes a little narrower towards the chamber — and 3 l/z m. deep, was completely
blocked by rough field stones (Fig. 10). It was a heavy task to get these away.
We ourselves, with knives and small picks, dug through the last 30 cm. above the floorlevel in the chamber, after it had been divided up into sections each one metre square.
In this way we quickly discovered the existence of a thin layer of plaster on the floor itself.

Fig. 7.

The wall in the upper part of the fill of
earth in the dromos.

Fig. 8.

The blocking wall before the doorway,

It was missing, however, in four places, where we surmised that pits had been sunk below
the floor-level. This bottom layer was so compact that it could only be distinguished
with great difficulty from the soft clay-slate which formed the floor of the chamber.
While clearing the floor, we came across a number of human bones, belonging to
at least three individuals, scattered about in disorder, some late Mycenaean vase? frag
ments, a number of small gold objects, some long pierced agate beads, a hundred or so
faience beads shaped like grains of wheat, an almond-shaped stone engraved with a deer,
etc. It was obvious that tomb-robbers had paid a visit to the tomb and it is more than
probable that they, intentionally or otherwise, caused the ruin of the tomb.
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We had almost begun to lose hope of making any noteworthy finds. We had natur
ally cherished such a hope, even if there was little justification for it, since all other
tombs of the type concerned had been found already despoiled; only Professor T s o u n t a s
in 1889 had the good luck to find in the tholos tomb at Vaphio a pit which had
escaped the notice of robbers of the tomb — from this came the famous Vaphio cups.
On the 25th of July we considered that we had very nearly finished and thought
that we should be able to leave our small excavation after a few days at most. Most
of us were certainly not sorry, for in the end it becomes very wearisome to carry on
practical archaeological work in a hole in
the earth when the thermometer is recording
almost 104° I7 in the shade. But fate had
ordained otherwise — and we do not com
plain.
On July 26th we set about emptying the
pits and commenced with the one by the
east wall of the chamber. Our first find of
importance \vas a massive gold ring with a
gold bezel, almost an inch long. It lay in
the ground about 30 cm. below the edge of
the pit. The bezel has a particularly strange
design (PI. XVII 2) but we shall come back
to that in a later chapter. We were fully
satisfied anti considered that already we were
well rewarded for our trouble. We dug
further down. Rather more than half a
metre below the level of the plaster floor, we
discovered irregular flat stone slabs, and it
was instantly clear to 11s that these were the
slabs covering a grave (l*'ig. 11). They were
sketched, photographed and removed. We
Fig. 9. The jambs and the stone filling of the
came upon a compact layer of clay; we dug
doorway seen from the dromos.
down 30, 40, 50, 60 cm. If extremely
rare charcoal particles, mingled here and there with the clay, had not spurred us to
go on to seek rock or virgin soil we should certainly have given up the whole under
taking. But then, suddenly, there came in sight a thigh-bone at a depth of rather more
than 1 1
metres in a layer of blue clay. We worked on slowly and carefully to expose
/■>
the skeleton, relieving one another every quarter of an hour for it was terribly hot down
in the damp hole and each worker scrambled out dripping with sweat. But here also
gold began to appear; round the neck and on the breast was a great Mycenaean neck
lace of gold rosette beads, 18 large ones and 18 small. It measured almost 80 cm. in
length after we had rethreaded it. The large rosettes were found on the breast, the
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small ones at the back of he neck. There is thus no doubt how it was once put together.
Below the chest there lay the gold binding of a girdle and 35 spiral pendants of thin
gold leaf which no doubt had also adorned the girdle (Fig. 12). Right at the bottom,
eight gold beads were found, five consisting of four granulations each, three of five each.
The first pit was now empty. It was a little princess we had found.
We set to work on the second pit which stretched along the west side of the chamber
and followed the curve of the wall at about a metre away from it. It was obviously
longer than the east pit. A t its south
end we found large flat slabs set on
edge, undoubtedly covering slabs torn
up by tomb robbers on their visit 3000
years ago. But at the north end, the
slabs remained in position, about half a
metre below the floor level (Fig. 1 3).
We knew what that meant and some
of us found it difficult to control our
impatience until the sketching and
photography of the slabs was com
pleted. A t last the deep digging
could be begun.
In the middle of the pit, the first
find came to light at a depth of about
75 cm. It was a broken ostrich egg
with a silver neck. Bronze bands with
broad gold borders and applied glasspaste ornaments in various colours had
adorned it (Fig. 14; PI. III).
In the evening of the 29th, a
quarter of an hour before work should
have ended for the day, it was reported
that a gold rim was visible in the
Fig. 10. The stone filling of the doorway seen from the
earth at the south end of the pit.
chamber.
We dug further
it was a gold cup
(PI. XII), bigger than the Vaphio cups! We denoted its position in the earth with pegs
and at last the moment came when it could be lifted from its 3000 years old grave.
The whole edge of the tomb, four or five metres over our heads, was densely packed
with people. It was customary for the villagers to meet outside the scene of our work
to discuss the day’s happenings
and now loud shouting attracted the stay-at-homes.
When we brought the cup up out of the pit, loud cries of joy arose. Long live Sweden1
Long live Greece! We shook one anothers hands
we knew that it was one of the
great moments of our lives.
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The gold cup was carried between closely packed lines of spectators to our quarters,
where it received the first preliminary cleaning with water and a soft brush. The inside
was all of gold. Soon designs on the outside were caught sight of; five conventionalised
bull’s heads executed in gold and niello on a background of silver with inlaid rings of
gold. When the first cleaning was over, the cup was filled with red Nemean wine and
passed round the company.
A constant watch, night and day, was kept by the grave when we had reached the
depth where things were found. One or more of us sat there whilst the others took their
meals and at night two Swedes always slept in the passage to the chamber. On the

Fig. 1 1. The covering slabs over the grave of the princess. Fig. 1 a. The gold objects from the grave of the princess.

evening o( the 29th our excellent cook, the admirable Orestes, arranged a banquet for
us in the tomb, a festivity which none of those present will ever forget.
The notice our work had already aroused among the inhabitants of the district, and
the crowd of spectators already present which, as we were well aware, would become
even greater after the big finds, compelled us to request the help of the police to keep
the onlookers at a distance. Indeed we entertained serious misgivings that too great a
weight on the edge of the tomb might cause a new collapse. Two of the police stationed
at the village of Merbaka were kindly placed at our disposal and they secured us the
required freedom from disturbance during the rest of the excavations.
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The work was not at an end. On the 30th we exposed the skeleton of the original
owner of the cup with the bulls' heads, a woman — the queen! She lay stretched
on her back with her right hand on her bosom, her left hand by her side, on a
bed ot plaster, like the other skeleton, and had the cup standing between her breast
and her slightly bent right arm (PI. VII 1). By her left wrist was found a splen
did engraved semi-precious stone, a great carnelian, with two wild boars on it back
to back.
And so we continued!
In the same pit, about the middle we found a lamp of
steatite and by it an exquisite necklace consisting of 61 small gold beads (PI. X V I 11 2).
Further north, an important collection of weapons, bronze knives, spear heads and a gold
mounted sword, began to be revealed. We suspected
that we were approaching the1 most noble skeleton,
that of the king himself.
On Monday, August 2nd, we continued the work
at the north end of the west pit. Immediately under
the covering slabs, there lay a wooden vessel
mounted with broad bronze hoops (Fig. 1 5). When
that had been taken up we could go on to the
bottom and so gradually the king’s earthly remains
began to appear (PI. VII 2). He was a man of small
stature and narrow across the shoulders and hips.
I le lay there quite covered with costly things.
Round his head we found a quantity of strange
objects of green glass paste; square plaques, orna
ments like curled leaves, and pieces imitating the
worked wild boars’ tusks frequently met with in My
cenaean graves. All these glass paste objects are
provided with holes by which they can be fastened
Fig. 13 . The covering slabs over the
at one end and I am convinced that
like the
king’s grave.
boars’ tusks
they once formed the decoration of
a Mycenaean helmet (Fig. 41).
Highest up on the king’s breast there stood a large cup of pure gold, magnificently
decorated with a submarine landscape (Frontispiece; Pi’s. IX XI); four octopuses with
twining tentacles between coral reefs, and dolphins diving down from the cup’s brim,
where a row of argonauts are represented. Inside the cup lay four rings, one of two
pieces of silver soldered together, the other three with bezels two inches in length made
of thin layers of silver, lead, copper and iron. Besides these the cup contained six
semi-precious stones with intaglio designs, two of which were truly regal in workmanship,
material, and size.
Lower down on the king’s breast, there lay to the right a silver goblet, richly adorned
with animated hunting scenes (PI. XVII 1), to the left a large shallow silver cup with
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out decoration and below it a cup of the Vaphio type pressed badly out of shape by the
weight of the soil, lined inside with gold and having on the silvercovering outside repre
sentations of bulls (PI. XVI). Over the lower part of the body lay a shallow bronze vessel.
At the king’s right side, with its hilt resting against his shoulder, lay a short bronze sword
with a gold-mounted hilt; at his left side in the same manner three bronze swords, all
with gold· mounted hilts, richly decorated, one with a pommel of agate, the other two
with pommels of gold-mounted ivory (PI. VII 3). Finally at the king’s feet we found in
a disorderly heap a gold-mounted sword, four spear heads and two knives, all of bronze,
and two lead horns (PI. XX).

Fig. 14.

'The ornaments of the ostrich egg as found.

Phis skeleton therefore was completely hidden under treasures and it was no light
task to remove all these objects.
The gold gave us no trouble but it was a different
matter with the silver and bronze objects which, for the most part, were very badly
corroded and in places threatened to fall to pieces. We made ourselves wooden knives
and sharp-edged strips of wood which we carefully inserted under the objects. With their
aid we succeeded in taking up the fragile objects after we had let them dry for a day.
The king’s left side with the three gold-mounted bronze swords we cut loose in one
piece for further preservation under more favourable conditions. In this way we dis
covered round the swords remains of sheaths which were completely decayed.
'Phe king, like the queen and princess, lay on a bed of plaster, here as much as
3
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5 cm. thick. He lay on his back with his hands crossed in his lap, the right hand over
the left. The grave-pit of the king and queen was now empty, its bottom lying from
1.50 to 1.60 metres below the level of the floor.
['here remained two pits. The larger one, immediately before the door, was about two
metres square and proved to be almost 1
l/m
i . deep.
ture of charcoal and earth, containing small gold mountings, bronze fragments, bits of
burnt ivory, beads of faience and semi-precious stones, etc. etc., but no bones. It is obvious
that it had been a sacrificial pit. The
other pit, 1 '/ϋ m- long by 50 cm.
broad and 70 cm. deep, contained on
the contrary only unburnt bones of
human beings and animals, including
the well-preserved skull of a dog. Be
sides these we found in this pit
some round faience beads of a type
which does not occur elsewhere in the
tomb.
On the 7th of August the excava
tion of the Midea tholos tomb was
definitely brought to an end. It was
Fig. 1 5. The wooden vessel under the covering slabs over a strange coincidence that on this
the king’s grave.
day it was precisely 50 years since
Schliemann set his spade in the soil
of the great grave circle at Mycenae, where he was to discover the shaft graves with
their treasures of gold.
The rumour of our finds spread far and wide and people from wellnigh the whole
of Argolis made pilgrimages to Dendra to see the treasures of many thousand years ago.
One of our most faithful visitors, even before we made our great finds, was old Dimitri,
the innkeeper at Mycenae. Several times lie walked the three hours distance from Mycenae.
When the first gold cup was found, he also was invited to drink wine from it. 1 le
raised the cup to his lips with trembling hands. When he had drunk, he said with tears
in his eyes: "l am fortunate! Twice has God let me drink from gold cups, in Vaphio
in 1889, when I was with Tsountas, and again to-day. Now 1 can die content!

It w

The Construction of the Tholos Tomb

T

HE tholos at Dendra is built in a soft hillside, here consisting of clay-slate.
We may imagine that the builders began by digging and cutting the broad
passage, the dromos, horizontally into the hillside till a point was reached where

the height of the cutting corresponded to that of the door of the proposed
tomb. Then the large lintel stones over the doorway were laid in place just at the surface
of the slope. Next they cut out the round pit in which the tholos structure itself was
afterwards built in stone. The tholos therefore projected almost a third of its height
above the original slope, but the upper part was covered with a mound of heaped-up soil.
The dromos is built of comparatively large field stones, two or three deep, the wall
being about 80 cm. thick. On the plan the west wall is shown with the exact dimensions
of the stones. A t its outer end the dromos is closed by a cross-wall of more irregular
character which does not, however, go down as deep as the dromos walls, the lower
courses of which extend rather more than 4 metres under and outside the cross-wall1.
This blocking wall which continues about 1 ‘/2 m. to the east beyond the wall of the
dromos, runs about 15 m. westwards (Fig. 17). 1 suppose that it served as a supporting
wall to the mound over the tomb 2. In both the walls of the dromos a certain rough
coursing can be observed. At the blocking wall a regulating course begins, and runs
slanting upwards with from one to two courses of rough stones above it (Fig. 18). We
must imagine that it ran rising evenly up to the outer wall of the doorway, and that
allows us to estimate with a certain probability the original height of the walls at the
inner end of the dromos as about 5 metres, that is, rather more than a metre above
the outer lintel slab of the door (Fig. 19). This height, taken in connection with the
relative thinness of the lintel, allows us to assume with a certain degree of probability
the existence of a relieving triangle over the door, of the type which usually occurs in
later tholos tombs and especially in late Mycenaean architecture.
The total length of the dromos is about 17.9 0 m. (Fig. 20). It measures about 2.50 m.
in breadth near the floor, with a noticeable narrowing towards the top near the doorway,
where it measures 2.20 m. on a level with the upper edge of the doorway. No slope could
be discovered in the floor-level of the dromos.
1 Cf.
DasKupptlgrab
the tholos tombs at Mycenae, B S A XXV.
2 Cf. Das Kuppelgrab bei Menidi, p. 3, and at
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The doorway is faced towards the dromos with two tall blocks of poros stone which
are hewn on their outer sides and provided with slightly projecting bases hewn in the
same block. The walls of the doorway are constructed of fairly large irregular stones,
some of which have been displaced by strong lateral pressure (PI. VI 2). It is the doorway
itself, as can be seen easily in other tholos tombs, which is one of the weakest points in the
construction. The great inner
lintel slab, which had been very
slightly pushed out of place, is
curved on its inner edtre in order
to fit into the circle of the tholos
(Fig. 21). We must also take
into consideration two other lintel
slabs, one of which is still on the
spot but has been removed from
its place by the peasants and lies
a little to the west of the outer
opening of the doorway.
The measurements of the door
way are as follows: height, 3.40
m .; breadth by the dromos, 1.70 m.
at the bottom, 1.50 m. at the top;
breadth by the chamber, 1.60 m.
at the bottom, 1.15 m. at the top
(here undoubtedly a displacement
of the walls of the doorway has
occurred); depth, 3.50 m. The
lintel slab found in position meas
ures 2.40 m. in length, 1.40 m. in
breadth, and 0.35 m. in thickness.
The slab preserved but removed
from its place measures 2.05 m. in
length, 0.95 m. in breadth, 0.30 m.
in thickness. The breadth of the
.
.
. . .
.
1·
1 1 1
.
Fig. 17. The continuation of the outer blocking wall of the dromos.
lost lintel slab can be estimated
at about 1 .55 m. According to what the peasants told 11s it was bigger than either of
those remaining and is said to have been sold for 1000 drachmas.
The breadth of the chamber wall where it is now visible is about o.so m. and we
are justified in assuming it rather greater, about one metre, at the base. The lower
courses are composed of somewhat larger and squarer stones than those above, which
consist of thin pieces of a reddish schist often with wedges of small splinters of stone (PI.
VI 1). According to what the villagers told 11s, the nearest place where this schist
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is found is a hill on the other side of the neighbouring village of Manesi, some twenty
minutes away from the site of the structure. The slabs are particularly appreciated by
the villagers as flooring and building material and they even tried to take those thrown
out with themasses of soil that hadfallen into the tomb. Close to the door the chamber
walls are for technical reasons constructed of larger stones, with an attempt to make use
of 'stretchers’ and headers’ at the corners formed by the chamber wall and that of the
doorway (PI. VI 2). Level with the upper edge of the doorway, we found a greater
inward slope
than that normal in the other parts of the wall. From what is preserved
of the upper
portion, it is clear that the wall was not laid course by course all the way

Fig. 18.

The right wall of the dromos with the regulating course.

round the tomb, but that a small portion of the wall was constructed at a time, sometimes
as far as a height of ten courses. The soil outside the wall was piled up gradually to
give more solidity to the structure; in this way, moreover, a more convenient working place
was obtained.
I he top of the tholos had been covered by a great slab which we hoped
to discover in the debris due to the collapse in the middle of the tomb
but in vain; it
had apparently been dislodged and then carried away from the top of the burial mound.
The tholos has an inner diameter of 7.^0 m.; yet it is not quite circular but has
certain irregularities. Near the doorway it stands about 4.20 tn. high, on the opposite
side about 5.10 m. at the highest point. Its original height can be reckoned, by analogy
with other tombs where the height is now a little greater, now a little smaller, than the
diameter, to be about the same as the diameter, and a projection of the portion still
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standing does in fact give 7 m. We have however to take into consideration here the
possibility of a certain displacement of the highest of the preserved courses, when the
regulating upper rings of the tholos were lost. There were no traces of clay filling
between the stones of the wall.
The floor was covered with a very thin coating of plaster which was lacking over the
shafts or pits. The limits of the
pits sunk below the chamber floor
were, however, difficult to deter
mine, and the later collapse has
done its share in making them as
irregular as they now are. We are
certainly justified in assuming that
originally they were more or less
regular. The large sacrificial pit in
front of the door is about 2 m.
square and 1.20 m. deep. The king’s
and queen’s pit which follows the
curve of the chamber wall at about
a metre away from it is almost
5 m. long, about 1 m. broad and
from 1.50 to 1.60 m. dee]). The
little sacrificial pit is 1.50 m. in
length, 0.50 m. in breadth, and 0.70
m. in depth. The princess’s pit is
2.30 m. in length, 0.80 m. in breadth,
and from 1 .70 to 1 .80 in. in depth.
If we sum up the characteristics
of the tomb, we may define them
in the following way. The tholos
tomb of Midea has its dromos built
of field stones. The doorway is
also built of unhewn stones, with
the exception of the jambs which
.
Fig. 19. The dromos and doorway with the iambs,
consist of monoliths of hewn poros
stone. The lintel blocks are of moderate size and had a relieving triangle above them. The
inner lintel is carefully worked so as to fit directly into the shape of the tholos. The
tholos itself is built for the most part of relatively small flat pieces of schist. In the floor of
the chamber, four shafts have been sunk; two are tombs and two sacrificial pits.
If we wish to assign the tomb of Midea to one of the three groups into which Mr.
W ack has divided the nine tholos tombs of Mycenae, it should be most closely akin
to his second group, for though the lintel blocks are short the inner lintel block is curved
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on the inside to fit the circle of the tholos, a refinement which does not occur in the
first group1.
Now W age dates his third and latest group to about 1 400 B. C. and the succeeding
period, and consequently he assigns the first and second groups to the 1 6th and 1 5th
centuries B. C. Tholos tombs, like the shaft graves, are royal tombs and it is highly probable,
I think, that, as far as date is
concerned, the oldest tholos tombs
link up with the latest shaft
graves
Thus, according to the chro
nology of W a g e , the tomb of
Midea ought to belong to Late
Helladic II or, to define it more
closely, the second half of the 15th
century. Now, however, the things
found in the tomb undoubtedly
bring the date down to Late
Helladic 111 and so they assign it
to the period after 1400 B. C.
None of the things found points
to the tomb having been used
earlier or to any length of time
having passed between the burial
of the three persons found in
the tomb.
What we have said shows, in
my opinion, that tombs corre
sponding to W age ’s second group
existed outside Mycenae contem
poraneously with W age ’s third
group in Mycenae. The question
is whether also some of the My
cenae tombs in tlx· second group
The outer part of the dromos with half of the
ought not to be placed somewhere
blocking wall.
else in the series. A constructive
detail which should not Ire overlooked is that the dromos walls slope inward in the I )endra
tomb, in the Heraeum tomb, as well as in two Mycenae tombs, namely die Panagia and the
Kato Phournos tombs.
This is not the place to enter upon a discussion of the problem
here involved. In any case it seems to me certain that, if W age ’s classification of Mycenaean
1 Cf.
U
SA
.,XXV, ρρ. 388 ff.
2 The remarks made by E vans in his work The

Shaft Graves, amt tire hive Tombs o f Mycenae have
not convinced me.
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tholos tombs is to to be extended to tombs outside Mycenae, his third group must be
regarded as a subdivision of the second group, as a more perfected group characteristic
of the tombs of the great kings of Mycenae and Orchomenos.
In our Midea tomb there are four pits below the floor-level of which the two deepest
are grave pits, the two others sacrificial pits. Similar pits occur in various tholos tombs
and have been interpreted as grave pits, certainly not always correctly. It appears as if
in the occurrence of the pit we might have a chronological criterion. It seems to be ab
sent from the oldest tholos tombs,
but in the tombs belonging to
W a g e ’ s second group it is the
rule, only to disappear again in
the latest group. It looks as if it
did not belong to the new type of
tomb, the tholos tomb, but in My
cenae, under the influence of the
old shaft graves, it obtained a place
even in this. Later it was again
discarded as superfluousl. Also
likewise in the chamber tombs: at
Asine e. g. the oldest chamber
tomb, No. 2, has a pit but ordi
Fig. 2 1. The emptied tholos tomb.
narily they have none.
Where does the tholos tomb come from? At present scholars differ on this point. Sir
A r t h u r E v a n s is of the opinion that like much else the tholos tomb belonged originally
to Crete and that it reached the Mainland of Greece during the period of general Cretan
influence2. Mr. W a g e advances another and, to a certain extent, a conflicting view. In his
opinion, Crete as the place of origin is excluded — the actual tholos tombs which occur
there being due to the influence of the Mainland. According to W a g e , we know nothing,
1 According to Wage ’ s publication in BSA.,
XXV, the pits in the tholos tombs are distributed as
follows: Croup I, A. The Cyclopean Tomb ~~~ no
pit, B. The Kpano Phournos Tomb — no pit, C,
The Tomb of Aegisthus — 1 broad shallow pit
(p. 30 1), Group II, A. The Panagia Tomb
no
pit, B. The Kato Phournos
1 large grave pit
(p. 322), C. The Lion Tomb
3 grave pits (p.
328), I). The Heraeum Tomb — 3 grave pits (p.
333), Group 1 1 1 , A. The Tomb of Atreus — grave
pit in the side chamber (p. 3 5 1), B. The Tomb of
Clytemestra
1 grave pit in the dromos (pp. 358),
C. The Tomb of Genii — 3 grave pits (pp. 378). W age
gives the following explanation for the pits in the
Tomb of Genii: ' A sign perhaps of declining power
may be discerned in the large number of grave pits
which indicate its frequent use.
They suggest that

this king’s successors were not able to build tholos
tombs for themselves.” I share W age ' s view that
these grave pits were secondary, that is were not
part of the original conception of the tomb. Their
cist-like construction supports this as well as the
large rough blocks which roofed the cists at the level
of the floor of the chamber. The pits in the Midea
tomb are quite different in construction. 1 believe
that the kings of the Tholos Tomb dynasty were
conservative and at first retained their own method
of burial and that the old Mycenaean custom of
burial in pits was adopted at Mycenae first in cham
ber tombs and then in tholos tombs. The pits in
the later chamber tombs are all as far as I know
very shallow.
Cf. Wage , below pp. 14 1,
Cf. E vans , Shaft Graves and Bee-hive Tombs
o f Mycenae, pp, 67 ff.
4
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up to the present, of the original home of the tholos tomb, but wherever this may be, this
type of tomb was certainly in a primitive form when it was first introduced at Mycenae'.
In this connection I wish to draw attention to the fact that during the Stone Age and
Bronze Age there already existed in Western Europe a kind of bee-hive tomb, built on
the 'corbel’ principle. I wish also to observe that the dromos is not an original element
from the beginning, a fact shown by the oldest tombs with their dromoi cut directly into
the rock, with no stone walls, and also by a number of tholos tombs from Euboea in
which the dromos is lacking2. One must imagine the tomb originally erected on the open
ground, but in Mycenae it has been placed in a hillside simply for convenience; then the
dromos makes its appearance and gradually acquires the same architectural structure as the
door and the chamber. I personally, like M o n t e l iu s 8 and S c h u c h iia r d t 4, am convinced
that there is a connection between the great stone tombs of Northern and Western Europe
and thetholos tombs on the Mainland of Greece. This is not the place to go further
into this connection, but I will again remark that a stream of immigrants from the north
flowed down over Greece time after time from as far back as about the year 2000 B. C. The
tholos tomb, like the megaron with the fixed hearth some hundred years earlier, in my
opinion came along this route in the 1 6th century B. C. and first took root on the Mainland.
There is a second question which deserves to be touched upon. Ought we to imagine
that the
dromos of a tholos tomb stood open, even after the burial of the prince, or
that it was closed up in connection with this? The main argument in favour of the former
alternative is the magnificent decoration of the fagade to the doorway which, for example,
the Treasury of Atreus undoubtedly once had. But the blocking up of the dromos of
the Midea tomb is unmistakably against this. Fragments of the same vases have been
found inside the chamber and moderately high up in the material filling the dromos
and observations made while studying the method of blocking up the related chamber
tombs of Asine point in the same direction. The rich decoration of the facade in certain
tombs is in my opinion not to be taken as an argument in support of the first alternative.
Tholos tombs, in which to judge by all tokens only a few persons were buried, were
prepared for the prince and his family, and when the prince was dead the tomb was
closed and the dromos filled up. The Midea tomb with its untouched burial gifts, cover
ing a period of at least a century and a half, warns us to be cautious when establishing
from the objects found the period during which the tomb was used. We have to take
into consideration the fact that the prince erected his last resting-place during his life
time — as Pharaoh did his pyramid
and the rich decoration expended on it is in
order to prepare a worthy home for the monarch’s soul
and in any case the fagade
was, after all, visible as long as the prince himself was alive.
1 Cf. B S A ., XXV, pp. 393 ft. ;J U S . ,XL VI,
1926, pp. 1 10 ff.
2 Cf. G. Baravasileios ,
(Ιοχαίιον τάφων, pp. 21 ff.
3 Cf. O. Montei.ius , /V

vanta
x&nggrifttrna (The Mycenaean Tholos Tombs and the Nordic Dolmens), in
l l t ' f j i των rv Κνβοίιι Fornviinneii, IV, 1909, pp· 161
* Cf. C. Kchuchhakdt ,
and. ed.,
myktniska
p
- . 21 4.
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IV.

Catalogue of Objects discovered in the Tholos Tomb*

A

survey with short description is first given of all the objects which were found
in the tholos tomb. Some of the more important and interesting of them are
then more fully treated in the following chapter.

A.

The Dromos.

0 Thin discs of gold with holes at the edge; one small with one hole, diam. 0.014,
one large with two opposite holes, d. 0.026.
2) Thin gold rosettes, with the petals of flowers
and with holes for fastening
at the edge: one with 3 holes, cl. 0.026, one large gold rosette, d. 0.035, fragments
of 2 more.
3) burnt and shapeless pieces of bronze and ivory.
4) A small button of steatite, d. 0.0126, h. 0.0066.
5) Fragments of a knife of obsidian and a flint knife (found in the filling, as also
some E. H. sherds).
6) Fragments of a large stirrup-vase and of a Mycenaean jug with a beaked spout and
triple handle running from spout to shoulder, fragments of which were also found
in the: chamber. Moreover many sherds were found in the filling, which divide in
almost equal proportions between E. H. and L. H., among the latter some fragments
of Palace style amphorae, sherds decorated with scale patterns and wavy lines and in
particular many fragments of kylikes.

B.

The Door.

Outer Walling of the Doorway.
1) Three rosettes of gold leaf with roses with seven petals each en repoussd and two
opposite holes for attaching, d. 0.015.
2) One bead of faience, 'grain of wheat, 1. 0.0136, d. 0.006.
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Fig. 22.

Plan indicating the distribution of the objects over the floor of the chamber.
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3) One button of steatite, d. 0.013, h. 0.0085.
4) Burnt anti shapeless pieces of bronze and ivory; one bronze nail.

The Doorway.
5) Burnt and shapeless pieces of bronze and ivory; one bronze nail.
6) Fragments of an obsidian knife (found in the walling).
7) Pieces of burnt animal bones.

Inner Walling of the Doorway.
8) Two small gold fragments.
9) Shapeless bronze fragments and a bronze rod from a handle(r).
10) Fragment of a pendant of faience.
In the walling were also found some potsherds, E. H. and L. H. III.

C. The floor of the chamber.
The distribution of the small objects over the floor of the chamber is clear from the
accompanying plan, Fig. 22, divided into squares. Below is given a survey, arranged
according to the character of the material found.

Gold (PI. XXVII).

1) Two oblong mountings of thin sheet-gold, with rivet holes at both ends, respec
tively 0.019 X 0.008, 0.021 X 0.007 ( / ’ 3. * 3).
2) Three gold discs, with two holes for attachment opposite each other at the edges,
d. 0.021, together with a twisted golden wire with a knot (A 5).
3) Three small gold beads, decorated with three rows of granulated work, seven grains
in each row (three are missing from one outer row), that of the middle row being
somewhat larger, d. 0.003 — 0.002 (A 7, B 4,
6).
4) Three gold beads, in the shape of flower buds with projecting stamens and bottoms
horizontally bored, h. 0.0125, br. 0.009
(B 3, E 7 (2)
5) One bead, in the shape of a Mycenaean altar, 0.009 X 0.007 (li 5).
6) One bead, consisting of four grains of gold soldered together, 0.009
2).
7) One bead, in the shape of a grain of wheat, 0.0045 X 0.0023 (Z 6).
8) One small ribbed bead, 0.0025 T 5)·
9) Small and shapeless pieces of gold leaf found in various parts of the tomb (B 6,
r 5. A 3, 5>

E4
i 5* 7)

z2
, 3, 4,

Semi-precious stones (PI. X X V 2).
io) An oval gem of lapis-lazuli with a deer in intaglio.
the horizontal axis, 0.0165 X 0.014

The threading hole runs along
(A2).
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11) One tubular bead of agate, not ribbed, with the ends of the perforation mounted
with gold, 0.019 X 0.009 ( 2 3 )·
12) One tubular bead of agate with spiral ribs, 0.0175 X 0.0083 (/I 3).
13) Six polished tubular beads of agate of varying length, 0.028 — 0.018, d. 0.009 — 0.007
(A 6 (3), 7 ? 3,
114 (2).
14) One small bead of carnelian, 0.0037 X 0.0028 (Z 6).
G lass (PI. XXVI).
15) Fragments of a lioness
(A3).
16) One bead with two holes for threading, ivy leaf ornament, 0.0093 X 0.0076 (d 3).
17) Glass slightly corroded
Γ
( ,6 d 6, E 7).
Faience (PI. VIII).
18) A large number of beads of two kinds: 72 ribbed and shaped like grains of wheat,
1. 0.0182— 0.0124, br. 0,0073 — 0.004, 81 amygdaloid with ribs along the edges and
lengthwise down the centres, 1. 0.0247 — 0.0148, br. o.ou — 0.0085
2 — 7, Z 2— 7,
// 4 - 6 ) .
19) Pour flat, ribbed beads, d. 0.017, h. along the eyelet 0.009 (/'6(2),
1 ' 7,
20) Four round, ribbed beads, d. 0.0085 — 0.006 (/> 6,
5, E 2,
6).
21) Two tubular beads with spiral ribs, 1. 0.0184— 0.0165, d. 0.009 ( * > , 4).
22) Two polished quadrilateral beads, 1. 0.020, br. 0.009, 1. 0.007, br. 0.006
2).
23) One tubular bead covered with a net-work pattern, 1. 0.0085, d. 0.008 (77 4).
24) One small round bead, d. 0,0017 (77 3).
25) Fragments of broken beads
.A
(4, E 2, 7/ 4).
Ivory.
26) Shapeless fragments, mostly burnt, were found in various parts (A 4, H 3, 6, / ’ 6,
E 2, 4, // 3, 6).
Bronze.

8,

27) Three bronze rods around which a fourth one was twisted, I. 0.120, br. 0.005, th.
0.002 (/V 7); weight in all 140 grams.
28) Remains of bronze mountings with nails or holes for nails (/T6,
6).
29) Bronze nails (77 6, / ’ 1, A 6).
30) Shapeless bronze fragments mostly injured by fire (A 5, / ’ 6, A 2, 3, 5, 7, E 2— 5).
Steatite.
31) One big button of the conical type with slightly concave sides, d. 0.023
32) One smaller conical button, d. o.o«8

4).
E
( ).3

Obsidian.
33) Some fragments of knives of obsidian, which probably fell in with the debris (II 5, Λ 8, Z 4).
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Bones.
34) Three skulls and other human bones
( Γ 3,5).
35) Three teeth of a dog (A 7).
36) Bones of bats in relatively large quantities were found in the bottom layer along
one side of the tomb. (A 3, 4, 5, 6,
B 2, 3, 4).
Pottery.
37) In the upper layers of earth that had fallen into the chamber was found a number
of E. H. and L. H. sherds exactly as in the filling of the dromos. Below the mass
of debris that had fallen in, immediately above the lowest layer which contained the
principal finds, were found the remains of a late L. H. Ill vase, Granary style’, of
the transition to proto-geometric. It is a deep bowl, h. 0.09, br. 0.105 (Fig. 47).
38) In the layer immediately above the floor were E. H. sherds which had come in with
the earth and also L. H. ware. We particularly noticed sherds of the big stirrupvase (A 3, A 3,
E5
, Z 3, 6, I I 3 — 5; fragments also from dromos and
II, and IV) and fragments of the jug with a beaked spout and triple handle
3;
fragments of the same vase also from dromos and pits I and IV).

D.

The Pits in the Chamber.
P it I.

1.

T h e B u ria l G ifts o f the K in g .

1) Broken wooden vessel with bronze mountings found immediately below the centre
covering slab; h. 0.17, d. 0.155; the breadth of the upper and lower bronze mountings
0.06, that of the centre one 0.02.
The handle is attached to the middle of the body
by means of pegs; the mountings join below it. The whole of the bottom is covered
with bronze; the lid has bronze mountings in the middle only, d. 0.085 (Fig. 31).
2) Gold cup with design of octopuses found high up on the breast of the skeleton;
h. 0.05, above the handle 0.07, d. 0.185, across handle 0.220; weight 195 grams.
(Pi’s. IX — XI and frontispiece).
The cup is beaten out of a piece of a sheet of pure gold (fine gold): in the
centre of the bottom on the outside can be seen a small hollow caused by a pointed
tool, probably used during construction to fix the centre so that the cup should
be a true circle. Above the sharp edge a round ribbed rim (from which a small
piece is missing) is attached. The handle, of somewhat thicker sheet-gold, tapers
downwards and is riveted from the inside by means of four gold studs with rounded
heads (three at the top, one at the bottom). The decoration of the handle resembles an
Egyptian papyrus column as regards both the shaft and the capital. It is so attached that
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it covers part of the decoration. Between a narrow polished belt on the base and a wider
one just below the rim, there is a representation of the bottom of the sea,
repousse
with the details embossed and chased. The bottom of the sea is suggested by irregular
undulations, alternately plain and speckled, and is seen both at the top and at the
bottom. The decoration is divided into four panels with octopuses in each of them,
as a chief motive against a flat background, framed with coral, and showing seaanemones, dolphins and argonauts. Both panels to the right of the handle are framed
by two dolphins in the upper corners, the two other panels are separated from each
other by two more. The argonauts are all situated at the upper edge, four over
panel i, five over panel 3, all of them seen from the left; another, seen from the
right, is situated between the dolphins, between panels 1 and 2. The execution is,
from the technical point of view, masterly but not quite finished; around panel 1,
the speckling and chasing of the undulations of the bottom are missing. Of the same
degree of perfection as the technical execution, is the extraordinary resemblance to
life of the movements and the individual characterisation, for example of the octopuses.
Both in the case of this cup and in the case of the others of precious metal, it cannot
be believed that they were made merely for burial purposes.
3) Six lentoid gems with intaglio designs, found in the gold cup with the octopuses.
(PI. XIX).
a) Dark agate, exquisitely streaked with brown, with a lion devouring a bull: the
threading hole, bored obliquely from both sides, follows the vertical axis of the
scene. L. along the back of the bull 0.0413, h. along the perforation 0.0385.
The bull is rushing to the left with head high, in the grip of the lion which
has just leapt on its back and fastened its teeth in the bull’s neck. Blood is
pouring down the breast of the bull. Below the bull are wavy lines with round
and oval patches to suggest the ground. Kxquisite work.
b) Light agate with blueish veins (the surface is somewhat damaged) with a bull beingattacked by two lions; the threading hole follows the vertical axis. L. 0.0388,
h. along the perforation 0.0354.
The bull to the left is forced down upon its knees by a lion charging directly
towards it: the lion is standing on its hind legs with its fore paws on the breast
of the bull. Another lion is charging obliquely from the back. It is partly
hidden by the bull into the back of which it is fastening its teeth. Good work.
c) Light agate with blue veins, with a lion and a bull lying down; the perforation
follows the vertical axis. L. 0.037, h. along the perforation 0.035.
On a rough ground line a bull is lying to the right with its head high; in
the side of the bull a fault in the stone. Behind, towards the left, the head
and neck of an animal with a long mane, probably a lion. Sketch)' work.
d) Jadeite with damaged surface, representing two wild goats; the perforation follows
tin; vertical axis. L. 0.023, h. along the perforation 0.0216.
The goat in front faces to the left, the goat behind to the right in a heraldic
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composition. Before the goats’ heads appear the horns of consecration; below the
feet there is a double ground line. Good work.
e) Jadeite with a wild goat; the perforation follows the vertical axis. L. 0.0233, h.
along the perforation 0.021.
The wild goat is turned towards the left; before it a palm tree is clearly indi
cated 1 ; beneath its stomach rocky ground is indicated and above its back vege
tation. Exquisite Avork.
f) Jadeite with a lion; the perforation follows the vertical axis. L. 0.022, h. along
the perforation, 0.021.
The lion is standing to the right; in front of it, the head and fore quarters
and legs of a mangled animal, above the lion’s back the hind quarters of the
animal, with the hind legs spread apart to follow the curve of the stone — pro
bably a deer; beneath the stomach of the lion and between its legs a figure of
eight shield. Good work.
4) Four metal rings found together with the gems in the gold cup with the octopuses
(Fig· 15)·
Three of the rings consist of four layers of metal, counting from the outside, a) iron,
b) copper, c) lead, d) silver, and are fitted with large bezels of the same composition.
The rings are damaged and in particular the iron surface has become defaced. We
suppose that the bezels had a length of 0.047 to 0.042, a breadth of about 0.030.
The inner diameter of the rings is 0.021 to 0.019. One ring consists of two pieces of
thick silver soldered together; inner diameter 0.018.
5) Silver goblet with hunting scenes, found on the right side of the chest. H. 0.17,
diameter of foot 0.05, height of foot 0.07. (PI. XVII 1).
The silver has, however, suffered severely. Probably the hollow foot of the goblet
was filled with wood, like the gold cups from Mycenae a. The decoration is bordered
above and below by a row of round dots. Two deer and two hounds are fairly well
preserved; there are remains of two more deer and two hounds (the fragment with the
hind legs of a hound at the top to the right has been wrongly placed). The move
ment is from right to left. The deer, lowest down to the right, is turning a somer
sault of exactly the same kind as the bull in the net on one of the Vaphio cups.
6) Silver cup found on the right part of the chest. H. 0.054, above handle 0.075,
d. 0.17, across handle 0.194 (Fig. 29).
I'he silver is badly affected and one piece is missing. The cup seems to be
wrought out of a piece of sheet-silver with the edge bent over at the top. The
handle tapers downwards and is riveted from inside by means of three studs with
flat heads. The cup has no decoration.
7) Gold and silver cup with figures of bulls, found on the lower part of the chest.
H. 0.075, d. 0.115, above the handle 0.140. (PI. XVI).
1 Cf. a naturalistic prototype of the palm on
the Vaphio cup with the wild hulls.

2 Cf.

G. K aro ,

Schaehtgriiber

Text, 1, p. 9 1, No. 3 5 1 .
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The cup consists of two layers: the inner layer, of thin sheet-gold, has at the upper
edge been turned over the outer layer of silver, which is finished with a double plain
torus. The silver has suffered badly but probably the foot of the cup was finished
in the same way as the Vaphio cup with the wild bulls. The silver handle has the
same characteristic form as those of the Vaphio cups with a spool between two pro
jecting supports. The handle is attached from within by means of three studs with
flat heads, two above and one below. The handle crosses the figure of a bull.
Parts of two bulls dashing to the left are preserved.
The figures were first
executed en
isu
ao
p
er nd then chased. The relief is low but exquisitely and finely
executed.
8) Box of bronze, found above the pelvis bones. H. 0.055, d. 0.220. The shallow
circular box is decorated with a raised bronze ring which runs round it about a
centimetre from the upper rim, but at two points in the circumference opposite one
another rises to form a foundation on one side for the hinge, 0.05 m. wide, and on
the other for a fastening, 0.01 m. wide. The edge of the lid overlaps the box.
The bronze is badly corroded. (Fig. 32).
The weapons near the skeleton of the king have all of them suffered badly and the
bronze has fallen to pieces. Thanks to the care exercised in lifting them, we were able
to keep the different weapons apart and we have succeded in reconstructing them with
complete certainty. (PI. X X 1).
The swords can be divided into three groups according to the shape of the shoulder.
Type A : the shoulder is angular and slightly hollowed above where it turns in to
the hilt. Type B: the shoulders project, sloping above and below and give the
sword a cruciform appearance. Type C: the shoulders are horned and turned slightly
upwards.
9) Sword, type B, found by side of the king’s body, the hilt resting against his right
shoulder. L. 0.715, without the pommel, br. across the shoulder 0.067. (PI. X X ,
No. IV).
The blade, which is relatively thin and pointed, has a strong rounded midrib along
its whole length. The hilt which is flanged is covered with thin sheet-gold attached
to each side by means of five studs with gold-covered heads which have a ring
of granulated work round their edges to form a hollow setting, d. 0.012, to be
fitted with coloured glass paste. The tang of the hilt ends in a peg to which
the pommel was attached.
A gold ring formed the transition from the hilt
to the pommel· There is no trace of the pommel. Probably it was of wood,
because if of ivory there would have been something left. We suppose there
were on the hilt thin layers of tin.* same material between the bronze and the
gold coating.
10) Sword, type A , found, together with those to be described below, by the left
side of the body of the king, the hilt resting against his shoulder. L. 0.537, br.
across the shoulder 0.053. (PI. X X , No. I; PI. X X 2; PI. XXI).
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The blade is slender and triangular, rather like a lengthened dagger-blade and
has a rounded midrib. On the tang, which ends with a peg fitting into the
pommel there were thin ivory plates with an outer plating of thick gold in such
a way that the hilt is a hexagonal in section. The gold plate also completely
covers the shoulders. The flanged edge has small holes for pins. The hilt is de
corated with a chased pattern of interlaced circles forming a regular network.
The normal places for the stud heads, five on each side, are left free from de
coration; the heads are therefore only ornamental. The upper end of the hilt is
surmounted by a gold-mounted turned ivory pommel, d. 0.05, h. 0.0438. The upper
convex part of it is plated with gold, with the same decoration of interlaced
circles as on the hilt itself. In the middle of the pommel, the ivory was visible
for a space of 0.01. The lower part is again plated with gold, and chased with
two rows of wavy chevrons alternately plain and speckled. This decoration reminds
us of the representation of the ground on the king’s large seal stone and of the
sea bottom on the octopus cup. The pommel was held in place by two pins with
gold-mounted heads.
11) Sword, type B, found by the left side of the king’s body, the hilt resting against
his shoulder. L. 0.765, br. across the shoulder 0.065. (PI. X X , No. II; PI. X X 3;
PI. X X II 1).
The blade, which is badly corroded, is thin and pointed and has a rounded
midrib. On the tang, which ends at the top with a peg for the pommel, were
two convex wooden plates which were plated with thick gold so that the hilt was
round in section. The gold also plates the shoulders, leaving a gap for the midrib
and above that a kidney shaped opening. Along the edges of the gold are small
holes close together for small pins. On each side of the hilt, three places for
stud heads are reserved in the spiral decoration of the rest of the hilt. At the
bottom of the hilt, two parallel ridges run in a loop down towards the flat sides
of the blade, imitating the thongs by which the hilt was once attached to the
blade. The rest of the gold plating is decorated with spirals, interconnecting both
vertically and horizontally. The pommel consists of a beautifully veined light agate
turned to shape, h. 0.0205, d. 0.0425. At the bottom it has a square notch to fit
the tang to which it was attached by a bronze nail with a gold mounted head.
A gold ring forms the transition from hilt to pommel.
12) Sword, type C, found by the left side of the king’s body, the hilt resting against
the shoulder. L. 1.094 (the blade one metre), br. across the shoulder 0.081. (PI.
X X , No. Ill; PI. X XII 2; PI. XXIII 1 — 3).
The blade, which has got rather bent, is thin and fitted with a marked rounded
midrib. On the tang which ends at the top in a peg (now disappeared) were
convex ivory plates which were plated with small gold bars. The hilt was round
in section. The gold mounting also covered the shoulders.
The decorated sides
of the hilt were attached to the tang by five bronze nails with heads plated with
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gold. Small gold bars were attached to the ivory plates on the sides of the hilt
by pins at the back so that they formed a continous surface which was after
wards decorated. The pommel, of which one piece is left, consisted of ivory and
was decorated with small gold bars in the same way as the sides of the hilt.
An approximate calculation, after a number were weighed, shows that there must
be about five thousand gold bars of this kind. They were arranged like bricks
in a wall so that the joints of alternate rows were in the same vertical line.
The transition from hilt to pommel was formed by a gold ring.
13) Pieces of cobalt glass, from a helmet, found round the skull. (PI. X X V 1).
a) Eleven curled leaf’ ornaments; 1. 0.065, greatest breadth 0.017 to 0.013, at the point
0.0093 to 0.008. On the outside each has a midrib with three ridges running
lengthwise. Each has two holes for fastening at the narrower end.
b) Nine lancet-like pieces, three of which have broken points; 1. 0.044, br. at
the base 0.014. In shape they remind us of the worked tusks of boars, which
are often found in Mycenaean tombs.
Underneath a narrow beading runs
along the edge. Each has one hole for fastening at the top (broken) and two
at the base.
c) Eight metope-like plaques, six (three fragmentary) of light-blue, two of violet
glass, 1. 0.025, h. 0,029. Each plaque has a broad beading, both at the top and
the bottom, and between these a representation of a bull moving towards the
right and a figure sitting on the bull’s back. There are holes for fastening on
both sides of the waist of the sitting figure (Fig. 43).
d) Three (two fragmentary) similar plaques, 1. 0.0265, h. 0.020. These lack beading
but each shows a lion moving to the right with something protruding from its
back and with a long curved tail. In front of the lion there are traces of a
human figure (Pig. 44).
14) Two pendant jewels found near the neck (PI. X X V 2).
a) A pendant of rock crystal, 1. 0.0172, br. 0.0065.
b) A plaque of agate in the shape of a heart, 1. 0.028, br. 0.019. The perforation
is placed below a knob which has been worked in the shape of a figure of eight
shield.
15) Sword, type C, found together with No’s. 16 — 22 below, in a confused heap at
the feet of the king. L. 0.682, br. across the shoulder 0.062. (PI. X X , No. V).
The blade is comparatively broad and has a rounded midrib. Nothing is left
of the mounting of the hill or of the pommel which were probably of wood. The
five bronze studs with gold-mounted heads which kept the wood in position on each
side were found
in
situ.
16) Spear head (PI. X X , No. VIII), 1. 0.44, br. 0.044, the inside of the socket d. 0.031.
The blade is approximately of uniform breadth and the open end of the socket is
fitted with a ring with beaded edges, ο.υι broad.
There are holes for nails for the
fastening of the shaft,
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1 7) Spear head of which the tip is missing (PI. X X , No. VII), 1. 0.50, br. 0.044, the
inside of the socket d. 0.03. As far as could be judged, the blade is of approxi
mately uniform breadth and the end of the socket is fitted with a ring and holes
for nails to fasten the shaft. On the midrib which tapers towards the point are
to be seen traces of a repeating chased pattern — double wavy lines enclosing a
speckled surface.
18) Spear head (PI. X X , No. VI), 1. 0.57, br. 0.05, of approximately uniform breadth
and at the open end of the socket fitted with a ring and holes for nails: the inner
diameter of the socket 0.027.
19) Spear head (PI. X X , No. IX); PI. XXVIII 1), 1. 0.4., br. o .04. The neck is round
and somewhat thinner than the blade itself. The neck and the upper part of the
blade have a richly chased spiral decoration. The design is asymmetrical: on one
side of the double line in the middle of the neck there are three rows of spirals,
on the other side two.
20) Bronze knife with broken tip (PI. X X , No. X), length of preserved part 0.27, br.
across the hilt 0.02, across the blade 0.025. Along the back of blade a deep band
runs on each side.
21) Bronze knife with broken tip (PI. X X , No. XI), length of preserved part 0,168, br. 0.018.
22) Two leaden horns (Fig. 39). Distance from base to tip, respectively 0.095 and
0.085, thickness at the base respectively 0.012 and 0.009. At the base each is fitted
with a little peg for insertion. They doubtless represent curved bulls’ horns.

2.

In the m iddle o f the pit betw een the k in g and the queen.

1) Ostrich egg with mounting (PI. III). H. 0.203, d. 0.131; the height of the egg-shell
0.153, the hole at the truncated end d. 0.05, the small hole at the opposite end
d. 0.007.
The neck and mouth of silver, h. 0.05, d. 0.045, is attached by four pairs of
small holes. I;our ribs of bronze, with broad gold edges, each inlaid with sixteen
pieces of coloured glass paste which have been put on so that the bronze was never
visible, run from the lower edge of the neck down towards the hole at the bottom,
without, however, reaching it: there are no traces of mounting at the bottom.
About 2 '/a cm. from the lower edge of the neck, there are four holes through the
shell, d. 0.004, one on each side of two of the bronze ribs, situated opposite each other
probably holes for fastening a string or handle. On a level with these holes
in each panel between the bronze ribs there is a downward curving row of shallow
drill marks, probably decorative. The coloured inlays of glass paste in the ribs
have suffered badly. They are built up of concentric layers diminishing gradually in
diameter, so that they end in a point.
2) Low lamp of steatite, h. 0.09, d. 0.162 (Fig. 23). The oil receptacle has a raised
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edge which also follows the channels for the wicks to the outer edges of the lamp.
Otherwise there is no decoration with the exception of a base ring.
3) Necklace consisting of 61 gold beads with two holes for threading (PI. X V 111 2),
length along the axis of the threading holes 0.007, br. 0,0093. The beads are hollow
and formed of two pieces of gold set together of which the upper one shows a
conventionalized ivy leaf ornament in relief. Exactly the same type of bead occurs
in violet glass paste, i. e. in cobalt glass. The total length of the necklace is 0.44
(exactly 61 X 0.007 = 0.427).
4) Close to the necklace was found decayed blue glass paste, probably from glass
beads of the kinds mentioned above.

3.

T h e b u rial g ifts o f the queen.

1) Gold and silver cup, with representations of bulls’ heads, found between the bent
right arm and the chest of the queen,
h. 0.055, d. 0.157, with the handle 0.185.
(PI. I; PI. X II— X V t); weight 209 grams.
The cup consists of two layers: the
inner one of thick sheet-gold has at the
upper edge been turned over the outer
layer of silver. The horizontal wishbone
handle has a knobbed vertical projection,
a typical 'button handle’, with two faste
nings, each of which is marked on the
inside of the cup by three convex studheads plated with gold. The silver wish
Fig 23. Lamp of steatite.
bone is decorated with rings of inlaid niello;
the vertical support for the button has an excrescence in the middle adorned with
vertical niello inlays; the button in the shape of a flower also has niello inlays, which
possibly once alternated with gold. (When the cup was found there was a still a
small piece of gold leaf in the flower on the button which, however, has since
been lost). The outer coat of silver has thin inlaid gold bands, two at the top
and two at the bottom. The field between them is covered by five decoratively
arranged bulls’ heads with inlays of niello and gold. The details inlaid in gold
vary in all of the heads. Moreover the hair on the heads, especially the curls
of the forehead, are emphasized by chasing. The bottom shows a depression in
both the outer and inner coats.
2) A gem, carnelian, with two boars, found by the left wrist of the queen (PI. XIX).
The threading hole follows the vertical axis. L. along the back of the animals
0.0268, h. along the threading hole 0.025.
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The boars are represented back to back one above the other, each moving
towards the right, one of them somewhat bigger than the other. The bristles form
a line of division in the middle; below their feet the ground is suggested by lines.
3) Small gold box found a little higher up in the filling of the pit, near the head.
H. 0.0076, d. 0.0.26. (PI. XXVII). 1
The box has a lid which covers it right down to the bottom. Box and lid are
in the middle pierced laterally with string holes: the string kept the two parts together
and thus closed the box, so
that it seemed like a big gold bead. It is decorated
with three lines of granulated work, at the top, in the middle and at the bottom.
4.

M inor finds in h ig h er la y e rs o f P it I.

(Cf. pi. XXVII).

1) One gold bead in the shape of a bud with prominent stamens and the bottom of
the flower pierced horizontally; h. 0.012, br. 0.009. (Cf. the Floor of the chamber, gold).
2) A rosette of gold leaf with a rose of seven petals, in relief, and three holes for
fastening; d. 0.015. (Cf. the Door, outer walling of the doorway).
3) A tubular, spirally ribbed agate bead with gold mountings at both ends, at the outer
ends of the mountings double rows of granulated work; 1. 0.0175, d. 0.007.
4) A small bead of carnelian, d. 0.006, diameter of the threading hole 0.003.
5) Beads of faience of two types, 84 ribbed and shaped like grains of wheat, 1. 0,0.82 —
0.0124, br. 0.0073 — 0.004, 61
amygdaloid with ribs along the edges and lengthwise
down the centres, d. 0.0247— 0.0148, br. o.on — 0.0085. (Cf. the Floor of the chamber,
faience).
6) A round fluted bead of faience, d. 0.007. (Cf. the P'loor of the chamber, faience).
7) There were also found low down at the bottom of the pit sherds of the big stirrup
vase and the jug with a beaked spout. (Cf. the P'loor of the chamber, pottery).
P it II.
1) Small shapeless fragments of thin gold leaf.
2) Two flat and fluted beads of faience, br. 0.0075, h. along the threading hole 0.009.
(Cf. the P'loor of the chamber, faience).
3) Decayed blue glass paste.
4) Bronze fragments, including nails.
5) I luman bones.
6) Skull and bones of a dog.
7) Fragments of the big stirrup vase.

(Cf. the P'loor of the chamber, pottery).
Pit III.

1) Gold ring found about 30 cm. below the level of the floor of the chamber above
the covering slabs; inner d. 0.016 X 0.014 (towards the bezel), outer d. above the
bezel 0.0193; the bezel 1. 0.022, br. 0.0152. (PI. XVII 2; Pig. 3 3 — 34).
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Ring as well as bezel are apparently of massive gold. Roth edges of the ring
itself are decorated with beading, the raised part between being filled with pointed
leaves partly covering each other. The bezel is divided into two fields by a small
beading. The representations in both fields are heraldic and strictly symmetrical.
In the upper field, which is larger, two strange fabulous animals are seen with their
heads in profile towards each other, the bodies en face, the legs with turned in
hooves in profile. The heads with long twisted horns seem to be heads of goats;
necklaces separate them from the upper part of a woman’s body with very promi
nent breasts; immediately below is a pair of muscular, well defined bull’s legs.
Each animal is on three sides framed in by three stems with a bud or capsule at
the top; below the animals they are plaited together; exactly below the plaited work
an oval depression is seen. In the lower field or exergue which is narrower is a
pair of recumbent animals, heraldically opposed, with their heads turned back and
down. To judge by the bent forelegs they are apparently calves.
Necklace of gold rosettes, 18 large found on the breast and 18 of lesser size found
at the back of the neck; the large d. 0.024, the small 0.018. (PI. X V 11I 1).
The gold rosettes, which have two parallel threading holes, are made of two
pieces of gold joined together, of which the upper shows a flower with eight
petals executed en repoussi. The total length of the necklace is about 0.80 m.
(exactly 18 X 0.024 T 18 X 0.018 = 0.756).
Gold ornaments of a girdle, found below the chest: 35 spiral pendants, h. o.on,
br. 0.008, and a narrow, banded gold binding broken into several pieces, total length
over one metre.
The spiral pendants are executed en reponssi in sheet-gold and show at the
edge where they were fastened the same banded decoration as tin* gold binding.
Eight small gold beads five of which consist of four, three of five gold grains
soldered together; greatest br. 0.0065 and 0.0072. (Cf. the Moor of the chamber,
gold).
Λ small goltl bead, decorated with granulated work, seven grains in each row, d.
0.002. (Cf. the Moor of the chamber, gold).
A shapeless piece of gold leaf.
Nineteen diminutive beads of faience, h. 0.001, d. 0.002. A flat and fluted bead of
faience, h. 0.003, d. 0.0065.
A glass bead with two threading holes, ivy leaf ornament, 0.0078 X 0.0069. (Cf. the

Floor of the chamber, glass).
9) Shapeless ivory and bronze fragments.

Pit IV.

(PI. X X V 2

XXVII).

1) Eight mountings of gold plate with holes for pins at both ends; 1. 0.0205
O.OO6.
br. o.on

0.01K,
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2) Two pieces of thin gold leaf of the same breadth, 0.032, 1. 0.05 and 0.018.
3) A large gold rosette with holes for fastening, d. 0.026, and fragments of four similar
rosettes. (Cf. Dromos).
A gold rosette of smaller size with holes for fastening, d. 0.014, and fragments
of a similar one. (Cf. Dromos, and the Door, outer walling of the doorway).
Two gold discs, d. O.oio, joined together by gold wire.
A gold plate with gold wire, d. 0.009, the 1. of the wire 0.009.
4) Three agate beads; one square 1. 0.013, br. 0.0085, two lancet-like, one 1. 0.0025,
br. 0.008, the other 1. 0.017. br. 0.008. (Cf. the Floor of the chamber, semi-precious
stones).
5) A pierced weight of agate in the shape of a duck, 1. 0.021, br. 0.0095, h. 0.0093.
The head of the duck is turned back, resting on its back. The natural dark
colour of the stone is turned to account in a skil
ful manner.
6) Fragments of burnt ivory: part of a box with the
forelegs of a bull, wing of a sphinx and the upper
part of the body of a small man, head of a negro,
part of lion’s head, several other carved pieces (big. 36).
7) A lioness of cobalt glass facing left but with head
turned back, h. 0.06, br. 0.027; fragment of another.
(Cf. the Floor of the chamber, glass).
Fragments of two helmet ornaments of cobalt Fig. 24. Proto-geometric round
bodied amphora found with the ske
glass ('curled leaf’ ornaments; cf. Pit 1, the king’s leton inside the walling of the door.
burial gifts, 13 a).
Two glass beads with two threading holes, ivy leaf ornament, 0.0097 X 0.007.
(Cf. the P'loor of the chamber, glass, and Pit 111, 8).
8) Sixteen beads of faience, 8 shaped like grains of wheat, 8 amygdaloid (Cf. the P'loor
of the chamber, faience, and Pit I, minor finds in upper layers, 5).
9) Seven buttons of steatite; four conical with straight sides, h. 0.009 — 0.0074, br.
0.0137 — 0.0128; two conical with concave sides, h. 0.013 — 0.009, br. 0.026 — o.or6;
one like a bud with a depression in the middle of the upper side, h. 0.013,
br. 0.017.
10) Bronze tube, two large fragments, 1. 0.13 and 0.09, d. 0.009. The longer fragment
ends in a cap; probably fragments of a (lute. Shapeless burnt bronze in large
quantities: parts of mountings, including a bronze handle.
1 i) Sherds of the big stirrup-vase and the three-handled jug with a beaked spout.
(Cf. the P'loor of the chamber, pottery).*
*
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W ith the skeleton inside the walling· o f the door, about two m etres a b o ve
the floor o f the cham ber.
Small round-bodied amphora with horizontal loop handles: h. o.io, br. 0.12
(Fig. 24). Covered with black paint except for a reserved belt at the level of the
handles. This belt contains a row of cross-hatched diamonds with a thin line
above and below. Part of the lip and one of the handles are missing.

V.

Some Remarks on the more important Finds*

F

A R more tedious and expensive than the actual excavation of the tomb with
all its treasures was the conservation of the finds. As technical adviser in this

important work, we had the good fortune to secure Professor Fr. Rathgen, con

servation specialist to the State Museums in Berlin, certainly one of the first
experts of our times. We were also able to put the execution in the charge of another
German expert, for the German Museum authorities placed Mr. H. Tietz at our disposal for
two months of the autumn of 1926 and for a month and a half during the spring of 1927.
Mr. A. Westholm was called upon to photograph the objects and the Swiss draughts
man Mr. H. Gillieron fils, employed by the National Museum in Athens, made the neces
sary drawings. Besides these, I have myself assisted in the various branches of the work.
The king’s great octopus cup is of pure gold (Fig. 25; Frontispiece; Pi’s. IX — Xl).
It is made of what goldsmiths call 'fine gold’. I never understood, until I saw this cup,
'the red gold’ of the ballads; old gold does actually acquire a reddish patina, something
very exquisite. Only a small piece of the rim itself, which had come loose, was missing.
Therefore it did not demand any restoration to speak of.
The design is executed eti repousst, i. e. chased overan embossed
model so that
what is embossed on the outside is indented on the inside. A dot in the centre of the
bottom was caused by the instrument by which the thin gold plate was held fast over
the model on which it was hammered and pressed out to the shape of the cup.
Four octopuses with twining arms are depicted in a framework of coral with seaanemones and the stones and sand of the sea-bottom. Six dolphins are diving from the
upper margin where ten argonauts are depicted. What is characteristic of the pre
sentation is that the bottom of the sea is seen from above and therefore stretches from
the bottom to the upper edge of the representation '. The sea-bottom is the background
against which the artist wished to represent living things, on which he drew all man
ner of details, coral with sea-anemones, octopuses, dolphins, shells, every object from its
most characteristic aspect. Most objects are most effective from a side-view. But note
the octopuses. Their bodies are reproduced as if seen from immediately above — they
1 Cf. the Vaphio cups and below p. 48.
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are easiest to draw so — but the arms on the other hand are viewed from the side
so that it becomes possible to show the suckers. The dolphins and argonauts are all
depicted in profile.
This striving to reproduce the different elements of a representation from their most
characteristic angle, at the sacrifice of the realism of the whole, is found in all primi
tive art. On Greek soil we can trace it down to the sixth century B. C. An ideal
example in free sculpture is the well-known Nike from Delos. The important thing for
the primitive artist is to give as much as possible as clearly as possible.
The representation gives an impression of naturalism in the details coupled with a
certain decorative conventionalization of the whole. As evidence of its naturalism one
may bring forward the individualising of the octopuses which is quite evident — if it were
a question of anything other than octopuses, one would be tempted to talk of an attempt
at portraiture. If, for example, one compares the two by the handle (PI. XI), the one
to the right in the picture is shown
with a series of chevronlike lines
on its sac, the front part of its
body before the eyes is small and
thin, and the arms are separated
from one another; the one to the
left of the handle, has a perfectly
smooth sac, the front of the body
is powerful and bulging and the
arms are bound together near the
base b)' stretched skin — one
might use the expression webfingered’
and marked with a
star as well. That these are not
chance differences is obvious. If the two representations were not side by side on the
same cup someone might try to explain the differences
as in an analogous case on
the Vaphio cups — by the assumption of different masters
As that possibility is ruled
out, we are forced to assume that the artist intentionally marked the dissimilarities. Do
they represent two members of different species, or possibly of different sex?
I he zoo
logists deny it.
My colleague, Professor S. K kman has been so kind as to give me the following
information concerning the animals depicted on the cup. The octopus ought, according
to modern nomenclature, to be called Polypus vu lgaris L a m . (instead of the older deno
mination Octopus vulgaris).
The symmetrical pattern to be seen on the back of one
specimen is possibly only decoration (cf. the decoration consisting of wavy lines along the
bodies of the dolphins). It may be a conventional rendering of the changes of colour in the
1 Cf. K. Μι 1.U.K, FruJimykenischt Reliefs tins Kn ta umivotngritihisehrn FtsMtwd* Arch.Jahrb., XXX, i 91 5, \>. 329.
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animal (Fig. 26). The octopus is generally known for its capacity for changing colour.
The star of four or five rays at the base of the arms does not correspond to anything
in nature. The same is true about the conventional, spiny border between the arms and
their common base; in nature there is no border between them at all.
The shells represent
Argonautaargo L. It can not be the pearl-boat, N autil
both because of its appearance and the fact that it does not exist in the Mediterranean Sea.
That the part of the shell below the spiral does not correspond with the natural appear
ance may possibly be due to the fact that the soft parts have been represented together
with the shell; in several specimens the part in question is in fact sharply cut off. For
the rest the animal is conventionalized for example with regard to the position of the
tentacles. It is obvious that the figure represents A rgonauta; it cannot be a bivalve
because it has tentacles with suckers.
The dolphin is obviously
Delphinus
delphis L., strongly conventionalized as
tar as the fins and snout are concerned.
The handle of the cup also deser
ves attention. Straightened, it would
form a fluted column of a decided
Egyptian appearance, with a double
flower-shaped capital of a type which
became common under the new king
dom. The closest parallel I have been
able to find is on a sacrificial table in
a papyrus drawing '. The handle there
fore suggests the year 1500 11 C.,
at all events hardly earlier, as the
date when the gold cup was made.
I need not dwell on the conventionalization of the decoration — it strikes the eye
because of the division into four panels with the main subjects and their framework.
It is just this union of naturalism in detail with conventionalization of the whole that
makes it difficult, when looking at the octopus cup, for one to resist an impression of
something a little Japanese — it is not the first time one gets it with the artistic creations of
the Cretan area of civilisation. Of course I do not wish to imply that any direct connection
existed between Crete and Japan, but only to indicate that similar physical and geographi
cal conditions, a similar milieu, can independently call forth a similar artistic expression.
According to my conception, we should see in the octopus cup an example of the
Cretan goldsmith’s art, and I am inclined to date it about 1500 B. C. in view of just this
mixture of naturalism and conventionalization. The very theme of the representation, the1
1 Cf. M. Meurkr,
VergltichendeFormenlehre \ zeichnung demKeictie". Cf. also L. Bordes Ornamentes und dcr Pflanze, p. 458, fig. 12,
chakdt, Die aegyptische Pflanzensiiule, pp, 37 f.,
" Opfertisch mit IVeihgaben nach einern Papyrus- ! " PapyrusbUndehiiulen mit offer em DoIdenkabitei f ’.
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sea-bottom along with the separate motives, octopuses, dolphins, argonauts speaks clearly
of the place of the cup’s origin — the artist must have possessed a thorough know
ledge acquired through his own observation of living things at the bottom of the sea.
He may have lived on the coast of the mainland of Greece but it is more probable that
he lived his life in the great anti wealthy island of Crete. From there we know of
various designs, simpler certainly, with the same motives. E vans has given a short and
clear survey of the Marine S ty le 1, By robbing or exchange — probably the former —
the cup has come to the Mainland of Greece. Among our finds at Dendra there are
included many objects of Cretan origin and one can hardly be wrong in connecting these
objects with a great expedition made by the inhabitants of the Mainland against Crete
towards the end of the 15th century, in which they sacked and burnt all the Cretan
palaces. That a prince of Midea
was present on that occasion is
suggested by the gold cup which,
among other things, fell to his
portion when the spoils were di
vided.
From a technical point of
view the octopus cup is a per
fect masterpiece, artistically it
may seem to our taste perhaps
a little overloaded, but beyond
all doubt it is a work of art of
the first rank, and well deserves
to be placed beside the famous
Vaphio cups.
Fig. 27.

Wooden plaque from Egypt, now in Berlin.

So far as the whole o f the

composition is concerned, there
exists a very interesting parallel in a small round wooden plaque from Egypt, probably the
lid of a pyxis, now in Berlin “. L kpsjus got it as early as 1842 from a curio-dealer in
Cairo, together with a quantity of Egyptian objects from a grave at Sakkara and it is
suggested that the plaque came from tin; same grave
F immf .n dates it, from the
rest of the grave contents which, amongst other things, include a gold ring with a
cartouche of Amenophis IV, as belonging to the fourteenth century B. C. This, in my
opinion, is somewhat loo late. By courtesy of the German Museum authorities, I have
been enabled to publish here a better reproduction of this exquisitely beautiful and
important object than those which have so far been accessible in the publications of
P uchstkin and F immf.n (Fig. 27).
1 Cf. E vans ,

PalaceMinos, It, pp.ted500by F immk.N, Pie
pp. 166 f.
2 First published by Pui/Hsi kin in
1 ( 'f. L ki'sics,
ologischer
Ameiger, 1891, pp. 41 f., later trea
pp. 16 f.
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The small plaque, which on the outside is slightly convex, measures about 6 cm. in
diameter and was probably once covered with thin gold leaf. In the middle it has a
cavity where probably a button was once glued to it — from the point of view of com
position, corresponding to the very bottom of the octopus cup. The belts with wave and
scale pattern, which divide the representation into four panels and stretch round the cavity
in the middle and also expand at the outer edge, without however touching one another,
have already been interpreted by P u c h s t e in as representing the ground. "D as
B ild ist
daherals eine von
hohem
S t a n
schaft
aufzufassen,
in
derauf rauhem
poniertem ) Erdboden
B
ciu
m
estehen
u
n
dRanbtiere
It is the same bird’s-eye perspective as has been treated in connection with the oc
topus cup. The four panels with their animals, trees and plants ought, in my opinion, to
be combined two and two, with rhythm from right to left. The first pair shows in the
first panel a lion, in the second two antelopes. The connection between these two re
presentations is clearly visualized by the heads of the animals turned towards each other.
The distorted position of the lion is the exact reverse, as if seen in a mirror, of that of
the bull captured in a net on one of the Vaphio cups and of a hart on the silver goblet
from the Dendra tomb. In my opinion it is a device to denote a rapid movement abruptly
broken off — we will return to this later. Both antelopes are considered by P uchstein
as
"liegende,sic/ι
nachdan Lotven umblickende For my part, I am con
vinced that the artist wanted to represent them moving as rapidly as possible — the
device in a certain degree corresponding to the
The three legs are
drawn back below the body whilst one foreleg is raised to prepare for the next leap.
The hind part of the body with its tense muscles and the drawn in hind legs which
are visible and quite accurately represented, give a clear impression of a gallopand also
the turned up stump of the small stiff tail clearly denotes that it is a question of quick
running. The representation of a wild goat on the lid of an ivory pyxis from Menidi 8
shows how different is the method of depicting an animal lying down. Even though the
position of the forepart of the body is, on the whole, the same in both cases, the hind
part of the animal lying down is clearly different from that of the galloping one. The
animals lying down only show one hind leg and the whole of the hind part suggests
complete relaxation, which also appears in the tail following the contours of the body.
Thanks to the ultrarapid camera, it is possible for us to realize the astonishingly sure
and quick power of observation of the ancient Cretan artists which finds expression in
the representation of movement.
The second pair of representations shows in one panel a griffin with cat-like feet lurking

1 Arch. A n z 1891, p. 41. — Evans quotes
excellent parallels of a similar composition of figu
res, e. g. {Monkey in thicket’ (.Palace o f M inos,
11, p. 448) and also from the tomb of Kenamon
at Thebes, (the time of Amenophis 11, c. 1449

1423). Figures of animals, such as a calflicking
its hind foot, a hare beneath a bush, — — —
are seen in separate compartments, surrounded by
desert belts of sand and shingle”.
2 Cf. D as Kuppelgrab bet M enidi, Taf. VII 2.
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in the foliage, in the other a wild goat in exactly the same running attitude as the
antelopes. It differs from the latter in that its head is not turned backwards but for
wards and upwards and in that one foreleg is not crooked but straight. It seems that
the artist wanted to suggest that the wild goat is taking refuge in rocky ground.
There can be no doubt that the source of the whole of the representation is the
Aegean area of culture, as F immkn has accurately suggested, but for my own part I
incline to consider it Cretan — not Mycenaean, like F immkn — and to advance its date
to about i 500 Ik C.
The wooden plaque shows a keen observation of nature, which is revealed in the
representations of animals and in the organic nature of the* movement itself, and this, as
well as a certain conventionalization, especially obvious in the palm behind the griffin, it
has in common with the octopus cup and the Vaphio cups belonging to the beginning
of Late Minoan times. Even though its provenance is a tomb at Sakkara of the time
of Amenophis IV — a supposition which is by no means certain — we have even then
only a terminus ante quern: it is highly probable that before the object found its way
into the tomb, it had been in use for some time.
I'he same scheme of composition, with a division into four panels, is also found on
the so-called Nestor’s rin g 1. 1 cannot help conjecturing that the person who made the
ring misinterpreted the representation of ground in compositions of the kind just discussed
and in this way was led to create what is interpreted by E vans as the "tree of the world,
rather than rivers of Paradise’ 2. The foliage close to the reclining lion —
not . . .
to be regarded as branches of the tree itself as E vans himself admits — closely corre
sponds to that near to the representation of the sphinx on the wooden plaque in Berlin.
As far as the arrangement of the representations is concerned, we may adduce yet
another parallel, the above mentioned lid of an ivory pyxis from the tholos tomb at
Menidi, even though the animals, four wild goats, are not framed off from one other
by divisions of the field.
The queen’s cup, with inlaid bulls’ heads (PI. I; Pi's. XII X V 1) consists of an inner
sheet of gold and an outer sheet of silver inlaid with niello and gold. The silver on the
surface had for the most part turned to silver chloride but was reduced with zinc and
diluted sulphuric acid, after which the cup was left lying in water for a time; the dull
silver recovered its brilliance through polishing with fine sand (cf. p. 132).
After this cleaning and conservation the decoration stood out clearly and distinctly
all over. The five bulls’ heads differ from one another in the small gold inlays which
adorn them. The hairy coat in general and above all the curls on the animals’ fore
heads are extremely well chased
of this not a trace was visible before cleaning.
The technique of this cup, silver with inlaid ornamentation in gold and niello, connects

1 Cf. E vans,

TheKing of Nestor, JUS., Xl.V,
1925, |>p. 1 flf.

* Cf. ibid., |>. .(H.
< I ihti/., 11 67
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this fine specimen with the famous inlaid dagger-blades from Mycenae. We have a
further example of the same technique in a few cups from Mycenae, one from the fourth
shaft-grave 12 of light electron with altar-shaped pots out of which grow branches, another
a silver cup, found by T s o u n t a s , with bearded heads in gold and niello forming a frieze
round the cup between sprays of flowers in the same inlaya, and besides these we have
the magnificent bull’s head rhyton from the fourth shaft g ra v e 3 in which the animal’s
eyes are executed in niello, and the snout and the insides of the ears are of gold inlay.
I he Mycenaean goldsmiths appear to have been unable to attach gold directly to
silver 4 — everywhere one finds a small thin bronze plate as an intermediary between these
two metals. The traces of bronze which were seen before the cleaning on our cup just by
the heads and at the beginning misled me into believing that bronze also was decoratively
employed in the representation
were in reality nothing more than
the remains of such intermediate
plates for attaching gold to silver.
In spite of the naturalism ap
parent in the finely chased hair
on the bulls’ heads, these give an
impression of strong conventiona
lization, an effect enhanced by the
long downward turning horns which
are unnatural, though very effective
from a decorative point of view.
Comparison may be made with the
bull’s head cup of the Vaphio type
on the wall paintings of the tomb
of Senmut, but there the horns are
Fig. 28. The king’s small cup, 'the bull cup’, before conservation.
turned up.
In the group of works of art in the same technique just mentioned the bull’s head
cup without doubt stands stylistically nearest to the cup with the bearded heads which
comes from a late Mycenaean chamber tomb. One cannot go far wrong in dating our
cup on stylistic grounds about 1400 B. C.
Then we come to the difficult question of its origin; is it Minoan work from Crete
or Mycenaean work of the Mainland? The peculiar handle of the cup, a 'wishbone' handle
with a button, suggests an answer to this question. It is characteristic of the late Myce
naean period thus confirming the date just given on stylistic grounds — and of the province
of Argolis and the island of Cyprus, the older Mycenaean art of which has many striking

1 Cf. K aro,
390.^
2 Cf.
8 Cf. K aro,

DieSchachtyraher von
Eph.Arch., 1888,
op. cit.. No. 384.

PI. VII.

i,No.
a
en
yk
M
4 Cf. Stai's, C
]>. 46, of the Guide illustre du Musee
national d’Athenes, II, 2nd ed.
7
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analogies with that of Argolis. It is more than probable that this island so rich in copper was,
so to speak, Mycenaeanized from Argolis
It is true that cups with wishbone handles with
buttons have been found in other localities, for example in tombs near Knossos in Crete2, but
here also they belong to the period after the destruction of the palace when Cretan civilisa
tion perished and was replaced by late Mycenaean. Thus we have the answer to the
question we asked: the bull’s head cup is Mycenaean work of the Mainland ol Greece.
It seems to me that people have, on the whole, been far too ready to deny creative
artistic ability to the inhabitants of the Mainland
That as long as the Cretan culture
still flourished they were strongly under its influence is certain, but once this had been
overthrown, they took over the inheritance and developed it in accordance with a more
ornamental, I should like to say geometric, tendency inherent in them.
The king’s small gold and silver cup, the bull cup (PI. II; PI. XVI), is perhaps the most
remarkable result we obtained
from the conservation. When found
it was completely flattened on the
king’s breast and of the silver
on the outside only inconsiderable
portions remained (Fig. 28).
The shape of the cup is that
of the famous Vaphio cups, and
these bulls are similar to the bulls
on them.
They come perhaps
even closer to the bulls on the
large funnel-shaped vase of stea
tite from 1 lagia Triada: the same
stretching out of a relatively short
body
this is longer on the
Vaphio cups — the same posi
Fig. 29. 'Hie king’s shallow silver cup
tion of the tail occur on both.
But there is a marked difference in the presentation of the horns; on our Midea bull these
follow more closely the line of the profile of the head, on the Vaphio cups as well as on the
I lagia Triada vase, they point distinctly more forward. In this respect our representation
calls to mind a wall painting from T iryn s4. I )oes this rest on chance, on an artist’s
whim, or is it a question of difference of breed?
The relief on our cup is not so high
as on the Vaphio cups, but on the other hand the execution is finer and more delicate.
It strikes us as strange that gold should be used for the smooth inner lining both in
this cup and in the queen's cup with bulls’ heads, whereas for the outer sheet the less valu
able metal, silver, is employed and on it is expended the work with the figure designs.1
1 Cf. the author’s
kreta, p, 13.

Cf.

Archaeologia,
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Jahrb., XXX, 1915, p. 335,

LIX, pp. 429, 444, 479.
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II, ph XVIII.
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Either silver enjoyed greater respect in Mycenaean times and was at least as valuable as
g o ld 1, or else it was chosen to bear the decoration because it was more difficult to work
than the more elastic gold. And it is just on the overcoming of technical difficulties
and the execution of tedious work that great value was set in Mycenaean art. We
shall come back to this in another connection.
As regards purely technical matters, the process of making the cup of two sheets of
metal is known from the Vaphio cups, but the combination of two different metals is new.
This type of cup must be a develop
ment from that with a single wall
and be due to the desire to get
a smooth surface inside, without
concave figures. The use of the
two metals is nothing more than
an example of the partiality for
colour effects to which the dag
ger blades from Mycenae and the
above-mentioned vases with inlaid
ornamentation testify. As regards
the date, we know of this tech
nique only through finds on the
Mainland of Greece and 1 see no
cogent reasons why our cup could
not have been made there, possi
bly by a Cretan artist to the or
der of a Mainland prince. The
shape of the cup is, however, ori
ginally Cretan. The motive of the
running bulls, as has already been
indicated when we sought for pa
rallels to the actual design, oc
curs both in Crete and on the
Mainland, but it may be mentio
ned here that the bull is a iavoupig. ^ 0 i The king’s silver goblet cup with a hunting scene,
rite motive particularly in Cretan
art anti among Cretan artists \
If one must assign an approximate date, the cup
seems to me, in consideration of the realistic representation, to be at least contemporary

1 In Egypt it was so: cf. B r e a s t e d in
II, p. 98: "The plentiful
silver of the north now (i. e. time of Amenophis
111) came in with the northern strangers in great
quantities, and, although under the Hyksos the ba
ser metal had been worth twice as much as gold,
the latter now and permanently became the more
bridge Ancient History,

valuable medium. The ratio was now about one
and two-thirds to one, and the value of silverstea
dily fell until Ptolemaic times, when the ratio was
twelve to one".
2 Cf. the materials collected by E v a n s , Palace,
o f Alinos, III, pp. 172— 232.
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with, possibly a little older than, the king’s octopus cup
but it is difficult to say any
thing definite when so little of the decoration remains.
We now come to the two silver vessels found on the kings’ breast. They were by
no means in good condition but reduction and conservation have in their case also given
very good results \ The shallow cup is approximately oi the same shape as the octo
pus cup, but with this difference that the wall is not narrowed under the rim but is
quite straight like the above men
tioned cup from Mycenae with the
inlaid bearded heads (Fig. 29)a.
This cup was undecorated.
The silver goblet (Fig. 30; PI.
XVII), which resembles a com
munion cup, has as far as shape
is concerned Mycenaean parallels
only in stone. There are splendid
alabaster vases from the fourth
and fifth shaft-graves at Mycenae3.
A foot of a similar alabaster cup
was found at the Rhyton Well’ at
Mycenae4. A clay goblet comes
from Thera ’. Among metal vases
it resembles most closely the socalled cup of Nestorh, but ours
is without handles.
The conservation treatment of
this goblet gave us a pleasant sur
prise. Between two borders with em
bossed circles, there appeared an
extremely stirring hunting-scene
with deer and hounds in various
attitudes and situations ·— on the
portions preserved there was no
trace of huntsmen 7. The hounds
are depicted leaping at full stretch with the front of the body thrown far forwards and
the hind part stretched straight back. As numerous representations show, there is an
established convention for the delineation of continuous running, independent of whether
hounds, lions, bulls or wild boars are depicted.

Fig. 31. Wooden stoop with bronze mountings.

Cf. below Kathukn, Konservierung, p. 132.
* Cf. Rknauiun, in Bulletin
2 Cf. also K aro , op.
N
cit., o. 519.
XXXXVI, 1922, p. 127, lig. 16.
3 Cf. K aro,
op.cit., No’
s. 600 and 854 resp.
11 Cf. K aro , No. 41 2.
1 Cf. W ack, in
USA, XXIV, 1919 1921, pp.
7 Cf. E vans , etc., pp. 45 ff.for
201 f., FI. XII.
the stags.
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}f the deer is shown just at the moment when it is breaking down: the head
oroud antlers is sinking, the forelegs are giving way under the animal, one

Fig. 32. Bronze box.
stretched far forward, the other straight back as in a powerful stride. One
rning a somersault just like the bull in the net on one of the Vaphio cups,
unnatural twist of the animal’s body is expressed in both instances: it is as
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if the foreand hintl
parts of the body rotated against one another on a peg in the
middle of
the trunk: the head and the forepart point in one direction, the hind part
in another. In this also we can see a fixed convention, namely for the representation
of a gallop suddenly interrupted: the suspension of movement is concretely represented in
that the hind half is still moving forward while the front half points backwards. We
must, however, guard against the assumption that this systematization rests on deficient na
turalism. The art of all periods — even our own — depicts movement conventionally.
This is not
to be wondered at since it is only modern instantaneous photography which
shows us the actual position of the limbs and twist of the body at any particular mo
ment of the movement.
The relief is low anti delicately executed as on the bull cup recently dealt with —
it appears as if this might be a characteristic of all Mycenaean silver reliefs in contrast
to some of gold. With regard to the age and origin of the cup, I am of the opinion
that, considered technically, it stands so near the king’s small cup, the bull cup, that it can
hardly be separated far from this, either in time or place of origin. I am therefore inclined
to believe that it belongs to the period about 1 500 lb C. and that it is Cretan work.
A couple of bronze vessels found in the king’s pit deserve brief mention. One,
which lay on a layer of earth immediately under one of the covering slabs, shows
us that soil was intentionally heaped over the body before the slabs were laid over
the pit. It was a wooden stoop mounted with bronze (Fig. 3 1): the whole of the
bottom, the centre of the lid, three hoops, of which the middle one was narrower than
the others, and the handle,
are of bronze. The mountings have now been applied
to a reconstruction in plaster,
which leaves nothing to be desired in point of certainty.
The second vessel, a bronze box, which lay upside down over the lower half of the
king’s body, is decorated with an embossed bronze ring which runs round, about a cen
timetre from the upper rim, but rises in two places opposite one another (Fig. 32). As
far as I know this form is hitherto unknown in Mycenaean times.
We come now to a curious find made in
the large pit half way between the king
and the queen, the decorated
ostrich egg (1*1. HI). Before, in various Mycenaean tombs,
remains of ostrich eggs have been discovered, no fewer than four in the fourth and fifth
shaft graves of Mycenae '. Scholars have seen in them a sort of cult vessel or rhyton, and
now Sir A rthur K v a n s has proved that such really was the case in his excellent study of
the evolution of ostrich-egg rhytons". I believe that, in the capacity of eggs, they are
coupled with the cult of the dead ; in classical times the egg here played a prominent role '1.
That in this instance, at least as far as the ostrich-egg itself is concerned, we are
dealing with an imported object, is of course obvious, and it is more than probable that
Crete played the part of intermediary. From Crete also comes the lamp of steatite,
found near the egg or at least the raw material for it (big. 23).
1 Cf. K aro , op. cit.. No’s 552, 828, 832.
3 C
f.Evans , Palace o f Minos, II, pp. 221 If.
8 Cf. M arti n l\ Nilsson,
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From this group of vases and ornamental objects we will pass on to the jewelry.
The princess’s necklace consists of 18 large and 18 small rosettes of gold, each
provided with two parallel threading holes (PI. XVIII i). Each flower is made of two pieces
of gold leaf joined together, the upper one of which has been pressed over a stone mo
del. The form is not rare; it occurs also in simple gold leaf, in ivory and in glass
paste e. g. from the Midea chamber tomb No. 2
from the Asine chamber tombs2 etc.,
and everywhere it seems to belong to the late Mycenaean period.
The same is true of the second necklace, found just by the steatite lamp, formed of
61 gold beads (PI. XVIII 2). They are likewise hollow and made up of two pieces of
gold leaf. Five beads in blue glass paste of precisely the same type were also discovered
in the tomb. In the neighbourhood of the gold beads there were remains of shape
less blue glass paste and it is probable that originally gold anti glass beads have al
ternated in the same way as on one of the necklaces from chamber tomb No. 5 at A sine3.
The princess’s girdle with a gold binding and applied ornaments of thin gold leaf, 35
pendant spirals (Fig. 1 2) which, judging
irom a small fragment remaining on the
upper edge of the gold, hung down from
the girdle, is up to the present without
a parallel among finds from Mycenaean
tim es4. That highborn women wore
gold-mounted girdles is evident from a
passage in Homer where he describes
how the nymph Calypso performed her
toilet: she attired herself in a big, light and graceful robe, thre\v a beautiful golden
girdle round her hips and a veil over her head 5.
The splendid massive gold ring, which was found high up in the princess’s grave
(Fig’s. 3 3 — 34), has nothing to do with the princess except that it is conceivably a bu
rial gift, an act of homage from someone near to the dead.
The ring is not in anyway
worn or rubbed as rings of this period often are. Its inner diameter is 1 .5 cm. and it
can only have been used by a woman with a very small hand. The bezel is divided
into two fields by a small beading (PI. XVII 2). In the lower and smaller field, a kind
of exergue, lie a couple of animals, calves to judge by their legs, heraldically opposed
to one another.
The design in the upper and larger field is equally heraldic in its strongly symmetrical
composition. Two strange fabulous animals with their heads seen in profile, the bodies
full face, and the legs again in profile — the convention of the most characteristic aspect —
and looking towards one another, are depicted in a curious framework, hirst with regard
3 Cf. ibid., pp. 90 f.
Rapport prtliminaire sur les fouilles
Li. A. J. B. Wage , A Cretan Statuette in
1924, in the Bulletin de la Soci($t<$
the Fitzwilliam Museum, A study in Afinoan Co
stume, p. I 1 .
Royale ties Lettres de Lund, 1924
*92 5> pi*
XXXVIII 1.
6 Cf. Odyssey,
231 .
Cf. below p. 104, No. 35.

1
Cf.
tVAsiniy 1922
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to the animals, I have not yet been able to find another example in the otherwise particularly
rich repertory of hybrid creatures which are specially characteristic of the Mycenaean religion.
They have, however, a strikingly close relationship with representations on seal-impressions
from Zakro in Crete
We have quite analogous combinations, e. g. a goat’s head,
the upper body of a winged bird, the lower part of a human body; a bird's head
and wings, a necklace, and a woman’s body; the skull of a bull with a bird’s wings
and a lion’s feet; a human head, a bird’s body and wings, and a lion’s feet. These
extravagances of human fantasy belong to a period about 1 600 B. C. in Crete — our
ring, in consideration of the whole manner of its construction and of the severe heraldic
symmetry throughout, and moreover of the circumstance that it is not in the least worn,
can hardly go back further than about 1400 B. C. But that it is based on these older
examples is perhaps best shown by such a small detail as the position of the legs in
profile facing each other — it looks as if the animal walked with its toes turned in
a thing which occurs in precisely the same way on the Zakro sealings as on our ring.
The objects on which the animals stand also deserve special attention. We see
clearly on each side three stalks with a bud or a seed-vessel at the point; below the
animals they are bound together
in an elaborate way. As Pro
fessor M a r t in N il sso n points out,
the same emblem is met with on
seals and seal-impressions, from
Zakro and elsewhere “. It can
not be doubted that they have
Fig. 35· Metal rings found in the octopus cup.
a certain religious character, but
to attempt here a reasoned interpretation of allthe representations given by N il sso n
would lead us too far afield. In my opinion the objects on the Midea ring are to lie
interpreted as plants and the female divinity who is often depicted with animals and
such plants as the goddess of fertility. The head of a large hair pin from the third
shaft grave at M ycenae8 shows her with these
three stalks on each side, but there
hanging downwards round the central figure4.
In the king’s great octopus cup, we found among other things four rings, one for
med of two pieces of silver soldered together, of the bezel of which only inconsiderable por
tions remained, the other three extremely curious with large bezels (big. 35). They are
formed of thin layers of metal, one laid on top of the other, the innermost of silver)
then lead, copper, and finally iron. As proved by the indentations in them, the bezels
quite certainly once had representations on them. We have here a new example of
iron from the Bronze Age, from the period when the new metal was used as a precious
1 Cf. y j / S .9 XXII, <902, pi. VI X, and
K aro-Makaghiannis , Anti(/Hitts Crttoises, I, pi. 31
with Description des planches.
2 Cf. M a r t i n I*. N i l s s o n » '/'he Minoan-Myce
naean Religion, pp. 3 10 ff.

a Cf. K aro , Die Schachtgraber von MyketutU

No. 7 5·
4 Cf.

now
Γ ο ιγο νν ΐα in

38 ff·

M arina ton, Ib yyo vrg
Rph . Arch ., 1 927
1928,

also

J

i«il
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metal and held as valuable as gold and silver. Iron dating from the Bronze Age has
previously been discovered at Vaphio and Kakovatos-Pylos and also in chamber tombs
at M ycenae1 — to which list can now be added chamber tombs at Asine and at
I )endra.
The union of four different metals in the same object is striking and one is forced
to ask whether some magical power in them is not already intimated. I may observe
that lead, copper, and iron together can produce an electric current — it is possible that
something of this had been noticed and magical significance would naturally be attached
to the generation of this supernatural force. The silver has been put nearest the finger
to prevent the lead from poisoning it. The galvanic ring which only a generation ago
played a great role, has precisely the same composition; iron, copper, and lead. It has
not been possible for me to trace its history further back; 1 dare not therefore contend
that a direct connection exists between the modern galvanic ring and the rings of the
king of Midea.
It may be observed in the same connection that the metals play an important part
in Babylonian religion; they are in fact symbols of the Babylonian divinities of the planets,
being distributed among them with regard to the appropriateness of colour and disposition
I hus silver is the symbol of the moon, copper of Venus, lead of Saturn, and iron of
Mars. It is possible that we should see in our rings an instance of this religious emphasis
on metals, due ultimately to Babylonian influence.
In the golden octopus cup by the side of these rings lay the king’s seal-stones, six
in number (PI. X IX ); some of these are among the most beautiful and best engraved
gems of Mycenaean times in existence.
The king’s big seal-stone with a lion devouring a bull is a fine dark agate, as far
as I know, the biggest engraved stone of Mycenaean times ever found, and the quality
ot the representation is worthy of its size.
Another agate, light with bluish veins, a little damaged, likewise shows us a bull,
lacing left, seized by two lions, one in front and one behind. A third light coloured
blue-veined agate, with a flaw in the middle of the stone, is decidedly not so well carved
as the others. On a groundline, in the foreground, can be seen a recumbent bull
facing right and behind it a maned lion facing left.
Three smaller stones are all of jadeite. On one there can be seen an extremely well
engraved wild goat facing left, with the ground under it depicted as mountainous, and
above it a tree or bush, and before it a very conventionalized palm. On the second,
there stands a lion facing right, with a shield in the shape of a figure of eight, a sacral
symbol, under its belly; over its back is seen the body probably of a torn deer, whose
head appears in front of the lion. On the third, which had been greatly damaged by
the iron from the rings, are depicted on a ground line two wild goats whose bodies
1 Cf, F. S chachermaykr, Materialten zur Geschichte der iigaischen Wanderung, Athen. Mitt., X U ,
1916, pp. 411 f.

2 Cf. A. J kremias, Handbuch der altorientaUsehen Geisteskultur, 1 91 3, pp. 86 f., and H. I,aum,
Zfeiliges Geld\ p. 1 28.
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cross one another in such a way that we have a particularly attractive symmetrical for
mation; in front of the best preserved head can be seen a delineation of the horns of
consecration.
The interpretation of the king’s seal-stones is given below in an Appendix, pp. 1 1 9 ff.
One of the carved stones, with two wild boars placed back to back, was found by
the queen’s left wrist. She had worn it fastened on a band like a wrist watch. It is
the first time it has been possible to ascertain this from a find in a tomb, but a wellknown fresco from Knossos, the 'Cup-bearer' fresco, shows us a young man holding
a large rhyton with both hands with a precisely similar agate strapped on his left w rist1.
Many of these engraved stones must have been worn in this way as the hole bored along
the vertical axis of the design indicates — worn at the wrist the picture is turned right
way up to the wearer. Only the stones bored along the horizontal axis of the design
were suitable for necklaces.
A small almond-shaped gem of lapis-lazuli found up above on the floor of the tomb
chamber depicts a rather deformed deer facing left with its head turned back. It may
be mentioned already here that we found in the Midea chamber tombs No’s. 2 and 3
stones with similar designs2.
The beautiful tubular agate beads found in various places in the tomb probably belon
ged to a necklace (PI. X X V 2). They have no figure designs but some have spiralfluting and gold-mounts at the ends, one with granulated work, another with gold
cylinders which go a little way into the hole at both ends.
A drop-shaped bead of rock crystal3 and a light agate pendant with a figure of
eight shield over the perforation are amulets. A duck of dark agate in w hich the various
colours of the stone are made use of in a masterly fashion has the head bent backwards,
and it has a cross perforation through the body. It is a duck weight characteristic alike
of the Oriental and of the earliest Egyptian systems and also well authenticated in the
Aegean world4. It weighs 2.6 grams anti corresponds with a weight from Sp arta3.
In this connection mention may be made of a small gold box with a lid, with very
fine granulation on the upper and lower edges (PI. XXVIII). The lid as well as the box
is provided with a hole for a string to go straight through the tiny object which has
perhaps been used as a souvenir case or as a receptacle for something sweet-scented
Besides this were found gold discs, with gold wire still partially preserved in the holes
at the edges, i. e. portions of pendants 7. Gold beads of various kinds, all already
known in the late Mycenaean repertory from similar finds in other tombs, more massive
Cf. E vans, Palace o f Minos, II, p. 705 ; PI. XII.
2 See below pp. 90, 106.
3 < f. Das Kupfelgrab bei Menidi, Taf. V, 8;
Archaeologia, LIX, p. 475.
4 Cf. E vans , Minoan Weights and Mediums
o f Currency, in Corolla Numismatica in honour of
Barclay V. Head, pp. 3 5 1 f.
A splendid col
lection of Assyrian and Babylonian duck weights is
in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford.

5 Cf. ibid., No. 28.
e Cf. a granulated bead from the Vaphio tomb,
Pp/ι. Arch., 1889, pi. VII 7, and also the minia
ture box from the third shaft grave at Mycenae (K aro,
op. cit., No. 85).
7 The small ones belong to curled leaf orna
ments, cf. PSA,, XXV, 1 921
1 923, pp. 397 ff.,
pi. CXI, and /ipA. Arch., 1888, pi. IX 9.
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pieces of gold-mountings of boxes etc. were likewise found in various places in the tomb,
especially in the big sacrificial pit just in front of the door. There we found also a quantity
of fragments of burnt ivory including a fragment of a box with a relief showing the fore
leg of a bulll, fragments of representations of human figures, such as an extremely
well carved man’s head with curly hair, and the body of a woman with a richly decorated
flounced skirt, pieces of a horse’s and a lion’s head, flower motives, spirals, ivory columns
etc. (Fig. 36). A small piece of black burnt ivory deserves special mention. On it a

Fig. 36.

Fragments of ivory.

fragment of a large wing, presumably of a sphinx or griffin, is visible and by it a
little man with his head in profile but the upper part of his body seen from the front
and with his arms bent at an acute angle and his hands joined at his waist (PI. XXVI).
In the big sacrificial pit, a number of glass objects were found, including three lions,
or more correctly, lionesses of which two are fragmentary. They have precisely the
same attitude as the famous lionesses over the gate-way of Mycenae and with the help
of the small fragments of ivory columns just mentioned it is possible to reconstruct
1 Cf. the box with the wild goats front Menidt,

Dbei
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in miniature the whole decoration of the doorway (PI. XXVI). Fragments of a similar group
of lions in ivory have been found in the tomb of Aegisthus at Mycenae
They were appa
rently applied as decoration to a box or some similar object. Hundreds of faience beads of
late Mycenaean types were found, especially in the big pit and in its uppermost layers of soil.
Some ten buttons of steatite, characteristic of the late Mycenaean period and representative
of different types, also belong to the inventory of the tomb. The results of the excavations at
Asine and Dendra confirm W a c k ’ s observation at Mycenae, that the steatite whorls and
buttons are a characteristic feature of L. H. Ill, in L. Η. 1 and II they are of terracotta a.

Fig. 37.

The upper part of the king’s long
thrusting sword.

Fig. 38.

Cl old bars etc. belonging to the hilt

of the king’s long thrusting sword.

The rich collection of weapons found lying by the king’s skeleton are of the very
greatest interest. Here, indeed no doubt can be entertained, that they all belong to the
same person and it is instructive to see for example that the five swords represent three
different types. The bronze has suffered very badly so that what was possibly once
exquisite bronze decoration can now only be determined in a few cases.
The fitting
together jaf all the parts is, however, certain, for the groups of fragments were kept
carefully separated from each other during the digging.
Considered typologically the sword has developed from the dagger. All older swords
1 (T.

,XXV, 1 <;21
A
S
U

19 2 3, p. 304.

' Cf.
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d
ib
i. 385.
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therefore are stabbing or thrusting weapons, and in battle pictures of Mycenaean times,
they are always used in this way — the sword as a striking and a thrusting weapon
combined is therefore a later development. The Midea swords are all thrusting weapons.
The oldest known weapons of this type come chiefly from the shaft-graves at Mycenae
and can be dated to the XVIIth century B. C. \ Among the different types of swords
found there, the most undeveloped is the type represented by our sword No. I, with
its relatively short blade and transverse shoulders and its square, or perhaps more
correctly, hexagonal hilt. Both our other types, represented by 11 and 1\ , and 111 and
V respectively, belong to a rather later period, the greatest period of Mycenaean civilisa
tion, the XVth and XIVth centuries.
We are justified in assuming the sword to be an invention of the Greek Mainland
it
is more in keeping with the warlike princes round the Argive plain than λ\ith the art-loving
and peaceful Cretans — and the invention was clearly made before
the period of the shaft-graves. It may be that it was in the con
sciousness of their military superiority with sword in hand that the
inhabitants of the Mainland betook themselves the first time over
to Crete to plunder and to burn. Perhaps the gold heaped in the
shaft-graves of Mycenae is due to this discovery in the art of war.
It is difficult to explain in another way the great accumulation of the
precious metal here in the Mainland which is comparatively pool
in gold, all the more as the metalliferous deposits here were
perhaps first worked by the Phoenicians .
The decorative features of the Midea weapons with the strongly
conventionalized network and the linked spirals point to the mainland
of Greece as their place of fabrication (PI. XXIV). hxactly the same
motives are already found on objects from the shaft-graves: for
example, the network on a magnificent swordhilt from the fourth Fig. 39. Bulls’ horns in
lead; a helmet ornament.
shaft-grave3 and the spiral in innumerable places, including the
grave stelae, which stood over the shaft-graves and are certainly indigenous.
1 he fact
that the same types of weapons and to a certain extent, strikingly similar examples exist
in Crete, e. g. from tombs near Knossos, must not be allowed to mislead us . I he
Cretan tombs * concerned belong to the late Mycenaean period, a period \\ hen the in
habitants of the Mainland made themselves lords of the island and certainly to a great
extent supplanted the former inhabitants.
A sword found by Sir A r t h u r E v a n s in tomb No. 36 at Knossos, the 'Chieftain’s
1 Cf. C hr. B linkenhk.ro, Greklands fo r historiska kultur ('The prehistoric civilisation of Creece)
in De forhistoriska tiderna i Europa (The prehisto*
ric times in Europe), 1 , pp. 1H0 f. and fig. 93 a,
1 ).
Another idea of the development of the sword
is given by H. Bonnet, Die IVaffcn der Volkcr des
alien Orients, pp. 71 ff.

2 Cf. B. L a u m , Htiligts Geld, p. 12 7 , and the
literature there mentioned.
3 Cf. K a r o , op. cit., No. 294.
4 Cf. E vans, Prehistoric Tombs o f Knossos, in
Archaeoiogia, EIX, pp. 495 ff.
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Grave’, undoubtedly came from the same work shop as our sword No. II '. They
belong to the same type, they have the same gold mounting with the two parallel ridges
on the lower part of the hilt which run in a loop towards the flat sides of the blade
these occur also on swords from Mycenae found by T s o u n t a s in late Mycenaean
tombs 12. They have the similar agate pommels and the same arrangement for fastening
them on. The chased decoration of the Chieftain’s’ sword consists of lions and wild
goats instead of the spirals of the Midea king’s sword. A second sword found in the
'Chieftain’s Grave’ corresponds to our sword No. V. Both the swords found in Crete,
which are extremely well-preserved, have delicately engraved spirals on the bronze ribs
of the hilt and on the central ridge of the blade; they therefore suggest a Mainland
origin. We have a similar decoration on a spear head from Midea and it is very
probable that the Midea swords at one time also had the same.
A certain preference for linear geometric decoration distinguishes the Indo-European
peoples, as we have already had opportunity to maintain, both in art and artistic crafts3.
.
λ|
Moreover, we see how after the first Indo-European invasion about
J J
2000 B. C. the vases on the Mainland of Greece have a linear
i A U K decorat'on, which is pushed into the background, it is true, by a
/ & £ ΰ Β * Ά more naturalistic tendency during the period of strong Cretan influence. But when the Cretan civilisation collapsed and the inhar
Η 5Λ
bitants of the Mainland no longer received impulses from it, the
I
manner of decoration slipped more and more into its old rut. This
relapse was hastened by the appearance of new tribes of the same
...
,r i r
·
blood, the Dorians, with the same taste for linear decoration,
rig. 40. Head of warrior
from the Mycenae warrior
As concerns the technique of the decoration of the hilt of sword
vase·
No. Ill with minute gold bars, it is already known from finds
made by the Greek archaeologist T so u n t a s in tombs at Mycenae (Fig’s. 3 7 — 3 8 ) 4. It
is there a question of a sword of the same type as our No. I, but it was found together
with another of the same type as our. No. Ill — giving thus another proof of the syn
chronism of the two types. The Mycenae sword with the gold applied to the hilt has
the same spiral ornamentation as ours.
This technique does not occur so early either
in the further East or in Egypt, and, to judge from all signs, it is purely Mycenaean
in origin.
It is tempting to remark that it is not a practical technique since just the same effect
could be obtained by covering the hilt with gold leaf in one piece, as for example on
sword No. II. Yet it must of course have some raison d'etre, but what? 1 think that
the answer is to be looked for in the direction intimated above in another connection;
the greatness of the expenditure of labour increases the value of the product. Various
articles of jewelry have been found on which unspeakably tedious labour has been
1 Cf. ibid., pp. 445 ff.

1 Cf.
3 Cf.

Eph.
Rapport

iy jj
Arch., 1897, pi. VII 3 a, VIII 5, 6.
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H)*4, in Bulletin, bund 1924 —
19 25, p. 93.
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u
ilesKCf. Eph. Arch., 18 97, pp.
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expended and which indisputably obtained greater value by it. 1 will merely mention
here the great diadem in 'Priam’s treasure’ from Troy, which consists of no less than
16 ,337 small gold pieces, including 12 ,2 7 1 rings and 4,066 leaves. According to my
opinion it is as work of this kind that the Mycenaean hilts, inlaid with gold bars, are
to be judged.
At the king’s feet we found also four spear-heads, much corroded.

In three of them

Fig. 41. Objects of blue and green glass paste; ornaments of a helmet.
(No’s. VI, VII, VIII) the blade merges almost imperceptibly into the socket *, in the fourth
(No. IX) the neck is rather narrower; all have a ring round the socket and a nail-hole for the
fixing of the wooden shaft. The three former represent a later type, the latter an older,
known in the shaft-graves". No. VII has, on the broad ridge running from the socket
towards the point, traces of a repeated chased pattern, double wavy lines enclosing a space
* Cf. from Crete

E van s,

Axes, in Archaeologia, l.XV, p. 15 .

Tombo f the Double

j

1 Cf. K aro, op-

pi. XC VI

l.
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ornamented with dots. No. IX is unusually finely decorated with spirals on the neck and a
little way down the blade (PI. XXVIII 1). It is a work of the minutest kind but as a
whole the composition lacks symmetry; on one side of the middle line of the neck, there
are three rows of spirals, on the other two. Concerning the Mainland character of the
work, I entertain no doubt.
Among the weapons thrown
down at the king’s feet there
were also two single-edged bronze
knives slightly curved along the
back and provided with rivet-holes
for the securing of the wooden
handle.
Just by them, two bull's horns
of lead were found (Fig. 39). My
first thought was that they had
once adorned a bull rhyton of the
kind so familiar from Crete as well
as from Mycenae '. But their posi
tion by the weapons makes another
interpretation more natural. On
the famous 'warrior vase’ from
Mycenae six marching warriors
are depicted clad in helmets fit
ted in front with two projecting
horns and on top with a horse’s
tail (big. 40). I surmise that the
two lead horns adorned a similar
leather casque a.
A quantity of objects of blue
and green glass paste were found
round the king’s head (big. 4 1;
PI. X X V 1). Analysis has shown12
Fig. 42. Head of carved ivory from Mvcenae.
that copper and cobalt occurs m
the glass-substance — it is in fact cobalt glass
We have eleven pieces shaped like curled
leaves, nine pieces of a shape imitating the worked wild boar tusks which are often found
in Mycenaean tombs and which adorned leather helmets
and further eight plaques
(either whole or fragmentary). All these objects have holes for fastening and were
apparently sewn on to a leather helmet. The well-known carved ivory head from My1 Cf. E va ns ,
2 Cf. W. R ek hki.,
|)j). 48 f. and fig. 37.

Palace

o f Minos, II, |ι|». 527 ff.

Homerische W
, nd ed.,
fen
a

4 ( 'f. e. g. K aro, Pic
kenni, Nu'v 521 5 3 1.

3 Cf. Below, |>. 13 3 .
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cenae helps us to understand how they were arranged (Fig. 42). Here the symmetrically
formed spirals over the forehead have been interpreted as curls.
I he curled leaves in
the Midea tomb give another explanation of this artificial coiffure', it represents not curls,
but the border ornamentation of the helmet, formed of curled It a\ t s of this ty pe.
ought perhaps to regard the oblong plaques as a continuous band alternating with the
pointed objects, an arrangement which also occurs on the
ivory head from Mycenae, rather than assume them as belong
ing to the cheek-pieces of the helmet .
The design in relict on the square plaques ot blue glass
paste is the same throughout, and can be fairly w<11 made
out on the two best preserved. An animal with head borne
high moves swiftly towards the right; on its back sits a wo
man (there is a fastening hole on each side of her waist) with
both legs at one side, the knees very much bent (1 ig. 43)·
The representation naturally recalls those dating from a later
period, showing Europa on the bull, especially7 that on the
43. Glass relief (2: 1).
archaic metope from Selinus, with a beading on the upper
Europa on the bull.
edge — our plaques have one also on the lower edge. On
the small glass plaques from Midea we have the first illustration of the Europa legend,
an illustration of the Mycenaean period.
We have another glass plaque which has a different representation.

A lion advances

slowly towards the right and it looks as if a goat's head were growing out of .ts
back; the tail, which curves up in an arch, is unusually long,
in front of it is seen a man who appears to be backing
away (Fig. 44). It is the classical Chimaera and Bellerophon,
and actually we have a Mycenaean illustration of the Belle
rophon legend. A discussion of both these legends will
be given in an Appendix .
Among a number of small objects found in the grave, we
may call attention here only to three thin copper bars of equal
Fig. 44. Glass relief (2: 1). The ]eri<rth with a fourth bound round them (big- 45)·
1hey can
Chimaera and Bellerophon.
ha
be satisfactorily explained, except as a medium of cur
rency in copper of the Bronze Age. During the early Iron Age before coinage pro
per came into circulation, iron bars were employed as a medium of payment.
le
oldest name for these bars,
ςor
ελ
β
ό
classical coinage, and six of these make a όραχμή which really means a handful .
Taking this into consideration, it seems extremely likely that we should see in the four

1 Cf.

R eichki., op. d /.. PI»· 101 |V·
Mr·
W a c k will discuss this type o f h e lm e t in connection
with the Kalkani tombs; cf. USA.,
, 19 21
1 9 2 3 > 1»· 303·

2 Cf. below, pp. 119 ff.
8 Cf. S v o r o n o s , Jo u rn a l intern. d'archtologie
numismatic/ue, IX, 1906, pp. 192 f
f.
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bronze bars from Midea the direct predecessors of the first iron currency of the Iron
Age, in short that we have found four copper oboloi. This assumption grows in pro
bability when one remembers that in Egypt and Babylonia rods of copper and other
metals were used for small transactions as early as the third millennium B. C .1. In
timate connections between the Aegean area and Egypt are testified to by various dis
coveries of objects of Egyptian origin in the Greek area and vice versa. We are also
justified in taking into consideration a certain connection, direct or indirect, with Baby
lonian civilisation, whence came the Greek system
of weights, and E v a n s has set ingots of raw cop
per weighing about 29 kilograms in relation to
that very Babylonian system of weights ". Small
change’ in copper of the kind found in the Mi,
Fig. 45. Copper bars, oboloi’.
dea tomb has never before been discovered in
Mycenaean graves. Yet I consider it probable that such existed but because of its in
significance escaped attention even in careful excavations.
Our tomb proved unusually rich in many respects, but it is poor in one, namely as
regards pottery — the noble dead had with them in place of vases of clay, vases of
precious metals. ( )ut of fragments found on the floor of the chamber, in the pits and
in the dromos, a big stirrup vase has been put together
and it is possible to determine with certainty some other
vases, namely a jug with a beaked spout and a triple
handle from spout to shoulder, and a few
of the
well-known late Mycenaean type with a sharp angle at the
shoulder
The big stirrup vase is divided into zones and
on the broad zone on the bulge of the vessel a spiral
pattern can be seen. It is doubtful whether the painted
parts should be regarded as the decorative element, or
those left uncoloured
it would in the latter case be a
question of a kind of reserved decoration recalling the
classical red figured style. Such a technique is not unknown
in the Mycenaean period although up till now little atten
Fig. 46. Stirrup vase.
tion has been paid to it.
The vase is contemporary
with E. M. 1. a, according to E vans, but the tomb must be dated by the latest examples
found in untouched layers in the pits, i. e. the above mentioned kylikes.
Some sub-Mycenaean and proto-geometric fragments found in the middle of the chamber
in the debris at the bottom of the fallen material are of importance for dating the collapse of
the tomb. A two handled open bowl which has a high rim at the mouth and belongs

1 Cf. F k .

H u ltsch ,

/

Metrologie, 2nd ed., j>. 400.
* Cf.

E van s,

a11eights
o
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M

Currency,in Corolla Numismatioa in honour of
Barclay V. Head, pp. 455 ff.
Mediums1 Cf. ( VV. I
ll,h u n , Zvyouries, p. 154.
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to the Granary Class 12was put together (Fig. 47)· A proto-geometric vase, found together
with the skeleton on the inner side of the wall blocking the doorway was of a similar type
but had a lower rim round the mouth (Fig. 24). Its decoration, a row of cross-hatched
diamonds with a thin line above and below in a belt which was left iree for this orna
ment, at the level of the handles, is typical of this group of vases.
What pottery there is, is sufficient to permit us to date the tomb fairly definitely
in the first half of the XIVth century B. C. - a date which is not contradicted by any
of the other objects in the tomb - and its collapse at about 1050 B. C.
The skeletons from the tholos tomb of Midea have been treated
as exhaustively as possible considering their rather bad con
dition by Professor C a r l M. F o r st of Lund . I he skulls show
no pure types but betray a more or less pronounced mixture
of races3. This agrees with the conclusions I had reached on
archaeological grounds about the circumstances of the coming of
new peoples into G reece4. 1he first immigration of Indo-Euro
peans took place about 2000, the second about 1700, in my
opinion, and the fusion of races which the skulls show would of
course have had time to take place.
Sub-Mycenaean
Professor F orst’s conclusions are of the greatest interest to Fig· 4 7 - bowl.
archaeologists. The anthropological material shows that even m
Middle Helladic times there tvas a considerable mixture ot races at Asine anil undoubtedly
in the greater part of Greece. In addition to the probably predominant Mediterranean
race, we must reckon with the race that F orst calls 'the Nordic race' as well as some
'Armenoid' elements from Anatolia. That the mixture was still greater in U te Helladic
times is natural and appears also from POrst’s investigations.
1 Cf. Wage, the Granary Class of L. H. Ill
Pottery, B S A ., XXV, 19 2 1 — 19 2 3 , pp. 40 ff.
2 Cf. C. M. FORST, Zur Anthropologic der
prakistorischen Griechen in Argolis, in Lunds Universitets Arsskrift, N. F., Avd. 2, Bd. 26, Nr. 8. The

skeletons from the tholos tomb are described on
pp, 78— 82.
3 Cf. ibid, p. h i .
i Cf. Bulletin de la SocilU Royale des Retires
de Lund, 19 2 4 — 19 2 5, pp, 66 ff.

V I.

The Obsequies of a Mycenaean Prince.

T

H R E E skeletons were found undisturbed in the Midea tholos tomb, the Prin
cess’s in the eastern pit and the King’s and Queen’s in the long western pit.

In

what order were they interred? I believe that we can answer this question with

the help of the objects found, and in view of the circumstances of their discovery'.
At the bottom of the long western pit near both skeletons, i. e. by the King and by
the Queen, fragments of the two most characteristic vases, the stirrup vase and the jug
with a beaked spout were found, and bits of the same vases were discovered at the
bottom of the big sacrificial pit in front of the door as well as in the soil filling up the
dromos. Moreover it may be remembered that in the middle of the pit between King and
Queen there were found burial gifts common to both, the ostrich egg, the lamp, and a
necklace. Both these bodies had been buried at the same time and judging by the above
mentioned potsherds later than the Princess’s.
Now the question arises whether we have the right to draw conclusions of importance
for religious history from the circumstance that the King and Queen were buried at the same
time. This may of course be due to chance, but it deserves notice that it is not the first
time that man and wife have been found in the same grave on the Mainland of Greece.
In Asine we found a singularly interesting unenclosed burial of L. 11. II times, where two
skeletons lay close together, one with its head on the other’s arm 1. And it is well known
how among peoples of practically all races the widow followed her dead husband willingly
or unwillingly into the grave or onto the pyre
indeed the custom has lived on in
India even down to our days. In classical times sacrifices of widows among the Thracians
are mentioned by Herodotus. The Thracians were polygamous, according to him, and when
the husband died his favourite wife was slaughtered at the grave and was buried with him".
In the Greek legends also there are elements which can be interpreted in this direc
tion. Euadne springs into the fire which consumes the body of her husband Capaneus
this is first related by Euripides
, and in innumerable places it is shown by word
1 Cf. also tomb XXII at Zygouries, C. \V
* Cf. Herodotus V, 5:
f\,‘
Hi was, Zygouries, |>|>. 55
and grave VII
roc n'upov vm't ro o/ni/torttrov
at (Ionia, Metropolitan
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mtudies, III, 1,
se
n
<V ΠννIUutti rut n 7i (h’tuji.
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and picture how Laodameia lets herself be burnt alive together with the image of her
husband Protesilaus who had perished in a distant land'. In the lliupersis it ts stated that
the Trojan king's daughter, Polyxena, was killed on Achilles' tomb after the conquest of
her native city. The dead Achilles obtained in this way a companion to go with him
beyond the grave. It is therefore possible that we are dealing in ^ Iid ea with a case of
suttee — a convincing proof of this naturally cannot be produced .
In the small sacrificial pit furthest in the tomb, opposite the entrance, bones, some
human, some animal, were found, including the well-preserved skull of a dog. In expla
nation of this circumstance, I should like to draw attention to Homer's description of
Patroclus' obsequies ’ . We are told there that Achilles slaughtered twelve Irojan captives
at his pyre in order that the flame should consume them along with him. 1 he study of
comparative religion recognises a widely-spread custom of giving servants
as well as
a wife - to a dead master to accompany him beyond the grave, and there is no doubt
that we are to understand Achilles' bloody sacrifice at Patroclus' funeral in tins way. I he
same description in Homer goes on to say about Achilles.
εννέατώ

ys

ml

άνακχιτρατ

μέντώνένέβαλλε πνρΐ} όνο

(//., X X III, 173 et seq·)·
The meaning of this action is obvious; they are to follow his friend, ior his benefit
and pleasure in the life after death. Animals or parts of animals, such as dogs and
horses, have been found on many occasions in Mycenaean tombs' — in Cyprus even
camels5. 1 interpret the bones in the little sacrificial pit as the remains of a servant and
a dog who had to accompany their master in death. Possibly the remains of the three
skeletons, displaced by the tomb robbers, which were found on the chamber floor and
in the upper layers of the pits, should be interpreted in the same way.
1 shall close with a description of the King’s burial, as the study of the finds permits
us to follow the ceremony in fairly close detail.
. . . . .
The King had had the tomb built during his lifetime for himself and his family. I he
chamber floor had been whitened with plaster — just as was done and is still done with
the earthen floor in houses of southern Europe. When the King .lied, his grave pit
was hewn more than a metre and a half deep, out of the soft clay-slate forming the floor
of the chamber. The bottom of the grave had been covered with a layer of plaster, about 5
cm, thick. Right in front of the door, about . m. from the entrance, another, rather deeper,
square pit had been made over which great logs of wood were piled up to form a pyre.
1 Cf. Kr S chwenn,
Gnechen
and
, .
\
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The funeral procession tiles through the long dromos into the chamber. The dead
man is lowered into the grave and his indestructible treasures, cups of gold, silver, and
bronze, rings and engraved stones, weapons, etc. are laid in position. Those who follow
him on his last journey throw other treasures at his feet as a last token of respect,
swords, spears, knives, helmets etc., exactly as in our own days flowers accompany the
dead into the grave. I would again call attention to the confused heap of weapons found
at the King’s feet.
But the dead man needed more perishable things with him in the next world, clothes
and food, and so, in accordance with the Homeric expression, one heaped a pyre for
him with goodly gifts’. There were finely wrought chests with mountings of gold and
bronze and inlay of ivory and glass paste, filled with costly gold-adorned materials, and
there were pottery vessels with food and drink. One of the dead man’s kinsmen takes
a large vessel of wine, a stirrup vase, and shatters it against the logs of the pyre, so
that the contents are poured out. The upper part of the shattered vessel falls into the
fire; he stands there with the bottom in his hands, he throws it down to the dead man
in the grave — so we found the fragments. Other vessels also have been shattered on
the pile; the foot of a kylix has distinct traces of burning on the broken edges which
appeared when it was broken in pieces.
The pyre gradually burns down — it is piled just by the entrance and thanks to the
pit under the logs there is a good draught. It collapses and the remains disappear into
the pit — half charred bits of wood, burnt gold and bronze mountings, burnt ivory, bits
of glass and broken vessels filled the greater part of the pit.
Then the King’s companions, his servant, his dog and possibly his wife, are laid in
their places. The dead are covered with earth and before the covering slabs are put in
place over the King’s grave a wooden stoop with rich bronze mounts is set down for him,
the farewell drink. The large covering slabs are brought into position — to prevent the
dead from walking
and more earth
is thrown overthe grave till it is filled tothe
level of the chamber floor.
The other
[fits are filledin the same way, and alsothe
sacrificial pit over which the pyre has burnt. The chamber is cleaned and sherds and
such things which have not gone into any of the pitsare swept out into the passage
where we found them in the soil filling it.
Ihe deep doorway is blocked with carefully piled stones. A last sacrifice, possibly
some days later as in classical times, is burnt before the closed doorway
in many
Mycenaean tombs a heap of charcoal and ashes has been found just in this position.
The passage is filled in with soil to prevent the dead from coming out and injuring the
living, and probably also to prevent the living from getting in and robbing the dead.
This is what the finds have to tell us of the funeral of the king of Midea.

P A R T II.

THE CHAMBER TOMBS

I.

Excavation of Chamber Tombs during the
summer of 1927,

T

HE exceedingly rich results obtained from our excavations in the summer of 1926
at Dendra naturally encouraged us to continue working on the site, especially
as we believed ourselves able to infer from certain signs the existence of many

tombs in the neighbourhood of the royal tomb we had first excavated.
Our first investigations produced negative results. The walls which we had discover
ed earlier certainly belonged to the Mycenaean period, but they formed part of the
foundations of houses, and it was quickly seen that in their damaged condition they
were not of great interest. We therefore transferred our field of operations about 50
metres further north-west from the tholos tomb to a place where the water of the winter
rains disappeared into a hole in the ground. It was not difficult to see that we had
there a Mycenaean chamber tomb. We set about examining this, which soon proved
itself to be rather unimportant, and at the same time began a systematic search that
immediately was crowned with success. As there were no more tholos tombs we deter
mined to investigate some chamber tombs, since they might afford valuable information for
a fuller understanding of the tholos tomb. So already we had with aching hearts reduced
°ur expectations. Hut now, after weeks of the tedious work of excavating, there came
a great surprise. Our previous year’s luck had not deserted us.
I he chamber tombs No’s. 1 and 3 are like most chamber tombs as far as size and con
tents are concerned. Besides the remains of skeletons, we found there vases, small terraeotta figurines, steatite buttons, glass beads etc. Further from tomb No. 3 there came a
beautiful uncommon vessel of a brown and white speckled stone, a few finger-rings of
solid gold-wire, a few spiral-coils also of gold-wire, together with an almond-shaped
carnelian engraved with a bull.
•t was tomb No. 2 which was to give us a full reward for our trouble. We quickly
realised that we had there a chamber tomb of unusual size. The dromos is 20 metres
m length and almost 2 metres in width. Its inner end lies about five and a half metres
below the surface of the rock.
During our systematic search for tombs we had struck the dromos of tomb No. 2 just by
IO
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the door. Among the material which filled it a quantity of large stones was found, which
had obviously been thrown in when once before some one had forced an entry into
the chamber. Immediately under this accumulation were found the badly preserved re
mains of a woman’s skeleton, with Mycenaean spindle-whorls and a long bronze needle. The
skeleton lay on a stratum containing a number of exceptionally large decorated objects
in glass paste and a quantity of
thin gold leaf which once covered
them. Finds of precisely the
same kind were made later in
the chamber itself and it is ob
vious that the tomb robbers had
thrown these away here as worth
less when they had discovered
in the daylight that the gold was
not solid. The burial gifts ac
companying the skeleton show
clearly that the tomb was broken
into as early as the sub-Mycenaean period.
We therefore entertained no
great hope of making a find of any
material value here. However it
was afterwards seen that a part
of the roof inside the chamber
had fallen in and thereby caused
a collapse of the door itself, a
collapse which had occurred be
fore the above-mentioned plunder
ing of the tomb,
an entry to
the chamber had consequently been
made through the opening caused
by the collapse. As a result, the
stone walling of the door did not
Fig. 4K. Chamber tomb No. 2; the dromos.
have to be broken through, and
thus we made an unusually rich find·
The doorway had been more than two metres high, and is rather more than a metre
broad, widening, funnel shaped, towards the chamber. The walling of the doorway»
consisting of large stones, stood intact to a height of about 1.70 metres. Immediately
in front of the stones blocking the doorway was a wall of smaller stones occupying
the whole breadth of the dromos. W hen we made our way into the chamber, over
the intact part of the walling of the door, we found ourselves in a large rectangular
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tombs, to which tomb No 2 ... As.ne
relatio„ ship to the royal tomb at lsopata
1 am inclined to place this group in
in Crete, which is rectangular anil built of hewn st
·
On excavation it became
clear that by reason of the slight
slope of the rock the dromos
did not run horizontally into the
hill, but sloped with the steepest
incline at the entrance, so that
the section has the appearance
of a sledge-runner (Fig. 48).
Amongst the material which til
led it we found a quantity of
sherds of vases, the earliest from
a period shortly before 1 4 ° °
B. C., the latest, according to
the prevalent view, trom about
1200 B. C.
When the stones which block
ed the door were removed, there
came into sight at the bottom
a pair of great stone slabs like
a kind of stone sill (Fig. 49)·
We guessed that they would
cover a pit, and in order to
avoid too much excitement in
the village — the villagers’ atten
tions last year had many a time
been rather a hindrance to the
work — we decided to open the
pit during the midday rest. I )n
account of the heat, which this
yvar was even more oppressive
than in the preceding year -

The pit in the doorway of chamber tomb No. 2 before
it was opened.

Fig. 4 9 ·

^

^

much as , o 7° F . in the shade - work
} tQ . p. m. The long midday rest

was carried on from >
undisturbed at the pit.
therefore ^ave us a chance to work
most trusted workmen with us and set to wor^.
1 Cf. Rapport priliminaire sur les fouilles

d'Αύηέ, i()22— 1924 in the Bulletin de la Socidtrf

We took two of our

Royale des Lettres de Lund,
84 f.

19 2 4 — 19 2 5 ,

pp.
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When the slabs were turned over, our gaze lighted on a magnificent sight (Fig. 50).
The long but narrow pit was filled to the brim with beautifully patinated bronzes. They
lay there exactly as they were put down thousands of years ago, without a grain of
sand to deprive them of their brilliance of colours, green, blue, brown. The photo
graphing and drawing of them was a tedious business, and not until the sun sank had we
finished the work. We had then
no fewer than thirtyfive large
and small bronze objects in our
possession: 4 hydriae, 3 jugs,
6 bowls of various shapes, 4
tripod-cauldrons, 7 lamps, 4 mir
rors, 1 spear-head, 1 sword, 2
knives, 2 so-called razors, to
gether with 1 six-pronged fishingspear. In order to obtain suffi
cient room for everything in the
pit, it had been necessary to place
some things inside others (Fig5 1); so, for example, no fewer
than five vessels lay stuck in the
largest of the hydriae. Several
ol the objects have exquisitely
delicate chased patterns, flower
and shell fish motives, as well as
purely linear designs.
It is undoubtedly one of the
most beautiful and one of the
richest bronze finds of the My
cenaean period that has ever
been made in Greece. 1 especi
ally significant is the fact that
a large portion of the objects,
sword, knives, mirrors, have still
Fig. 50. When the slabs over the [>it were turned over.
retained their original wooden
handles and shafts. The fact that we had brought cellulose varnish with us from Sweden and
had it ready when we excavated, so that we could drench the handles with it while they
yet lay in position and thus give them greater solidity, made it possible for us to save this
find of carved wood which, as far as Greece is concerned, is unique. The most remarkable
object is a mirror-handle (FI. XXXIII ij with a pair of seated women on each side, one
holding a mirror in her hand, and another an object which resembles most closely a
branch of a tree. W hen we first discovered the wood it was shrivelled and shrunk,
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But the wood swelled out when it
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fiat surface. In one o f the lamps a large piece o f Mycenaean doth ,s P—
h
The pit was now empty and the covering heaps of stones were restored to liter place
in the doorway.
There remained the chamber
itself. The debris from the roof
and the stones which had fallen
in from those blocking the door
way filled it to a height of about
I '/a metres from the floor. In
that layer of debris we came
across a number of cut pieces of
an easily worked poros stone,
broken and scattered (big· 5 2)·
Some of them had large square
sinkings, and in one of these a
brown stain was distinctly visible,
as if of clotted blood, about i
dm. from the bottom of the in
dentation. The debris was taken
away and the fragments of cut
stone traced on a separate plan
of the chamber, numbered with
blue chalk and transported to our
headquarters, two cartloads of
them. By drawing up a special
plan and numbering the stones,
we hoped to be in a position to
determine the original arrange
ment of the stones, at least with
a certain degree of probability.
The stones, large and small,

Some of the bronze objects in the pit after the upper
layer had been removed.

amounting to close upon fifty,
„ was a question of fitting together
constituted a Cyclopean puzzle tor the nc.
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on the stone. Next we had two coarse hewn stones (PI. X X IX 1) each with a small
projection at one end, 1.25 m. long, 0.64 m. broad, and 0.61 m. long, 0.52 m. broad
respectively. In shape they call to mind certain idols from Troy. What makes these
stones even more mysterious is the fact that they are provided with incised cavities and
grooves reminiscent of the cresset-stones in Nordic cults. Finally, we have a stone slab
(Fig. 76), 1.20 m. long, 0.80 m. broad, one side of which is hewn quite smooth, the
other furnished with a great number of similar square sinkings.

Fig, 52,

('nt stones in the chamber after the debris was taken away.

Guided by the circumstances of the discovery it is possible to determine with a cer*
tain amount of probability the original position of these stones in the chamber; see the
diagram, Fig. 53. When the fragments of stone had been put together the problem
was still far from being solved. We shall return to it later.
After the debris and the stones had been removed from tlx* chamber, the* real scraping of
the floor could be begun. Alongside the short inner wall of the chamber we first discovered
a low hearth or an altar. It is built of small stones and covered with plaster (Fig. 54)*
On and close by it copious remains of charcoal were found, and a closer investigation
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allowed us to perceive definite discolouration from smoke on the neighbouring chamber
walls. On the wall at the back, immediately above the altar, at a distance of about
2 m. from the floor, were found seven deeply bored holes in which a metal object or
metal objects had probably once been fixed. Charcoal fragments in great quantity were
met with to the left of the door as one enters the chamber, as well as near the hearthi
---- from these two fire-places
tta a i ,

L11C1C U lb U

c l 111 <3 n c u a

------j

a thin layer of charcoal stretched out practic 
ally over the whole tomb.
Immediately inside the door were found
three lamps of steatite, one more than halt
a metre high. This seems to have been
placed to the right of the door, hi addi
tion there were found four great alabastei
vases, three of them of Cretan origin, the
fourth, 1 believe, Egyptian; Egyptian ala
baster is clearly more durable than Cretan
and often shows a specially characteristic
marking. The last mentioned vase is of
exactly the same shape as one which Sir
A rthur E van s found in the royal tomb at
Isopata near Knossos, a great alabastron
of a low and wide aryballos type, to use a
later term.
On the floor to the right entering the
chamber lay a broken bronze sword \\ ith
hundreds of thin white glass beads which
had evidently once been threaded and had
formed a kind of beadwork on the hilt (11·
X X V I 11 2); wild boars’ tusks, worked and
pierced, which had adorned a leather helmet,
gold objects, among others a cockle-shell and
an argonaut, both with exquisite granulated
work: an iron stud a" 'Τ 'ΐιso Jocorlt’ed'^ith granulated work; a round carnelian engraved
a gold mount at each end « ·
te
unusual size and with a variety
with an antelope; hundreds of ornamen s
^
seyeral {)f whicll had stiU reof patterns, sprays, tendnls, argona

^
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*
.
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^
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show clearly a bead-pattern worked in colours. Moderately abundant remains of pottery
were found in the chamber.
On clearing the chamber floor we found two smaller pits below the level of the floor, one
in the neighbourhood of the hearth, the other against the west long wall. The pit against the
wall had evidently been emptied by the
tomb robbers; just by it were the remains
of a small feline animal, also some bones
of bats, but the pit itself was completely
tilled with soil washed into it. The se
cond pit on the other hand had escaped
the notice of the robbers. It was full
of animal bones, belonging to oxen and
sheep, or goats. Among the bones,
which lay without any arrangement
whatever, was found a silver cup with a
gold rim, certainly rather badly damaged
by lapse of time, but not in such bad
condition that it could not be restored
by a skilful mender. It has decoration
in relief of an ornamental character along
the rim. In the same pit there were
found, besides this, a large, unusually
beautiful carnelian with an intaglio design
of two recumbent bulls, a large ivory
flower with a moveable pistil, and at
the bottom of all a sacrificial knife of
bronze.
And afterwards? Indeed afterwards
Fig. 54. Hearth or altar in the chamber tomb No. 2.
there was nothing more. Not a human
bone, not so much as a tooth! And
yet no doubt can be entertained that this is a tomb, and a fine tomb. Hut it is, in
spite of its rich contents, an empty tomb
a cenotaph.
Before I enter into a further explanation of tomb No. 2 I must, however, give a list
of the finds that were made in the three chamber tombs excavated by us '. 1 will at
the same time give some information about the construction of the tombs.
1 The Kphor of Argolis, Dr. N. Ukrtos, ex*
cavated other chamber tombs in the autumn of*

i <>27. 'These tombs and the finds made in them
are not yet published.

Chamber Tomb No. 1.

I

T is a small tomb (Fig. 55)·

The dromos slopes slowly inwards and has two

rough steps at its outer eml (Fig. 56)· '< * ^

5·>» ">· lon« antl ° ' to m'

chamber, which is an irregular square with rounded corners measures a.So m. by 3 * .
· nearly
1 2 m. 1high.
· 1
in
south-eastern
corner we found a shallow pit with.
and1 is
In q,,.
the soutn
ea..
remains of at least two skeletons and four other pits with human bones at ffere t
points in the chamber. We found parts of five skeletons m all. The bunal gifts consisted of some small vases and figurines of terracotta.
Pottery (Fig. 57).
/. Stirrup vase. H. o.o97, br. 0..27. Squat shape with flat shoulder; no decoration
besides the usual thick and thin bands round the body; line on lip, and loops round bases
of false neck and spout; handles painted, and a disc within two circles on conical top of
lal.se neck. The foot is flat.
2. Stirrup vase. H. 0.08, br. 0.077. Globular shape; decoration as last, but with
lines at bases of false neck and spout. On the shoulder are small angular ornaments.
1 be foot is flat. It is in good condition.
3 . Stirrup vase. Η. 0..05, br. 0..07. 'Conical’ shape, with a sharp angle at the
shoulder, and ring-foot. On the shoulder are five groups of parallel chevrons, which
probably represent flowers in a very conventionalized form. On top of false neck is a
disc within a circle.
·/· Stirrup vase. 11.
5- Stirrup vase. 11 .

0.115, br. 0.12.
0.105, br. 0.11.

Shape and decoration as last.
Shape and decoration as last, but with a spiral

on top of false neck.
6.Stirrup vase. 11 . 0.105, br. 0.105. Globular shape; decoration as last, but a disc
on top of false neck. Very good red paint.
7- Stirrup vase. 11 . 0.10, br. 0.102. Flattened globular shape; decoration as last.
8.Stirrup vast*. 11 . 0.103, br. 0.105. Globular
shape; besides the usual thick and
thin bands round the body, on the shoulder four flowers, probably lilies, inclining to left.
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7. Globular body; two vertical loop handles join the
decoration as No. 6, but on the shoulder six groups
>,064, br. o.n8, with spout 0.137. Bridged spout and two

Fig. 56.

Chamber tomb No. i; the dromos.

nth spreading foot, and a body resembling, more or less
heads have no covering but the hair is rendered by paint,
ish red, badly baked clay; undecorated.
figurines

land und
10 purely
ype that
C. It is

only in the latest chamber tombs that those figurines
are found. For the date cf. J. P. H arlano , Pre
historic Aigitia, pp. 40 f .; he dates them up to
1400 B. C.
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Pottery and terracotta figurines from the chamber tomb No. 1.

«4 0 o t
Fig. 58.

Hg. 59.

Miscellaneous finds from the chamber tomb No. 1.

Vases and figurines from the chamber tombs No. 1 and No. 3.
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2 . H. o.u, br. 0.043. The eyes are represented plastically. The whole figure has
it series of vertical or oblique wavy stripes; the waist is indicated by a line. 1he figure
represents a mother with her infant child at the breast. The subject is known from
other Mycenaean sites ', but hitherto not from tombs.
3 . H. 0.097, br. 0.04. The breasts are represented plastically, but the eyes and
the hanging hair are painted. The body is decorated as that of No. 2 but the stem
below the waist-line has only a few vertical lines.
4. H. 0.097, br. 0.04. Eyes, breasts, and arms are represented plastically. The arms
are slightly bent and rest against the body just below the waist. Unpainted.
5- H. 0.08, br. 0.03. The eyes and breasts are represented plastically. The body
is decorated with horizontal, the stem with vertical stripes.
Mr. B legen has suggested that this type of figurine with a disc-shaped body was in
tended for household service and the crescent’ type for funeral use2. The figurines
from chamber tomb No. 1 prove clearly that this suggestion does not hold good. I will
give some remarks concerning their use on p. $9 below.
Miscellaneous (Fig· 58)·
Finger-ring of bronze, broken and badly corroded, h. 0.005, d. 0.02.
5

Six steatite buttons of the ordinary conical type, h. 0.0.4 — o.oi, d. 0.021 — 0.015, and
shanked ones, h. 0.0.3 — 0.0.2, d. 0.022 - 0.0.6, illustrating the evolution of the My

cenaean button 3.
Twenty two thin white beads of glass paste with comparatively large threading holes,
and 42 smaller beads, white, yellow, and blue (cf. Chamber tomb No. 2, No. 51).
Fragment of a curled leaf ornament of glass paste .
' Cf. C. W . B l e g e n ,
2 Cf. B l e g e n , op. cit.,

yZp. 2 0 6 .
p. 2 0 5 .

3 Cf. the author’s remarks in the Bulletin de

la Soctiti Royale des Lettres de Lund, 1 9 2 4 — 1925,
p. 84, pi. XXXVI.
4 Cf. BSA ., X X V , 19 21 ■—19 2 3, pp. 3 9 7 ff., pi. L X I.

m.

Chamber Tomb No* 3‘.

T

H E tomb is cut in soft conglomerate or hardpan. The dromos lias a length of 9
metres, descending about 1.60 m. in this distance, with a width at the inner
end of 1.20 m. (big. 60).

The walls are carelessly executed.

The chamber,

hewn in hardpan, had collapsed, and it was necessary to excavate it by means
of a pit from above. The doorway, 1.20 m. deep and 0.80 m. broad, had also fallen
in, and the walling stones were found on the floor of the chamber. The chamber is
roughly rectangular in shape, but the corners are rounded and the sides are not quite
straight. There is a shallow pit in it. The dimensions are about 3.05 m. by 2.95 m·
The bones found in the tomb were all in disorder and very fragile, partly obviously
as a result of the collapse of the roof. They represent at least seven persons.
I he following objects were found in the tomb.

Stone (Fig. 59).
Shallow bowl. H. 0.04, br. 0.105, with spout 0 .12 . The stone is spotted with gray
and with brownish black. Spout and rim are partly eroded. The handle is deco
rated with small vertical incisions, evidently in imitation of a metal prototype. In the
tomb of the famous Hagia Triada sarcophagus an exactly similar bowl
grant to
big id — was found2, another in a L. M. tomb at Knossos".

Pottery (Fig. 61).
1.
Squat cylindrical bowl. II. 0.065, br. 0.068.
l ull body, convex base, two hand
les, and shoulder curving upwards to the mouth in a comparatively high neck. The
body is encircled by three broad lines; groups of short parallel vertical dashes appear
on the shoulder between the handles. The glaze-paint, in bad condition, is of a brownish
black colour.
1 The chamber tomb No. 2 is treated below |>j>.
91 ff. in one context.

j

2 Cf. Monumcnti
3 Cf.

XIV, p, 717, fig. 20·
I,IX, PI. XC, fig. 100 <1·
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2.
Spreading open bowl. H. 0.038, hr. 0.093, with spout o .u. Horizontal loop
handles. Simple parallel stripes on the outside and one stripe on the inside below the
rim; concentric circles on the bottom.

Terracotta figurines (Fig. 61).
Seven figurines of terracotta were found in this tomb. Two stand on a solid columnar
stem with spreading foot, five have a hollow stem. Six of them have a body with
prominent breasts and crescent arms. The head has a pinched-out face and a circular
hat, concave on top. Five of these seven figurines have a painted line of hair down
their backs, two have a plastic braid of hair. They are of precisely the same type as
those described by Mr. B ergen from Zygouries '.
H . 0.128, br. 0.068. Columnar
and painted hair.
H . O. 1 l I, br. 0.047. Shape as
last.

*
Fig. 6 1.

Vases and terracotta figurines from the
chamber tomb No. 3.

1 lollow
H. 0.104,, br. 0.045
stem and painted hair.
11 .
0.10, br. 0.036. Hollow stem
and plastic braid of hair. It has plastic
arms folded so that they meet over
the breast, the right arm below the
left.
5. H. 0.091, br. 0.039. Shape as
No. 3·
6 , 11. 0.087, hr. 0.035. 1 lollow stern
and plastic braid of hair.

7. H. 0.068, hr. 0.03. Shape as No. 3.
In connection with the figurines I must also mention a small arm-chair of terracottaH. 0.037, hr. across the arms 0.045. The chair has only three legs, which correspond
to three vertical supports for two horizontal curved hands of clay making the* hack
and the arms of the chair. The decoration, except a smear of paint down each leg*
is confined to three stripes on the seat and rows of dashes on the horizontal sup'
ports. Objects of this or a similar kind are certainly not common, but they are occa*
sionally found in Mycenaean tombs, e. g. a similar chair with three* legs and open-work
back from a chamber tomb at Nauplia , some others from M ycenae3, and a small heel·
stead from Zygouries \
1 Cf. B i.egkn, Zygouries, p. 204.
4 Cf. Bi.kuen, Zygouries, p. 206, fig. 196»

2 Cf. S tain, Collection myctnienne du Music
National\ p. 150, No. 3 5 5 4 .
3 Cf· ibid., p, 1 op, No. 2260 2 2 6 1 ; other
specimens by Martin 1\ N u .sson , The Mmoan Myce
naean Religion , p. 262,

Blegen wants to interpret it as a table, but both
its shape and decoration seem to me to indicate
dearly that it is a bedstead: ,fThe top is n<$
level, but forms a shallow concavity surrounded by
a slightly raised rim. 'The decoration

3-
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Miscellaneous
(Fig. 62).
Two rings of thin
gold wire. The ends
Fig. 62. Miscellaneous finds from the chamber tomb No. 3.
of one of them, d.
°-02i are hammered
together. The ends of the other ring, d. 0.0.5, are loose.
Two extremely small spirals of thin gold wire, so-called τ έ τ τ ιγ ε ζ , d. 0.002.
hour pairs of bronze tweezers, with loops at their tops and strongly curved arms gradually widening towards the ends.
consists of four transverse rows of dashes an _
at one end, while the rest of the space is \ c
eight broad wavy lines running longitudinally .
decoration indicates partly pillow, paitly <()Vtr^
We have to interpret similarly, l dunk, tie

fragment

of a figurine from Nauplia (cf. PerrotC hipiez , Histoire de VArt, VI, p, 752) as a recumbent
woman, not as " ini fragment oh un haste de femme
se ditache sur deux grandes ailes ' {ibid, p, 740).
1 Cf. pp. 6^ f*

12
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2.
j.

L. 0.075, br. 0.014.
L. 0.061, br. 0.008.
L. 0.058, br. 0.007.
4.L.0.055, br. 0.007 (loop missing).
This type of tweezers is the later one of L. H. Ill — the older has no loop and widens
more abruptly at the ends 1.
Small bronze knife (PI. X X X II 5, in the centre). L. 0.14 (the blade o.n), gr. br.
0.016. The blade is ornamented along the back with three parallel lines; in the tang
are two stud-holes for the handle.
A large quantity of lead in the form of thick wire. It has probably been used as
a solid support under a turned over edge.
Almond-shaped carnelian with a bull in intaglio; the threading hole follows the hori
zontal axis. L. 0.019, br. 0.014. The bull, dashing to the left, turns his head, which
has a too slender neck, to the right, his long tail points straight upwards, his legs arc
bent. Over the back between the neck and the tail, as if fastened close to the neck,
are two long objects which 1 cannot identify. Sketchy work.
Small beads of glass paste, 70 black, 23 white, 45 blue.
Nine steatite buttons of different types, h. 0.015— o.on, br. 0.022— 0.017.
Small shapeless piece of amber.
1 Cf. Bulletin de

laSoen'te

Royaledes J.ettres de Lund, 1 924— 1925,
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Chamber Tomb No» 2»

T

H E dromes was crossed by the trial trench, which was dug at the beginning of
the excavation, about i
m. from its inner end. Here we found in die fill of
earth a number of large stones, which had been thrown into a pit, dug 3.80 m.

below the level of the floor. (Fig. 65). On the bottom of this pit we found
the remains of a badly preserved skeleton, a woman with a bronze needle, the eye of
which had been broken, 1. o.us, and three steatite buttons or whorls of the usual conical
shape, 1. 0,018— 0.017, br. 0.029-0.025. (Fig. 63). Here on a level with the intact walling
° f the doorway and in the walling itself we also found some broken plaques of glass paste
and pieces of thin gold leaf of the same kind as were found later inside the tomb. In the
earth fill 0f the dromos we found some fragments of vases, one E. H. with a pattern,
one mattpainted, some Palace Style (Fig. 64), the vast majority, however, typical L. H.
hi fragments, among other things the body of a figurine of a bull.
The dromos has a length of 19.* m. in a horizontal plane. But it rises close by
the chamber rather gently and at the outer end more steeply so that its section has the
appearance of a sledge-runner. Close to the doorway its floor is 5.85 m. below the level of
the ground. It has a breadth of 1.70 m. at the outer end and 1.90 m. at the inner. The
sides of the dromos are straight but incline inwards and upwards rather sharply, and the
opening above the inner end is very narrow. They are cut rather carefully and smoothly.
The inner end of the dromos was blocked by a wall, which occupied the whole breadth
and consisted of comparatively small field stones, to a height of 1.40 m. (Fig. 66). In
front of and partly under this wall we found some fragments of a red coarse cooking
vessel and ashes and charcoal in a heap.
The door was blocked to a height of 1.70 m. by a wall of larger field stones. A
number of fairly large stones lying inside the chamber had undoubtedly been thrown
down from the top of the wall. The upper part of the doorway had collapsed but it
is, however, possible to fix its original height at 2.. 5 m. The doorway is about 1.70 m.
deep fr0m the dromos to the chamber. It is broader towards the chamber than towards
du· dromos, measuring 1.30 m. and 1 . «5 111· respectively.
Under the door we found a pit covered by large, flat slabs. The dimensions of
lhe pit are: l. ,,40
br. o.4o m„ depth 0.90 m. In the pit were 35 large and
sma11 objects of bronze (PI.
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/. Hydria (PI. X X X I 2). H. 0.36, d. 0.29. Two handles, one vertical attached to
neck and shoulder, the other horizontal attached to the lower part of the body. Apart
from its mouth and base, which is unusually thick, the vase is made of two separate
overlapping sections joined together by small rivets. It is undecorated ’ .
2.
Jug (PI. X X X I 3). H. 0.31, d. 0.205. Vertical handle attached to rim and body.
Round the shoulders is a massive bronze ring with delicately chased decoration. The
leading motive is the same ivy leaf design
which occurs on the beads from the tholos
tomb, but it is here more developed. The
same decoration is also found on the handle.
Cf. also No’s. 5 and 21 below.
3 .J ug (PI. X X X I 1). H. 0.275, d. 0 .16 .
Vertical angular handle attached to rim
and body. Round the shoulders is a massive
bronze ring decorated like the handle with
eight narrow ridges.

Fig. 63. Objects with the skeleton in the
dromos of chamber tomb No. 2.

Fig. 64.

Vase fragments from the fill of the dromos
of chamber tomb No. 2.

y. Globular bronze jug (PI. X X X 2, in the upper row to the left).
11. 0.19,
d. 0 .15 . Vertical handle attached to rim and body. Undecorated.
5.
Spreading open bowl with spout (PI. X X X I 6). 1 1 . 0.10 5, d. 0.285. The horizontal, thin
but broad handles are fastened each with six studs. A massive ring is placed over the
lip which is turned over outwards and riveted to it in nine places. The spout is fastened
with three rivets and through the side of the bowl there are four straining holes. On
the top of the rim is the same ivy leaf design as on No. 2 but in a simpler version
(Pig. 67). It is to be compared with the ornaments on the silver cup from the pit in
the chamber. The same motive is found on one of the vases from tholos A at Kakovatos-Pylos2.
1 As to the type compare K aro , Die Schachtgrdber von Mykenai, No's. 6 ot — 604; K v a n s , Tre

historic Tombs at Knossos, Archaeologia, I ,IX, p.
4 3 ° f·* fig- 3 6 i fig· S2 a*
(f
.Ath. Mitt., X X X IV , 1909, p. 308,
15»
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Fig. 65.

Plan and sections of chamber tomb No. 2.

o
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6. Spreading open bowl with wishbone handles with a button or knob at the end
(PI. X X X I 4). H. 0.143, d. 0 .21. The handles, each of them fastened with four studs, are of
the same type as on the queen’s bowl with the bulls’ heads from the tholos tomb. On the
rim is a beautifully rendered decoration of two parallel rows ot linked spirals (l;ig. 68).
7. Spreading open bowl (PI. X X X 2, in the second row, the second figure from the
right). 11. 0.122, d. 0.196. The hori
zontal handles are each fastened
with four rivets; they are thin and
flat. Undecorated.
8.
Spreading open bowl, (PI.
X X X 2, in the second row, the
first figure from the right). 11. 0.09,
d. 0.175. The horizontal handles
are each fastened with two rivets;
they are round and placed com
paratively high. Undecorated.
p. Handleless basin with
spout (PI. X X X I 5). II. 0.065, d.
0.225, with spout 0.242. The de
coration on the rim shows con
ventionalized shells with rows of
dots between them (Pig. 69).
Basin with two handles
(PI. X X X 2, in the second line
from below in the middle). 11.
0.087, with handles 0.162, br. un
der the handles 0.28, square 0.308.
I he handles rising from the rim
are attached by two rivets each.
Undecorated.
//. Lamp with open bowl
(P1.X X X I 1 4, to the left) H. 0.035,
d. 0 .14 5. It has a long handle,
Fig. 66. The walling of the door of chamber tomb No. 2.
which is, however, broken; 1.
handle-bowl-spout 0.276. On the left side of the spout it is patched from both sides
by thin bronze plates attached by three rivets (Fig. 70).
12 . Lamp with open bowl (PI. X X X li 4, to the right). 11. 0.033, d. o.n , 1. handlebowl-spout 0.266. At the base of the handle is a knob for fastening a chain from which
undoubtedly hung some kind of trimmer for the wick *. In the bowl were remains of cloth.
I (T.

Ardtaeologia,L IX , p. 430, fig. 3 5 a.

4.
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£i /pi VYV1I
13 . Lamp with open bowl angular in pro e
d. 0.106, 1. handle-bowl-spout 0.305. Bowl, spou ,

- ^

in the middle). H. 0.029,
^

handle have a flat rim.

At the base of the handle is a hole
for a knob like that on No. 12.
13 . Small bronze vessel —
lamp(r) — in the shape of a pan
with a solid handle sloping up
wards (PI. X X X I 1 3, to the left).

0.026, with handle o . 108, d. o. 138.
The rim has a breadth of 0-009,

H.

and the handle is wrought out
of the rim which is bent upwards
from both sides and hammered
together. Its use is problematical.
Similar vessels were found in a
chamber tomb at Mycenae ', in
the necropolis of Phaestus", and
in tombs at Knossos3, all of them

Fig. 67. The decorated rim of the spreading bowl with spout (No. 5).

L - H. or L. M.

f ,he same opinion, that they have something
think, and S ’i a i s is o
^
£ VANS thinks that they must
t() do with a woman's toilet, perhaps as pan
^ regarded as small frying-pans.
T s o u n t a s -M a n a t t

The exquisite decoration of No.
16 makes this supposition less
probable. The rim, which is al
ways bent, indicates that they
were carried and 1 would suppose
that they also were lamps with
floating wicks. Similar lamps
may be seen at the present day
in the villages of Greece. The
lamps described above, No’s. 11
with their long handles
and tapering ends could easily
be inserted into the chinks of
.

.. s
'■

>g· 68. The decorated rim of the spreading bowl with button

1

15 -

(N'.'
v,
mi ν χ χ Η 3, the second figure from .he left).
Bronze vessel similar to No- >4
u hollow
1
T h e handle is nonow.

° · 025' With handle Ο.1 . 5 , d. 0..a«.
1 Cf.

1<l Sta'i’s,

walls, but they were not convenjent for the table.

Colltition

Antichi, XIV, p. 544.

,

/ i p f t . A n /ι., 18 8 8 , p. 1.17· I3’1 (T
mvdnknnt,|>. m . No.

,4 ’
2

,P»4 ·

3 t'f

*9·

LIX, PP· 4*9> 444. 'fl· 55·

If.
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1 6. Bronze vessel similar to No. 14 (PI. X X X II 1 and 3, third from the left).
H. 0.022, with handle o .u , d. 0.12. The rim, which has a breadth of o.on, as well as
the solid handle are exquisitely decorated on the inner side and on the vertical central
part of the handle with a row of beading; the rest of the space is occupied by a row
of obliquely placed shells. My colleague Professor S. E kman has kindly informed me that
they seem to represent
Tritonium
m
iferu
d
o
n
L am. rather than
which possibly also may be thought of. At the end of the handle are three hoops and
on the upper side a flower with ten petals.
77. Bronze vessel similar to No. 14 (PI. X X X II 3, to the right). H. 0.02, with handle
0.075. d. 0.081. The solid handle was made separately and then attached to the body.
18. Mirror of the usual type
(PI. XXXIII 3, to the left). D.
0.19 5, th. o .002. Three holes for
attaching the handle are visible.
There are no remains of the
handle. The polished surface is
partly preserved.
/p. Mirror (PI. XXXIII 3, to
the right). 1). 0.168, unusually
thick 0.005. The handle, of which
there are some remains, was of
ivory.
20. Mirror (PI. XXXIII 1).
I). 0.162, th . O.002 . Most of the
wooden handle is left. It is de
Fig. 69. The decorated rim of the handleless basin No. 9).
corated on both sides with the
same design: two seated women, one holding a mirror in her hand (PI. XXXIII i, at
the top to the left; b ig ’s. 7 1, 72) and the other an object that seems to be a branch
of a tree. This design has a close parallel in an ivory mirror-handle from Mycenae found
by T s o u n t a s 1. There the women hold branches in both hands. It is very probable
that the two mirror handles from Midea and Mycenae are of the same origin in spite
of the different material. Λ woman holding a mirror in her hand is also found on
a gold ring from Mycenae 2. M a r t in N ilsso n names her the goddess with the mirror
but he cannot explain her attribute'*. As to the nature of the object, any doubt that
it should not be a mirror is now excluded when we have the woman with the mirror
on a handle of a mirror.
I here is a votive relief in the Altes Museum in Berlin which
is dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus. To the left Jupiter is sitting in state with a double
1
and

Cf. Eph , Arch., 1888, p. 137, pi. VIII 3
IX

19 ; S tai ’s , Collection myctntennc, p

No. 2H99.
2 Cf. E vans ,

122,

Tree and Pillar Cult, J I I S ,

X X I, to o t, p

190, fig 64; KiRTW a n o lk k , Antike

(Cm men, pi, 11 21,
A Cf. M artin 1\ N ilsson , Minoan Mycenaean

Pcl iy ion, p, 305.
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,. , wrirnan with a mirror in her right
axe in his right hand; to the right is a sunring
4 e handle itself below
hand. Is this the Mycenaean goddess w.th the mtrror.
the figure is a raised loop.
2/. Mirror (PI. ΧΧΧΠΙ 2).

^he wooden handle is fragmentary
^ disc by two rivets going through

D. o..a5, t i.

but the greater part still remains. It NN1 ' '
those chased on the shoulder of vessel
the curled lobes of an ivy leaf design, exactty hke «hose
No. 2.
22.

The handle swells slightly
Six-pronged fishing-spear (l b

‘ ,

\
0 ,u2) br. 0.075· ih e soc^et bas
c-xnnot have had a wooden shaft, but our

two rows of holes, 7 below, 8 ab° Ve‘
workmen informed me that nowadays t
fishermen use a similar object when fishing
in deep water.
I hey then faste n a rop
to the spear-head with lead.
23. Short sword (PI. X X N 1H 4)·
0.40, br. of the blade at the hilt 0.058,
the centre 0.055. The hilt is bordered by
a raised flange, br. 0.008. Small fragments
of the wooden handle still remain. Three
rivets were fixed to the handle. I bis type
of sword occurs only towards the end
the Mycenaean period. A similar one was
found with other bronze weapons and imp e
merits on the Acropolis at Athens , anoth
on Karpathos from about 1200 lb b ·, now
in the British Museum
23. Spear-head (PI. X X X M 4)· b · ° · 547’
br. of blade 0.037, d. of base of socket o.02.
it represents die later type with a clear
distinction between blade and socket, lhe
blade has a rounded prominent midrib.
™ st

Patch on a lamp (No. //)·

Fig- 7 ° ·

has a ring and two opposite holes or
sQcket are remains of the wooden shaft.
L. 0.17$, g r· br·
^
^
^
of tl two rivets is

rivets, along one side the joint is visible.
11
25. 'Razor\ (Π. X X X U 6 . at the bottom o the

g

edge and the tang for the handle are a
«till left. Similar instruments were found m a

'tomb at Mycenae and in tom s
cleaver. Similar ones occur

at Knossos \ They are probably a ’mt
nowadays.
26. ’Razor, (PI. XXXU b at the bottom

.

t'.rh t prtd«iiul
t l. 0 . Munh i .h s, , , 1,1
· ns ut',
of
b pp. 15 3 f. There are also other M'1

ll,e *anu' tyi»c, pi. xm.
vv\iu y
cf.
y//s„ viii. 1887· " · 1 SN

^

the left),

b· ° · ' 75’

br· ° · 075·

ns

3 Cf. Kph. Arch., 1888, p. 140, pi. IX 17 .
4 Cf. A r c h a e o lo g ia , LIX, index, s. v , razors

XXVIII, 1926" 1927, p. 253.
13
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specimen is perfectly preserved. It has two rivets for the wooden handle, some parts of
which are still left.
2 7 .K nife (PI. X XX II 6, at the top). Ordinary shape with a wooden hilt; 1. 0.353
(the blade 0.243, the hilt o.n), gr. br. 0.028.
I he blade goes into the forked wood about
0.066.
It is attached to the wood by three studs. The wooden handle has on the end
three raised rings and at the extremity a well carved knob (big. 73).
28,
Knife (PI. X XX II 6 , in the centre). L. 0.18, br. 0.017. It has fragments of
the wooden handle, which was attached by two studs.
All the bronzes hitherto described are in
a well preserved state. Hut we also found
others in a bad condition, which had been
pressed together intentionally in order to find
place for them in the narrow pit.
2(j. Large hydria (PI. X X X 2, to the left).
H. about 0.50. It is made of four separate
overlapping sections and has one vertical
handle and one horizontal. In this vase four
of the smaller objects (No’s. 4, 16, 22, 33)
were placed.
j o . 1Ivdria (PI. X X X 2, the first row, the
second figure from the left). IL about 0.30. The
vase is made of two overlapping sections and has
one vertical and one horizontal handle (Fig. 74).
j i .I lydria (PI. X X X 2, at the bottom, the
second figure from the left). The vase is made
in three sections; very badly crushed.
J 2 . Tripod cauldron (PI. X X X 2, at the
bottom, in the second row to the right), II.
Fig. 71. Mirror with wooden handle (No.
about 0.35.
jj.
Tripod cauldron (PI. X X X 2, at the bottom, in the first row, second from the
right; Fig. 75). H. about 0.18.
j . / —j j . Tripod cauldrons (PI. X X X 2, at the bottom to the left and to tin· right).
Very badly crushed.I
I he irregularities in the rectangular shape of tin· chamber that can be observed in
chamber tomb No. 2 at Midea recur in exactly the same way in chamber tomb No. at A sin e'. This applies to the slanting doorway as well as to the lack of complete
parallelism between the long sides. Both these tombs have saddle' roofs and belong
consequently to the same type. Hut the dimensions of tlx- Midea tomb are throughout
a little smaller than those of the Asine tomb.
The Midea tomb measures in length
1 Cf. lUillelui ///■

hi

Sod/ti

Royalt

tits

<
I.th
's//■

iq s j,

j>. 45.
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4·

—......— ·

nnfi ,lt dig inner wall 4.15 m.
Ihe greater
5-3S ill., ill breadth at the doorway 4 -‘ s
f , tomb can be fixed to about
part of the original roof has collapsed but the heigh* 01
3.1s m. at the rid g e, which runs alo n g the a x is o

h

altar, 1. 1 to, b r. o.to,

A lo n g sid e the short inner w all o f the cham b er is a low
h. 0.23.

It is built o f sm all stones

and covered with p laster.
close

by

it

copious

On and

rem ain s o f

charcoal w ere found, and a closer
investigation
ceive

allo w ed

us to p er

definite discolouration from

sm oke on the n eigh b o u rin g cham 
ber w alls.

On

the

w all

at

the

back, im m ediately ab o ve the altar,
at a distance o f abo ut 2 m etres
from the floor, w ere found seven
deeply

b o red

holes

in which a

metal ob ject or o b jects had p ro
b ab ly once been fixed .
Α Ιο η σ
the
r>

w estern lo n g side

()1 the cham ber w e found a sm all
pit, 0.65 m. lo n g , 0.30 m. broad
and 0.40 m. d eep.

It w as tilled

with earth , w hich had been w ash ed
down

into

it,

an d con tained no

finds,

but

clo se b y it w e found

som e bones of a small feline an i
mal.

W e also found som e bones

bats.
cham ber

On
in

the

floor

of

the

front of the hearth-

dtar is another pit, a little la rg e r, 1
τ lo n e, o .io m. b road and 0.40 m.
deep,

h

w as filled

to the

top

with charcoal rem ain s and bones
o f oxen, sheep or g o a ls , which had
been throw n in in disorder.
.
W e aiso found ih e fo llo w in g o b jects ,n

Mirror handle of wood (No.
'

7

,.
-

0 it.

/. Crushed remains of a silver cup, « · » * '
measurements of the cup are as fi>l ows: h
. ^

n.
resto red

01

ν ν\Ί

11 0

.

The

*’ ·

„ handle ο , , . , d. Oa t
octopus cup. Hound the

'Π ’ " 1,π Λ 1" ol ll’ ;· CU|> rT i m l ’ !,s ο . ι '''« · ο « " Ι > ϋ » ™1>
, / X ; cui! a d ecorated sone
ribbed toru s ot the· ’"o uuuni turns UI Ull .-»«»*■· siwu
b ul
f ^ ^
on the b o d y o f the
1
is *t smooth, con cave b an d and th< n loll
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between two cross-ribbed bands. The full width of the ornament is nowhere preserved
but can, however, be recognised as the same as that on the rim of the bronze bowl
No. 5 from the pit in the doorway. It consists of strongly conventionalized ivy leaves
with the point of one fitting into the base of the next. The handle, which has round
toruses at the edges and a raised ridge in the middle is riveted to the centre of the
decorated zone and under the rim.
2. Agate with beautiful light veining and with two recumbent bulls in intaglio. (PI.
XXVIII i, turn the plate!; X X X IV 3, in the middle). The threading hole follows the
vertical axis; 1. along the horizontal axis 0.026, along the perforation 0.0225.
The bulls are both turned to the right. In front of the bull in the foreground are
some traces of vegetation. The one in the background turns its head away from the
onlooker. An excellent piece of workmanship.
3 . Ivory flower with a movable pistil (PI. XXXIII 6, to the right); d. 0.0435.
The flower, which has eight petals, in its appearance resembles the usual flowers of
thin gold leaf. It also calls to
*!
mind the gold rosette, placed
in the middle of the forehead of
the famous bull’s head rhyton
from the fourth shaft grave at
M ycenae'.
Bronze knife (PI. X XX II
5, at the bottom); 1. 0.32, br. 0.023.
I he handle, 1. 0.10, which is
flanged, is provided with four
rivet-holes for the attachment of
tig- 7 3 · Wooden handle of a knife (No. 27).
the wooden covering.
On the floor of the chamber and partly among the earth and the stones which had
fallen in were found a great number of different objects. Here follows a list of the finds.

Stone.
/. Slaughter table of poros stone (PI. X X IX 2); 1. 2.10 m., br. 0.90 m., th. 0.23 in.
A high rim ran round the whole table; in the corners inside the rim are square sinkings
about 0.15 m. deep. On each long side opposite one another towards one end o f the
table are two notches.
2. Menhir of poros stone (PI. X X IX 1, to the right); 1. 1.25, br. 0.64, th. 0.13. The
stone has a small projection at the top; on the right side at the bottom is also a pro
jection. ( )n the upper part of the stone are a number of large and small cavities and grooves.
j .Menhir of poros stone (PI. X X IX 1, to the left). L. 0.6 1, br. 0.52, th. 0.13. A
similar projection at the top as on No. 2, and also similar cavities and grooves.
4. Sacrificial table o f poros stone (Fig. 76); 1. 1.20, br. 0.80, th. 0.13. Som e small
1 Cf.

K aro,

DieSehachtgrabtr

von

i,No. 384
a
en
yk
M

ΙΟΙ
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The slab was hewn quite

by shanow grooves, and

has a great number of cavities some of which a
arranged in rows.
5 - Columnar lamp of steatite (log. 7 7

diam. of the bowl 0.245, dePth ° · ° 35’
)>■ *5 ’

diam. of the foot 0.22.
1 he bowl has ίλΝί) c
Qn tpe sides between the channels
with three treads, the innermost being the ng ws * ^ j
On the stem 0.235 m. above
are two pendant projections under the bow ,
45_ .
and one broader between them,
the W R an ornam ent 10 cm. broad with two narrow
b·

Tripod cauldron (No. 33).
i'ig. 74.

Bronze hydria (No. jo ).

Lamp of steatite (Fij*. 78); h. 0.08, diam. 0.17, depth of the bowl 0.027. A broad
rim runs round the bowl from which projections 0.025 m. long hang down between
'annuls
wicks.very much damaged. H. 0.066. On the rim round the bowl
Lampiorof the
steatite,
tised coils resembling shells. Lamps with a similar decoration have been found at
places, e. g. at M ycenae1, in the Isopata tomba, and at Asine in chamber tomb
7• (still
unpublished).
Alabastron
(Fig. 79); h. 0 . 19 , gr. d. 0.225, diam. of the mouth 0.05, breadth of
0.05. Some fragments are missing. The material is banded Egyptian alabaster.
0 the shape it resembles exactly some Egyptian alabaster vases that were found by
m the Isopata tomb78 as well as some from the Phaestus tombs .
4 C f. M onum cnti Antichi,
pp. 5 5 4 f . ; c f
Antichi* XIV,
2
also Antii/uitis Critoiscs, III, pi. XLIV; Ρ κ ν π ι ,κ
bury,

op* cit*» p. 17*

^

w kks

II.
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g,Fragments of three other alabaster vases, very much damaged by water.
one of the vases the rim has had raised curls resembling shells.

On

Gold (PI. XXXIII 6).

io . Argonaut of gold; 1. 0.017, h. 0.015. It is made of two plates and provided
with threading holes through the tentacles. An excellent piece of workmanship.
/ /. Argonaut of gold; 1. o.oi,h.
o.oi. It is made of two thin pieces
and is now crushed; it is pro
vided with two parallel threading
holes, one through tin; tentacles,
the other through the shell itself.
12 . Cockle shell of gold; 1.
O.oii, h. 0.0085. It is made of
two pieces and provided with
double threading holes at the base
and the outer edge of the shell.
The edge is decorated with a
row of granulated work.
i j . Thin piece of gold; 1.
0.015, with one side* and one end
turned inwards. It is the bow
of a fibula of about the same
type as that which B i.inkknbkkg
describes as
5:
aplat i dans
sons horizontal' '■
The bow is high and evenly bent
like the segment of a ring. Phis
type was later on imitated in the
miniature fibulae and resembles
one in the British Museum
in our tomb we found a small
piece of a corroded bronze fibula
resembling this one, viz. the part
Kig. 76.

I.],.

Sacrificial table with cavities and grooves (No.

th at

Bl.INKKNHKkc

n am es

roan on (rochet' ",
Gold-covered pendant of iron; I. 0.02$, br. 0.01.
I lie piece of iron, which is

1 Cf, C hr . B u xkknkkkg , Fibules grecques et
orientates, Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Sclskah,
Histori.sk-filologiskt* Metldclclser, ΧΙΠ, 1, |>j>. 64 t.

Ct

( d ia lo g u e o j

3 Cf. B j INKKNHI KG,

y e io e lle r y ,
op

eif.,

No.

j>.

2855 .
fig.
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. i t th e e n d s a d o rn e d w ith g ra n u la te d w o rk from w h ich

cu rved a little, h a s g o ld m o u n tin g s .
th re a d in g h o le in th e ce n tre ,
three ro w s o f g ra n u la tio n sta n d o u t rou n d th e threw
g

Bronze.
/pi
/ J.

F rag m en t

of

extant 0.233 (th e h ilt

sh o rt

o .,»s),

sw o rd

or

dagger

v v v ji r
-

· ^

a t th e top ).
^

L e n g th as

n o riv e tin g h o le s n o r

know u n k n o w n in G r e e c e b u t re m in d s

b r . ° a » s , d ie ( la n g t

any tra c e o f a s h o u ld e r,
l i d s t y p e ,s a
C r e t e 1.
m e o f so m e iron s w o rd s or d a g g e r s fro m V r o k a s ttn m C r e te

16 .

S ix arrow -h ead s, so m e with, so m e xv.thout a » s
T h e le n g th v a r ie s from 0 .0 , t

b e tw e e n th e b a r b s .
the b r e a d th

b e tw e e n

tire

b arb s

. >

from 0.02 to ° · » >·

typ es are com m on in M y c e n a e a n to m b s su

Bone.
Π -F ifte e n

p e rfo ra te d

X X K I V a ) ; 1. from 0 .0 . to 0 .0 ,.

p ie c e s
" ·»

of
·

^

For the different shapes compare tlu. .
fourth shaft grave at Mycenae .
/«.

o

i

In

the

from th e

.

h o ld e r from a h e h n etC ); d .

b ro k e n c irc u la r p la te o f b o n e .

h e t a e t.

As

th e p la te

is d a m a g e d

.

m iddle a h o le ^

raised e d g e p e r fo r a te d in th re e p la c e s lo r n ails f
tl-e c re st

\

>1 ; £

a tta c h

u n d ern eath f c j V

which
ich characterize similar olijeets
oojecis from
nwm N )'« nal ar
It m
—a y also
, b, e th
...........
Λ
of
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e m o u th o f an ostrich-egg
o strich e g ^ rhyton.
rb y
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side
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F r a g m e n t a r y o lije c t o f b o n e ,
ro u n d e d
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^
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Fig. 7 7 .

u n d e r sid e h a s .

h a b ly
box.
ly th
thee lid ooff a box.

,
Λ small round plaque of tvory, d.

I .

g

iloles for attachment and no ‘U ‘
ornamented with a flower inside a

Colum nar lam p o f steatite

(No. 5).

. jt has no
1 Q ol.
(>f a rol,nd ivory ttoque, d. o « .

on the upper side-

h

Glass Paste (Π· XXXV ■ Ηκ'' ^

of ,ancet like leaves
1 Oo,s with doubk
fastening holes
2 f. Eighteen plaques, br. 0·« ’ * ^ between beaded edges; oi
pUieed two and two against <<u λ
. · I gold l<*af.
. ,
·. . U roVCTCu Ν' 11,11 s
1. __ :
ln the corners. ( )ne of them is
Cf, K a r o , D ie Schachtgrabtr von Mykenai,
Λ /

12 Cf. o*0.
. M„NTK,.n s. /·« <■ ■ *' t * * * * ·
bfr()m
1>1
XIV
10.
{
f:
U X , pp. 4 21 f., fig. 28;
1 2 4Λ1 ' 1 o.

Atrhaeologuu MX, pp 421 f., tig‘ c Bulletin, 1190 24
)1
1Q2<C p.
X ^ V ^ i n e , cf.
*925*
I’* 89, pi.

fro

^

L κ Vi's.

pi, LX IX , No. 5 2 1.
4 Cf. K aro, ibid., pi. LX X ,

N os.
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Thirteen plaques, br. 0.034, h. 0.025, with one row of similar leaves; four faste

ning holes.
2 3 .F ive plaques, br. o.o4, h. 0.038, each with a band of ivy leaves arranged in pairs
between borders of three plain mouldings;
four fastening holes. The same motive is
found on a bronze cup from Mochlos '.
Two plaques, br. 0.04, h. 0.03, with
a narrow band of similar leaves between two
plain mouldings; four fastening holes.
Two plaques, br. 0.024, h. 0.045,
with four similar leaves growing from a com
mon centre. The beaded edges are per
forated longitudinally for threading.
26. Six plaques, br. 0.013, h. 0.032, with
a similar but broader ivy leaf between
Fig. 78.
2 j.

Lamp of steatite (No. ή).

beaded ed^ s perforated longitudinally for
threading.
Nine triangular plaques, br. 0.017, h. 0.022.
1he sides are ribbed. I he base is

perforated longitudinally for threading. At the apex is a fastening hole.
2S. One similar plaque made of two triangular ones, br. 0.026, h. 0.018, without a
fastening hole at the end.
2<). Two similar plaques but with curved sides
ending in a knob, br. 0.015, h. 0.021, without
fastening holes at the ends.
joh
our curled
O.011, 11. O.036 «.

31Two plaque
has no edge.

Br. 0.019, h. 0.019.
32One

plaqu

shells; br. 0.012. h. 0.015.
3 3 - ( bie plaque with a spiral hanging from
the threading hole; br. 0.007. h. 0.011.
34O
ne plaqu
spirals placed under one another and with threadFig. 79.

Alabastron (No.

8 ).

' nbr bob‘s :it botb <‘(lg(>s; br. O.009, h. O.029.

35- (>n<· pki(|ue with three small rosettes one
below the other with threading holes under the uppermost and the lowest; br. 0.008, h. 0.023·
3 6 . One plaque the upper part of which is broken, br. 0.019, with a human figure in
profile8; to the left in front of the face a sign f t, perhaps one of those of the Minoan alphabet.
1 Cf. Monteuus , <>[>. cit., I, pi. XXXIV, 2.
a Cf.
.,XXV, 1921 1923, pi. LX I 2.
A
S
U

' Ct. /λ

Kupptlf'rah hti Mf/udt, pi. \ 4.V

3-

37·
3^.
39 ·
4° ·
41■
42 ·
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One large complicated pendant with combined plant motives; 1. 0.037, br. 0.024.
I wo beads representing buds or perhaps shells1 ; 1. 0.013, h. 0.013.
One bead, lily-shaped, like an eye for a hook and eye; 1. 0.01, br. o.ou.

One bead, heart-shaped, with two threading holes; ivy leaf ornament; I.0.012, br.o.012.
One Hat, disc-shaped bead, with convex elevations round the threading hole; d. 0.0075.
Three flat, disc-shaped beads, with holes in one edge; d. 0.009—0.0075.

Ι'ϊμ. So.

Miscellaneous finds from the chamber tomb No. 2.

1

1welve button like beads, h. 0.0 12, d. ΰ.017, resembling flower buds. Probably
^s>no buttons of steatite were found in this tomb as in the others.
ffI hirty ribbed double-conoid beads; d. 0 .0 17 — 0.007. Two of them are still
>Vf‘red with gold leaf.
vjjr ^
Sixty beads, some round, others flat; d. o.o2, 0.006. I hey are made of
nis Paste; sec* th<* chemical analysis below pp. 134 ff.
Vans, Archato/ogia, MX, j>. 466, fig* #5,

II.
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46. One hundred and five beads, drop-shaped; 1. 0,0 15, d. 0.006. They have longi
tudinal threading holes; 14 of them are still covered with gold leaf.
4 j. Two hundred and ninety seven small amygdaloid beads with longitudinal ribs;
1.

O.02— O.oi.

48. Thirty seven ribbed beads
in the shape of grains of wheat,
1. O.02— O.oi.

44. Six amygdaloid beads
with ribs along the edges and
lengthwise down the centres; 1.
O.02— O.oi.

50. About 750 flat beads of
blue and white glass paste with
comparatively large threading ho
les; d. 0.005. They were found
close to the sword hilt.
S
About 40.000 small beads,
d. 0.003— 0.0015. 2 6 .19 m. of them
are now threaded, the others are
in lumps of earth or in loose earth.
Sometimes two beads are united
resembling Egyptian beading.
They are of five colours: white, yellow, blue, brown, and black
exactly the same
colours as in the frescoes. It appears from the beads found in lumps of earth (PI.
X X X IV 4) that they formed a zigzag pattern with the
colours in the following order: yellow, brown, black,
blue, and white. They undoubtedly adorned a beaded
garment of the same kind as that found in Tut-ankhamen’s tomb
Fig. 8 1.

Pottery from the chamber tomb No. 2.

In addition to the objects enumerated above, we
found a large number of broken objects of glass paste.
Nearly all types of objects which 1 have enumerated
here were also found in the tholos tomb at Menidi *·
*
Semi-precious stones.

52. Carnelian with a figure of an antelope in
intaglio (PI. XXXI V 4, to the left); the threading hole
follows the vertical axis. I,. along the horizontal axis
0.014, h. along the threading hole 0.013.

Fig. Ha. Three-handled jar with decoration.

1 Cf. H. C arter , and A. C. M ac f , Hit tomb
o f Tut-ankh-omen, I, p. 167,

Cf. P<ts Ku[>ptiy;ral· bn Menidi, pi. Ill

V
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O’

· L.*. w;th its head turned backwards;
The animal is represented as running to w
h;
to do with the animal,
over the hack is a fork, which, however, can have nothmg

Figures of antelopes are not rare in the Mycenaean art .
S j.

Six smalt irregular beads of carnehan.

Pottery (Fig. 81).
r
„ nou-v Only seven of them have been tolerably
All vases in the tomb were very fragment y
> marked piriform shape of all the
restored to give an idea of their shape.
taller vases is noteworthy.
, _
.1 ο 305.
5 , . Three-handled jar, with vertical handles, h. o.4„, d, .3

The decoration has

disappeared.
shape as last. The body is decorated
55. Three-handled jar, h. 0.395, l · ’3''
with broad bands; the shoulder is missing.
nvssintr height as extant 0.295,
id . Three handled jar; parts of shoulder
'Zfo simple spirals,
d. o , 8. Shape as last. The decoration of the shouic

wave-like from the uppermost band oi the "*>·
5 7 - Three-handled jar, with horizontal ^
T o ,,.
58.

The body is decorated w i t h lints a
Three-handled jug with handles rotn spt

^

height as extant 0,2
a lattice pattern (Fig. 8 a).

tQ M ulder, h. 0.197, d. 0.138. ^ I he
are conventionalized lilies,

body is decorated with lines and stripes.
n
' ^ Q
59. Three-handled ju g; shape as last, 1 ^ ^ ^ Q u

Decoration vanished.
Decoration vanished,

do. Three-handled jug; shape as List, i·
Roughly made; undecorated.
61. Spreading open bowl, h. 0.03, d. 0.086
^
three-handled jugs with beaked
d2. Among the fragments are remains o "
blets (kylikes) of different types,
spouts. Then· are also many fragments o w
'J ^
]oop handles springing vertwith ribbon handles in the shape of a high (,(T ’
bowi and with the body with an
cully fr0m the lip, with the body as a shallow glotm.
angular break in the profile.
m a Calf(?)·
6j .A small head of terracotta, h. 0.02.
t

Cf. above, j>. 47·

V.

The Cenotaph of Midea.

I

have taken into consideration the possibility that chamber tomb No. 2 might per
haps be an artificial cave sanctuary, but I had to reject the hypothesis.

In favour

of the tomb theory speaks first and foremost the situation in a necropolis, further

the whole form of the construction: dromos, doorway, chamber — exactly as in other
Mycenaean chamber tombs. Additional support to the tomb theory is afforded by the
way in which the dromos and doorway are blocked up. The material which blocks the
dromos is of the kind normal for a chamber tomb, with numerous fragments of vases
interspersed in the soil. As in other tombs which we have examined, we found sherds
of the same vessel in the dromos as well as in the chamber; the presence of these in
the dromos must be explained in this way, namely that the chamber was cleaned after
the sacrifice had taken place in it, in the course of which some of the vessels had been
smashed against the pyre on which more perishable gifts had been offered — the Midea
tholos tomb showed this clearly. The doorway was blocked with large stones piled up;
immediately before this obstruction la)' a wall of smaller stones occupying the whole
breadth of the dromos. The tholos tomb was closed up in exactly the same way as
also chamber tomb No. 1 at Asine '.
1he blocking up of the doorway and dromos
occurred, to judge from all the signs, shortly after the chamber was used.
We therefore assert that we have here a cenotaph. On the role and significance of
the cenotaph in later times, especially in the hero-cult, this is not the place to speak.
But it may be of service to remind ourselves that 1lomer mentions cenotaphs in a few
places. When Telemachus sets out to inquire after his father, Balias Athene bids him,
if he should hear that his father is dead, "raise up a mound to him and offer sacrifices
for the dead
abundantly as are fitting’ a. And Menelaus relates among other things
concerning his sojourn in Egypt the following:
I raised up a burial mound to A ga
memnon so that his renown might be undying
The motive here advanced for the
proceeding is hardly the original popular one, but it has a true Homeric ring and it is
perhaps Egyptian. Many a Pharaoh of course reared several burial structures to himself
1 ( 'f. Bulletin de la Sociltt Bo vale des Lettreϊ
de Lund, 1924 19 25, p. # i.

< I. Odyssey, I, 289 292; II,
1 <T Odyssey, IV, 584.

jjo
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certainly not only in order to escape tomb robbers,
lies behind the
dwelling-places and for himself everlasting amt·
1Kng home of the soul of him
cenotaph both on Greek soil and e sew icrt
preparing of a home and
who
Lp
erished in a distant land or “
«
^ a n o th e r place in
resting-place for it in the empty grave.
™
^
wkh those of Achilles, and until
H o m e r P a t r o c lu s ’ bones and ashes a n .
put a mound is thrown
the latter’s death they are kept by him in a hotel ,n Ins bnt.
up to Patroclus over the remains of the P>rc
Tomb No. a at Midea l»stulate» therefore

a ie owner or better the owners perished
have done their best to bring

m a foreign land or on the sea.
‘ . Λ less from piety than from fear — m
their souls to rest — a desire certain y i L ‘
'M ek v i a \ hover around, retaining their
order that they shall not, like bdpenor s sou iri ie
^ ^ body, according to Homer,
consciousness. The ritualistic buna am
*
i
erous to the more happily circummake the soul insensible — and thereon e s s ^ ^ ^
an(j enj oy the world’s rich
stanced survivors, who can yet rejoice in t n.
gifts. Incidentally, 1 imagine that bt him t
to harm their nearest, there lies the observa tot
with one who died of an illness often becomes i

^

^

■

dead will particularly wish
wj10 comes in close contact
__ ^
is t0 say, contagious
indeed easily conceivable,

illness. That this appeared mysterious to Prn111
the dead person enviously be
am! an explanation lying near at hand is s'nT > ^ j f has lost
An attempt was theregrudging his nearest that possession which ne
^ ^ doubt had to the έπίκλησίξ familiar
fore made to lure the souls home, and resource "
^
!and of the Cicones did
from Homer. Odysseus when he was 1ο’ “ ι to
,
0f his comrades who had
not set sail until he had thre* times called by name
■
fallen in battle with the Cicones l .
things from the analogous procedure
That the έπίκληοις is old appears among o \
to hml his body, he is called
in Old Indian ritual. If someone dies and it is '*np ··
with the words: May N. N. come ·
-omfortably as possible, with a strongly
Moreover, our tomb has been fitted up as
‘ household goods among which
built hearth to warm oneself at, with the dear 1 '^
yases< lamps, etc. to which
35 bronze objects, and the. existing weapons, t o
jater reappears, in the Greek
tbe soul of the deceased clung in lile.
u
U) E je c ts which were in intimate
fier0-cult, that part of the dead man s totm
^
acan period,
nontact with him \ must therefore go back to
- > ^
,ater heroes’ — chief desire,
Αίμα hovqIu ,satiety of blood , was tin sou s
tah]e in the Midea tomb clearly
that the 'Nekyia' teaches us, and the gn at s m
^
bind, but we have already
enough l)(*ars witness to the same t<ut-

h2
Ron, Akaclemie van Wetenschappcn, Amsterdam,

2 (
Uiad, W i l l , 236 ΙΪ.
a ( ί· Odyssey, IX, 64 (Ϊ.
yy
( f VV, ( ' aland , P it altindht'hen Todttn- and
f s i* tt u n g s g * l> r t iu fA t 9 p. H8, Verhandelingcn dt‘r

Afd, Letterkunde, 1896.
4 (T. Kk. P i'isi kk , Per ReliquienkuIt im Alter

turn,

pp.
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various pictorial representations of similar tables on engraved stones and impressions from
seals, and also on one side of the famous Hagia Triada sarcophagus '. It may, however, be
pointed out that our table did not have legs, as in all the pictorial representations so far
known to me but rested on flat stone slabs, some very large, others smaller, of the same
kind of stone and of the same appearance as those which were used in building the tholos
torn!). These flat slabs were found together with the fragments of the table itself. The
animals slain on the table were oxen and sheep, or goats, as is proved by the bones
and teeth preserved in the sacrificial pit — the very animals which appear in the sacri
ficial scenes on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus and on gems.
When the souls had been invoked to the tomb in this manner, the offerings customary
in the Mycenaean cult of the dead were brought to them; great heaps of charcoal, as
has already been mentioned, are met with both on and by the hearth, as well as imme
diately to the left inside the door.
So far well and good, and one would expect therefore the matter to be clear. Hut
in addition the list of objects found in the tomb includes three stones which require expla
nation, in the first place the two stones like idols, in the second the sacrificial table with
cresset-like sinkings and grooves.
The two stones resembling idols are 'menhir-statues’ ; of that I no longer entertain
any doubt whatever. Hut both their size and shape, and above all the cressets and
grooves incised on them, forbid us simply to connect them with the ordinary idols from
the Aegean area of civilisation. Fo*· Greece is not hitherto included in the otherwise
extremely extensive area of distribution of cressets.
1 hese are known particularly from
Scandinavia, the British Isles, and certain parts of France and Switzerland, and also from
North Italy, Germany, Russia, India, Palestine, North Africa, the Iberian Peninsula and
Corsica “. Further the upper Halkans are now included in this region, a fact of the greatest
importance in this connection. Some cresset-stones in Hulgaria, which are of a peculiar
interest to us and to which we shall soon return, have been discussed by G. Ho n t sciik w 3.
Other have been published by V. M ikow not long a g o 4. As to Serbia there is a sum
mary by S. T r o ja n o vic ", and G. K a za r o w has published a cresset-stone from Macedonia0·
The cresset-stones make their first appearance during the megalithic civilisation, but
can afterwards be traced even down to the Iron Age. During the Hronze Age they
appear either on the tomb walls or on the boulders deposited on the floor of the tomb.
In Hrittany they have been observed on menhirs and stones 'dfposts
fu n fra ire s
prfhistoriques'. Very often the cavities are connected with one other by

1 Cf. M artin I*. N ilsson , Afinoan-Mycenaean
Religion, pp. 195 f.
2 Cf. I. I)itc:HK.r.litk ., Manuel d'archfologte prF
histor'ujue celti(/ue ft $allo-romaint, I, |>|>. 6 15 ff.
3 Cf. Sbornik, Sofia, XVIII, 19 0 1, pp. 699 f.
4 Cf. V. M ikow , Gravures rupestres en Bulganc,
Bulletin cle lMnstitut archdologujue Bulgare, V, 1928
1929, pp. 291 ff. (in Bulgarian, summary in French).

( f. Mitteilungen des antropologischen GtstHm
schafts, X X X IX , Wien, 1909, p. i6 p
( t. Strena flu lie iana, p. 12, fig, 10.
( f. !\ !»U ( HATKLLlKk, Galets et pierres d CU*
pules des sepultures prl/ti stor'ujue du Finis fere, ΗιιΙΙβ'
tin tie la Soritfte arc hdologique <lu Kintstere, XXVII»
1900,

p.

215.
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' , . is of course,
likeness
purgrooves, exactly as on our stones from Mid · · rThere
a|so a,he
libalionintables
pose between the cressets and the Kgyptiuo sau
- 1
,
.
stone sacriwhich are me, with in the area of ^
'ndddfc « κ ΐ
somc degree similar to the northern
. ,
c:r A rthur E vans
e
a
s
a gaming

fiaal table found at Mallia in C re,e. ’
^
smaller ones round it, deserves special me
1'
cresset-stones, where a lso th e cups a
r
has given good reasons tor his belief th
' ‘
table, not as a sacrificial one . However n a
the Minoan-Mycenaean religion, but from these,

,

bles of offering are known in
^ Semitic cup.stones with their
^ ^ Mjdea stoneS)

U g e and carefully made cups to the
behind them and it is in both
the step ,s a long one - even tf the same t « .g ^ ^
d with the true cresset.
cases the question of offerings. Our sto
*
.
does the menhir shape.
stones; they point therefore towards the n orn ’ ^
· ‘
we know of from the Aegea
Our menhirs cannot simply be connected with the
m
, · 1 · mio ΐη tombs — even if here also the
area — we are here primarily concerns w ltl lc
botb their form and their size
same set of conceptions can be thought to umjmie ^
relationship __ in form
f°rbid i t 3. The Trojan and Cypriote ulos
;f not in size — with the Midea menhirs, ut t u

d

*^

alsQ to be connected most closely
Ina0-European peoples4. The

with a more northern type, that whic i OCLl,rs ‘
_
from Roumania, from Hamangia
best parallels in shape and time with our n1t‘n JUS ,
but without cressets6. Because
and from Gherla — the latter is almost alentica w
^ ^ find (during the laying of
° f the unfavourable circumstances oi tin ciscmcry
, · tbe immediate vicinity ol
a railway) we do not know whether the stone was pc
a skeleton or notwere mentioned just now, are, unfortun1 be stones published by B ontsciikw, "
_
material for comparison. I he
ately, impossible to date, but give otherwise
Cf. F. C hapouthikk, Utie table it o f f ratides au
Petals de Mallia, Bulletin de corr. hell., Id I, 1928,
PP· 2 <>2 ft’.

* Cf. E vans, Palace o f Minos, 1 1 1 , pp. 3 9 ° ff·

resemblance to the Trojan idols and perhaps still
more to menhirs from elsewhere.
4 Cf. DfiCHKLETTE, op. cit, I, PJ). 587 ft*.
5 Parvan, who published the earlier, Dacia, If,
1925, pp. 422 ff, has been guilty of a misinter
pretation when he speaks of κΓ indication trh claire
du triangle sacri and further on of Ία mantire dont

le *dols from Knossos are of a different
sh ..
. - (cf*
\ί . B
/>
Λ .9
/ίΜ
tf., tig.
fig. 4
)· Neart
SA
XI,, ρρ.
pp. 2 ff.,
4).
Nearest
to pe
<)ne
o< ours come a few pictorial representations. <h
(^ ( ur,s on a gem from the Idaean cave in t ictc (<
JU S —
NXl, p. 142, fig. 25); a gold ring from My*
<*n;u: shows us, 1 think, no loss than jour 4<>^‘aNN
w>th three hulls’ heads. In my opinion S
_
Kvktnat, |>. 409, has rightly recognise·
W , , , ’. ( ,thcr scholars (cf. c. R. M * » » "

same work the photograph shows definitely, if not
very distinctly, that what Parvan calls 'le triangle
sacn(\ is a tassel which is fastened with a cord to
the cord round the neck. And xle$ deux grands

S<'N,

arcs de cerc/es indiquant les courbes des bandies'

Afinoan-A/mniUiin M ixion, 1'· «9 Λ·

hich

‘hem as heads of an animal without hot
cannot
he determined with certainty. Against that
m
metc
^fetation
speaks not only their si/t
they are
• i l n l<n\s\y
larKvr than hulls* heads
ut also their

la plaque de Hamangia reproduit la region sacrie
du corps de la divinity avec les deux grands arcs
de cereles indiquant les courbes des handies. In the

belong also probably to the clothing
they go
together with the broad belt. That my interpreta
tion is right is shown by menhirs from Haia dc
t'ris, represented ibid., p, 423.
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one which is best preserved is represented here (Fig. 83). It measures 1.40 m. in length,
0.70 m. in breadth and is 0.35 m. thick.It was found in
a churchyard and is now in
the Mineralogical-Geological Institution in Sofia. This one as well as three others from
Bulgaria and one from Thrace have the same projections on one of the short sides as
our menhirs from Midea. Characteristic of all of them are the grooves that run round
the body of the stone and continue in its projections and six cavities inside it and one in
the projection from which the groove comes. I do not hesitate to interpret these as
rough representations of human beings. The cavity in the head represents the mouth
into which the liquid sacrifice — blood, fat, honey and water or whatever it may have
been — was poured, and then it has flown through the canals; we must imagine that
the stones were placed in a sloping position. I interpret the other six cavities inside
the large grooves as arms, legs, heart, and genital parts. Arms, legs, and genital parts
are marked on other stones1, anil the heart-hole is found on a menhir from Dalj. We
have consequently also here the same com
bination of menhir and cressets as on the
Midea menhirs.
There are many stones with figures roughly
resembling human beings in Balkan museums.
Such a one is in Zagreb and comes from I )alj,
h. 0.53, br. o.2() m., and is of reddish sandstone.
It is not yet published. The projection has
rough human features, eyes, nose, and mouth.
Fig. 83. Menhir from Bulgaria.
On the breast, which is roughly hewn as a
herm, is to the left a cavity just in the place of the heart. This cavity has a groove
coming obliquely from below. The back is roughly levelled; the front is smoothed with
a pickaxe. It was found in the neighbourhood of the; graves, a little outside the village,
in a holy place, such as the Slavs often have in the vicinity of running water, as the
director of the museum, Professor I Iokkii.i .kr, kindly told me.
In the museum of Sarajevo is as No. 224 a Christian equivalent of brown sandstone
from Milici (Vlasenica), about 0.70 m. high and 0.25 m. broad, which roughly represents
a human being tied to a stone. The head and arms are made in high relief. Eyes,
nose, and mouth are indicated and on the breast is a cross with arms of the same
length.
I'he arms and hands of the human being are represented on the sides of the
stone; they are rendered as though tied with a band that runs across the back of the stone
in order that the deceased may not reappear!
There are also some stelae in coarse
relief with representations of figures surrounded by fretwork, which call to mind the
shaft grave stelae ", but these are provincial art from Late Roman times as the inscrip
tions show.
In the Belgrade museum is a similar figure, reproduced from a photograph
* ^ * IJfa Hi i l· I ΓΚ. op. tit., 1 , |). 5HH.
8 ( Y.

Ί ' κ γ ιιη κα

in

the

Ghnnik zemaljskox

id
j> i p

f.

Hosutt 1 Utritgovina, XXVI,

1 14,
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r

vm ic’s kind information, from Martabse in the
(Fig. 84). It comes according to r
0
or the fourth century A. D.
neighbourhood of Veles and is from
drawn attention to the grave stelae of
Sir A r t h u r E v a n s has recenty onu
^ Mvcenaean tomb stones were placed inMycenaean times1 . He is of opinion t uit ^
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high, set directly in the ground. The step from this kind of stele to the older Attic
one, which is high and narrow, is not long.
1 therefore mean that also the Mycenaean tomb stelae have been visible έοαομένοιαι
πνϋέοϋαι, with reference to the tholos tombs on the tumulus over the tholos, and as
to the chamber tombs in the earth filling of the dromos, the only place where a stele
could be raised without any risk or inconvenience. 1 should like to add, that in the
later case stelae have been necessary even for the reason that the dromos was filled up
after the burial, and they had to mark the situation of the tomb. At Asine 1 have
often been surprised bythe fact that
the chamber tombs are placed so close to one
another inside the limited areas in which suitable rock is found and that they are placed
in regular rows at about the same height on the slope. The stele was probably
placed rather close to the outer edge of the dromos. If this supposition is right, it
explains a peculiarity in chamber tomb No. 1 at Asine, a chamber with two dromoi.
The older runs obliquely into the hill. At a distance that would have been regular
under normal circumstances, a new chamber tomb was made, and they worked straight
into the hill but came upon the old tomb, which was enlarged and then got its irregular
shape with two adjoining chambers '.
That there is a resemblance between the menhir stones of the type we have found
in our tomb and their near relations in the Balkans and from the tombs of Neandria
on one side and the classical herm, the stone pillar with an attached head, on the
other, is evident.
Professor Martin P. N ii -sson has made the suggestion that the heap of stones, the
έρμα from which the god I lermes, he from the heap of stones’, got his name,
was a tomb originallya. The connection between the oldest herms — menhirs
and the tombs makes this supposition a certainty, in my opinion. Thus 1 lermes’ connec
tions as ψυχαη·
ο
w
μ
π
ό
ζ ith Hades are explained. It is difficult to explain them in any
other way.
It is then, in my opinion, absolutely necessary to assume a development from menhir
to tomb stone. But 1 do not mean to say that all menhirs were originally tomb stones.
As to the meaning of the menhirs theories are now at variance. Formerly the opinion
was universal that we should see in them a representation of the goddess of the dead,
'la
gardientiedes
-sep
u
ltr' i,· but Βι 'ιηκίιιιακοτ has advanced the opinion that, having
originally set up the high stones, the menhirs, as seats or abiding places for the souls,
people gradually began to see in the stones themselves representations of the deceased,
des I
iand gave to them some human features
he calls them
All menhirs will not, as far as I can see, admit of the same interpretation, and both
conceptions may be in a certain measure correct; that ScuuemiAunr’s at any rate is,
1 (
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de Lund\ 1924 25, pp. 80 f., pi. XVIII.
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symbol of immortality, is a reflection of relations with Egypt, like the presence of actual
Egyptian objects found in the tomb.
It seems to me worth noting that symbols of this kind occur especially in royal tombs
in Egypt. This gives additional support to the suggestion that the chamber tomb at
Dendra was also made for a man of noble birth who like the Egyptian kings was trans
lated to the stars after his death.
1 he interpretation of the pictures on the sarcophagus
from Hagia Triada, given by Professor M a r t in P. N il s s o n , as representing the deification
of the mighty dead ' would then be supported by these suggestions. The holes in the
wall thus, 1 think, are important for the history of religion.
Einally 1 should like to put forth an idea, which has impressed itself on my mind,
as to the reason why the bones of the deceased were not buried in his own country.
Many of the objects in the tomb speak for themselves.
The tomb cannot be dated farther back than about ι 200 B. C. The pottery gives
in this case, it is true, no sure guidance owing to its bad condition, but the bronze
sword, p. 97, belongs to a type that is first met with about 1200 B.C., and the remains
of fibulae can scarcely be older than the 1 2th century. Among the burial gifts is a typi
cal Egyptian alabastron and an Egyptian beaded garment. Is it too bold to suppose
that Midea was represented in the wars against Egypt shortly after 1 200 B.C. and that
consequently the two men for whom this tomb was made were among the I )anauna
of the Northern peoples’ 123, who are mentioned in the Medinet-Habu inscriptions and
who made the first years of the reign ot Ramses III so unsettled, who plundered and
destroyed in their raids till Ramses in the eighth year of his reign (119 0 ) at last anni
hilated his enemies? They were killed in Egypt. Their countrymen were able to save
something of their share of the spoil2. Ihe souls of the dead men clung to this, and
it was placed in the tomb to lure them home.
If I were to summarise the results at which I have arrived, they would be as follows.
The Midea tomb with the holes in the wall and with the cressets and menhirs illustrates
the mixture of religious ideas at the end of the Mycenaean period.
The tribes which
then invaded Greece had a less developed religion and they imbibed new ideas from the
more highly developed peoples with which they came in contact. It may be that our
tomb on the whole illustrates the Mycenaean religious belief but it also shows glimpses
of paganism’ .
't hese conclusions are in themselves not of a nature to arouse astonishment. Relations
between Argolis and Egypt can be confirmed by history, and the science of archaeology
has already for a long time fully realised that the Indo-Europeans migrated into Greece
from the north at a date much anterior to that of our tomb. I am inclined to connect
1 Martin P. N ii .sson ,
Religion, )>|>. 368 ff.
1 ( ’f. below p. 12 2.
3 As to the nature and
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t,lis influence from the North about 1200 B. C. with the forerunners of the Dorian
immigration.
I conceive therefore that the souls were brought to rest in the tomb, prepared, like
the tholos tomb, in the life-time of the deceased, in accordance with Mycenaean burialr>tes, but because, in the absence of the bodies, this could not take quite its normal
eourse, resource was also had to pagan’ rituals including sacrifice on the stones with
the cressets which still lived in the memory of the invaders who reasoned in the same
way as many superstitious people even in our own day: "if it is of no use, there is at
least no harm in it” .
Ihe finds made in the excavations at Dendra in 1927 and the avenues of thought
which their nearer study suggests make them fully comparable with those of the
Preceding year.

APPENDICES

Appendix L
Legend, Image, and Simile.
The development of prehistoric culture is revealed in the archeological finds but in
my opinion new features can be addeil to this picture Irom the Greek legends. In doing
so, 1 will first draw attention to the fact that the Greek legends are for the most part
closely linked up with localities, so closely that it has long been customary to speak of
definite cycles of legends, the Argive, the Attic and the 1heban, and that the legends
in question deal with princes and princesses directly connected with definite towns then
actually existing.
It is true that it has been previously suggested that the Greek legends might have
originated in the days of the Cretan and Mycenaean culture. Professor Martin P. N ilsson
has drawn attention to the fact that discoveries of Minoan and Mycenaean objects have
been made in all the places with which legends are associated. I hanks to some finds
from the tholos tomb at Dendra, it is now possible for us to prove that at least one or
two myths or legends are as early as Minoan and Mycenaean times, namely Europa and
the Bull, and Bellerophon and the Chimaera.
We found round tile head of the Dendra king a number of objects of cobalt glass,
doubtless from a gorgeous helmet, among them some small plaques, all belonging to one
row, each of them depicting an animal moving to the right and on its back a woman
with both legs on one side of the animal. The composition ol the representation reminds us naturally of that of later times which shows Europa on the bull's hack, above all
of that of an archaic metope from one ol the older temples at Selim,s. 1he stones tell
that Europa was the daughter of the Phoenician king Agenor. Zeus, who had a heart
susceptible to female beauty, caught sight of her when she, with her playmates, was
gathering flowers on the shore, lie approached the girl in the shape of a bull. Europa
was the only one who dared to caress the beautiful animal. Finally she sat on «ab ack
but then the bull dashed away, flung himself into the sea, and earned the princess
away to Crete
Europa here became the mother of several children mcludmg the
Minos Of legend. That the classical myth contains a kernel ol Minoan legend seems
certain. Even the shape in which Zeus reveals himself, that is to say the shape ol a
bull, indicates Crete as the home of the legend. Thus it is by no means surprising
if on the glass plaques from Dendra we should have an illustratton of the Europa legend
fi'oin Mycenaean times.
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Another myth, which also doubtless comes from a Minoan and Mycenaean environment
is the myth of Io. Io is, according to the legend, the daughter of Inachus, the king of
Argos — the biggest river of the small plain of Argos bore the same name in classical
times. .She is beautiful
Zeus cannot control his passion. He turns her into a cow and he
himself approaches, once more in the shape of a bull. The jealous Hera had Io watched
by the hundred-eyed giant Argus whom however Zeus had killed by Hermes. Io, however,
did not gain her liberty by this, but Hera sent a gadfly which chased her round the
earth till she finally was released from her shape as a cow. Here we meet with a disguised
reminder of the strained relations between Crete and the Argive plain; Zeus appears in
the shape of a bull, the bull being, as we shall see later, the representative of Crete —
and Hera, who together with Zeus plays an active part whilst lo is passive, is the out
standing Argive deity and the local centre of her cult was the Heraion immediately east
of Mycenae. According to the legend, Io is chased from Argolis to Egypt.
Anotherrelation suggested between Argolis and Egypt is historically confirmed. It
is clear from the armour of the peoples of the sea from whom during the nineteenth
dynasty (consequently from about 1 35 0 H. C.) numerous mercenaries entered into Egyptian
service and who under Mernephtah and Ramses III invaded Egypt, that they belonged
to the area of the Mycenaean culture. About 1 1 9 0 H. C. Ramses III warded off an
attack by Pulesatha (Philistines), I)anauna, and other tribes. These Danauna are undoubt
edly the same as the Homeric
Δαναοί1 and ancient authors date th
the same time. In the Egyptian annals of Ramses III it is written that "the islands
were restless” and this unrest was not only felt in Egypt in the south but also in Troy
in the north. The Danauna, the Danai, doubtless belong to the Argive plain; the legend
connects their names with their eponyms I )anaus and 1)anae. The story tells how it
was I )anaus who waged war with his brother, who is called Aegyptus. Now is it
probable that a Greek would have given the name Aegyptus, the Egyptian’, to his
son? Scarcely. But I think, however, that the brother of the legend may be explained
not as a brother by blood but in another way. We know, for example, from Baby
lonian and Hittite annals of the later part of tin; second millennium B. C., that the title
'My brother’ was used between the great kings and was an admission of their equality
and the equal importance of their countries *
cf. M c o n s u l between monarchy in
our own days. A I littite king also called an Achaean prince My brother’. It is in
that sense that the king of the Danai, Danaus, and the Egyptian king, Aegyptus, were
brothers and the enmity between Danai and Egyptians is, as has already been suggested,
proved by Egyptian inscriptions.
Other plaques of glass paste with representations of figures were also found in the
king's tomb at Dendra, c. g. a man who seems to shrink back from the Chimaera, a fire
breathing lion with a goat’s head which grows out of his back and with a long serpent1 Cf. M artin I*. N ilsson, The MinoanMyce
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like tail. Homer knows the story of Bellerophon (//., VI, 155 ff.). Bellerophon sprang
from Ephyra in the neighbourhood of Corinth — the Chimaera occurs later as a type
on Sicyonian coins — and had come to Argos as the guest ot king Proetus. His
wife, the beautiful Anteia, was enflamed with love for the splendid young Bellerophon
but when the virtuous hero withstood all her arts of seduction she accused him to
her husband:
"Τεϋναίηζ,
δς/ ί έϋελεν

ώ
ΙΙροΤτ,
φιλότητι

η κάκτανεΒελλεροφόντην,
μ ιγ ψ ε ν α ι έϋελοΰ6\)." {II., VI, 164 f).

It is a folk tale motive: — Joseph and Potiphar’s wife! Proetus was filled with
wrath against Bellerophon but not wanting to kill his guest he sent him to his fatherin-law in Lycia 'with treacherous signs’, directed against the lile of Bellerophon, on a
writing-tablet which he folded up. When Bellerophon finally handed it over, the Lycian
king tried to do away with him by challenging him to kill the Chimaera:
— — ή ,y αρ
πρόοδε
δεινόν άποπνείονοα

λέων,

£ψϋεΐον
χένοξ,ούδ' άνδρώπων,
όπιϋεν
όέ
δράκων,χίμαιρα,
π ν ρ ο ξ μένοζ VI, iS o ff).

'Phis is one of the places in Homer which, on account of the 'treacherous signs’
mentioned, formerly puzzled scholars before the Cretan script was known. As far as
the Chimaera itself is concerned, it is nowadays easily identified as belonging to the
very large group of fabulous creatures which is also represented on one of the Dendra
finds, a gold ring from the tomb of the princess, with a hybrid - wild goat, woman
and cow. The best and most numerous examples of monsters are on the seal-impressions
from Zakro in Crete, where more than five hundred were found in the same house. 1 hese
monstrous figures are as a rule a combination of elements derived from three creatures
e. g. man, bird, and lion, or goat, bird, and man. The classical sphinx (woman, bird,
lion) also belongs here and we also find it as early as Mycenaean times. But among
the Zakro sealings thereis also a group of hybrids of elements from two beings to which
also belong the Minotaur (man, bull), Cecrops (man, serpent), griffin (bird, lion), centaur
(man, horse) and others1. More than one of these hybrids of classical times, for which
one previously tried to find the nearest prototype in the Near East or in Egypt, has
,.
,
n .... and
.,,,,1 MiB-pinran
immediate
forerunners
in Cretan
Mycenaean art— thev y ought to be classified in
this new context.
,
.
, ,
The fact that we have been able in this way to conclude that certain Greek legends
exist,·,I in Minoan and Mycenaean times O s one of the most important.scientificresults that
the excavations at I >emlra have given. We have a right to ask whether other legends
' Concerning the fabulous animals and monsters
t’f. Martin i\ N ii .sson, The Minoan-Mycenaean Re
ligion, pp. 31 7 tf..

3 Cf. E vans , The Minoan and Mycenaean Ele
merits in Hellenic Life, in JHS., XXXII, 1912,
pp. 277 ff.
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too may not be as early as pre-Greek times. How are the definite Greek cycles of
legends to be explained in that respect?
The seal stones of the Dendra king made me first reflect upon this. In the big
gold cup of the king, the octopus cup, six engraved stones were found: on four of them
there were reproductions of lions, in three cases together with bulls. The biggest and
best, a dark agate of more than 4 cm. in diameter, a truly royal signet, the most splendid
engraved stone that survives from Mycenaean times, shows the lion on the back of the bull,
tearing his withers: the blood gushes down the shoulder of the bull. On another light
agate which, from the point of view of size and workmanship, is not much inferior to the
first, the bull is attacked by two lions, one from the front and one from the back. On
still another large light agate, a bull is seen reclining in front. In the background the
neck and mane of a lion are to be seen. On the fourth stone, a proud lion is standing
above and in front of the torn remains of a hart. On both the other gems there are
representations of wild goats. How are these gems to be interpreted and what purpose
did they originally serve? Their practical use does not leave 11s in doubt: hundreds of im
pressions are preserved, and it is quite obvious that their chief characteristic was ori
ginally and always remained their use as the personal seal of the owner, by the appli
cation of which he wished to signify his personal connection with a certain thing or action '.
In earlier times the seals were certainly individual. The circumstances of the finds of
the large number of seal impressions in clay from Zakro in Crete are evidence of this.
More than five hundred were found in the same house and it may be surmised that
they were once fixed to papyrus documents collected as archives; the house was possibly
a city hall or some other public building2.
It should not be overlooked that rich people in late Mycenaean times collected seal
stones and probably made necklaces and wristbands of them
it seems that some
forty gems found in the Vaphio tomb were so used
but this circumstance by no
means disproves the use of the gems as seal stones. In my opinion E v a n s rightly con
cludes from the figure
on a seal the occupation of the owner: a ship or the prow of a
ship on the seal symbolically suggests a captain as the owner of it, a spindle a weaver

1 Martin I’. N ilsson,

Religion, Addenda |>. xx, wants to suggest a dif
ference between Crete and the Mainland in tlu: matter
of the use of gems; in Crete as real seals, on the
Mainland only as decorations. This in my opinion
can scarcely be justified. For one thing, there exist
more impressions of Mycenaean gems from the Main
land than l'rof. N ilsson mentions, one only from
Mycenae
e. g. some from the Menelaion at Sparta
highly interesting from another point of view (cp.
D awkins, USA., XVI, 1909
ιιμ ο , pp. 9 ff.). Se
condly we have to reckon with the fact that the sites
of the discoveries in ( rete were totally destroyed
during its most flourishing period by fire which baked

the impressions and so preserved them down to
our times.
The sites on the Mainland as a rule
lost their importance without being destroyed by
fire. Thirdly, we have possibly to allow for the
fact that as early as late Mycenaean times, other
material than clay was used for sealing on the Main
land, for example wax. From Hellenic and Roman
times also we certainly have thousands of gems but
relatively few clay impressions. Nevertheless we have
no right to doubt the practical use of gems at this
time.
* Cf.
.,XXII, 1902, pi. 610 and
S
JU
K aro -Maraomi anni s . Anti,//alt's

and Description Jes planches.

I, pi. ,51
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Thus in certain cases we have a right to interpret the representation on

the seal in a symbolical way.
In Mycenaean times simple objects, ornaments, or monsters
no longer used for
seals, but under the influence of the general development of art pictorial subjects became
fashionable. The frequent reccurrence therefore in identical scenes of the same objects
or of the same heraldic animals inclines us to recognise them as family seals or badges.
Now the question arises; may we also interpret, for example, the representation on the
large seal stone of the prince of Midea symbolicallyf And if so, what would it signify."
The lion, it may be assumed, certainly existed on the Mainland of Greece in Myce
naean times. Not only the extraordinarily lifelike representation of the animal in art
but also Homer’s close knowledge of it and its habits bears witness to this. Moreover,
in historical times the lion still existed in the more remote and mountainous parts ol Greece.
Herodotus mentions that in his time lions existed in Macedonia . Aristotle knows them
from that part and from Epirus
and in Pausanias time they were still to be found in
T h race4. It is certainly not too bold a hypothesis that the area in which the lion was
to be found had a thousand years earlier included Greece with the Peloponnese as well.
If we glance at Greek legends, we find that the lion plays a part only in the Argive
cycle of myths: Heracles vanquishes the Nemean lion. In art from the oldest times he
himself appears dressed in a lion’s skin on ancient Greek monuments from Cyprus and
Asia Minor and in Etruscan representations
The oldest monumental representations of lions in the Greek area are the two lionesses in a heraldic composition on the lion gate at Mycenae. Exactly the same arrangement is met with in the miniature representation in ivory- from the dromos ol the
tomb of Aegisthus at Mycenae as well as in glass paste from the tholos tomb at Dendra *.
Some seal stones, which render the same motive, also come from Mycenae: lions in heraldic
attitudes on each side of a p i l l a r W e may put forward this much, that the lion is
connected with the Argive area and specially with Mycenae. It was the heraldic ani
mal of the ruling prince of Mycenae and of his family. A representation ol the prince's
seal was also placed as a sign of possession on the citadel at Mycenae, namely on the
wall just over the gate, where everybody who entered must see it, in exactly the
same way as the medieval knight placed his arms above the entrance ol his castle.
The prominent place of the bull in Cretan art is well known and we have already
called attention to the myth of the bull and Europa, who became the mother of king

1 Cf.

Kvans, Scrip ta Minoay 1 ,

e. g. p. 264

an<l the author’s Quelques sceaux ft emprfintes de
scfaux d'Asini, in the Bulletin de la Socidtd Royale

6 Cf. B S A y XXV,

tig- 58·

19 2 1 — 19 2 3 , p. 303 and

7 Cf. Kvans, Mycenaean Tree and P illar Cult,
in JH S.y XXI» 19 0 1, pp. 15 6 ft*. The stones with
(lt*s Lettres de Lund, 19 2 3 — 19 24 , p. 164.
a similar representation which are found in Crete
" Herodotus, VII, 12 5 ff.
are late, as the cup drillings of the joints of limbs
1 Aristotle, Hut.
AV
., I, ?i and VIII, 2S,
im
H
etc. clearly shows: without any doubt, they belong
* Pausanias, VI, 5, 4.
to late Mycenaean times, when the inhabitants of
Cf. F urtwanoi.kr, s . v. J/erakles in Roscher' s
the Mainland vanquished the islanders.
Lex ikon der Mythologies I, 2 14 3 .
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Minos. According to the legend, a bull was the father of the Minotaur, the Minos bull,
the monster which was half man and half animal. It is doubtless justifiable to say that
the bull was a suitable emblem for Crete, the empire of Minos. And it is in the
legend also; the Cretan bull is vanquished both by Heracles and Theseus. We know
that that is one of the many deeds of Heracles, dressed in a lion’s skin; he captures the
Cretan bull , brings it with him to Mycenae and releases it again. Then it wanders
into Attica, where it stays especially in the neighbourhood of Marathon, and it falls to
Theseus to vanquish it once more.
Thus, on the one hand, we have the engraved stone with a lion tearing a bull anil, on the
other, we are in some degree justified in seeing in the lion a symbolical emblem of the Main
land and in the bull one of Crete. Further there is the legend of I leracles, who, dressed in a
lion’s skin, subdues the Cretan bull and drags it with him to Mycenae. 1lave we not a right
to connect the words
of the myth with
what is depicted on
the engraved stone?
If so, the engraved
stone tells us of the
great struggle, when
the princes round the
Argive plain went
over to Crete and
fighting like their
heraldic animals, sub
dued the Cretan king,
Minos — the Minos
Fig. 85. Coin of the Italiotes, struck in 88 B. C. (2: 1).
bull — the bull. To
make my meaning clearer, it corresponds to the commemorative medallions of later times '.
If this is right, all such representations on engraved stones — and they are not
few!
- obviously have their origin from late Mycenaean times, from the time after the
destruction of the Cretan palaces and the shifting of the cultural centre to the Main
land. A closer examination of the datable finds supports the soundness of this view. We
have representations of the same kind, e. g. from chamber tomb No. 1 at Asine *, from
the chamber tomb No. 7 at Argos \ from a chamber tomb at Mycenae 4, from the tholos
tomb at Menidi
and from chamber tomb No. 99 at Knossos \ Since in the last
1 With this I do not wish to maintain that
this motive, the hull tearing the lion, would first have
come into existence at this time and on Creek soil
Archaeological finds hav e shown that the same motive
has existed far earlier in oriental art. 1 only mean
to say that the motive had at this time in Greece
received this form and significance.

2Cf.
Bulletinde la
Royale des
Lund, 1924
19 25, |>1. XI,VIII 3.
Cf.
Bulletinde Corresp. Hell., 1004, p. 389,
fig· 3 1 ·
*Cf. Rph. Arch., 1888, pi. X 25.
Cf. /his
KuppclgrubMenidi, pi. VI 4
Λ Cf. Arclueologia, I,IX, 19 05, pi. XC, fig 10 1.
de
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case they were together with an Egyptian scarab, the nearest parallel to which comes
from Tell-el-Amarna, and an Argive cup with wishbone handles with buttons, this tomb is
late Mycenaean and probably contained a person who had lived on the Mainland. Here
also belongs a couple of stones from the tholos tomb at Vaphio '. On account of the
most important finds, the famous gold cups, one is as a rule inclined to assign too early
a date to this tomb. A closer study of the pottery seems to indicate that its date
ought to be about 1400 B. C., and for my part l am convinced that the gold cups,
like the octopus cup at Dendra, bear witness to the great plundering of Crete and that
they fell on the distribution of the spoils to the prince buried in the Vaphio tomb.
The interpretation of the representation 'the lion which tears the bull’ as the vic
tory of the Mainland over Crete’ may, perhaps, seem too bold and fantastic but there
are innumerable parallels in later times.
i he
most beautiful one, perhaps, is found on a coin
ol the Italiotes struck in 88 B. C. during their
insurrection against the Romans. There a bull is
seen to fling a she-wolf to the earth; the bull is
the symbol of the Italiotes
li,Oscan Viteliu
(Ita
is combined with
vitulus — calf) and the she-wolf,
as is well known, of Rome.
There are innumerable examples of similar sym
bolism on commemorative medals of later times.
1 will confine myself to quoting one. It is a medal
which the 1 lanes struck on the recapture of Fyen
from the Swedes in 1659; an elephant, symbolic
of Denmark and taken from the royal arms,
Fig. 86. Medal struck by the Danes on the
treads on a serpent (Sweden) and crushes with recapture of Fyen from the Swedes in 1659.
its trunk a wild goat, symbolizing the Swedish
general G. O. Stenbock, who had a wild goat in his arms “. No comments are neces
sary. The Greeks of the Mainland seem to have been more chivalrous in their conception
of tlui2 vanquished than the Danes.
One can also compare modern symbols, e. g.
the English bull-dog , the French cock , the Russian bear .
But a parallel closer in time is desirable. I w ill adduce one taken front quite another
source but because of that, so at least it seems to me, twice as valuable since it shows
us the mentality of the people of that period. I would point out the extraordinarily rich
and vivid figurative language we find in Homer. The scene called up by his language
and that depicted on the engraved stone are both products of the same lively imagination
and the same inclination towards vivid realization of the concrete which is so characte
ristic, even of the Greeks of later times. 1 should say that the difference between them
Arch.,18X9, pi. X 18 and 2 1.
Atyntoth
friitnmandf makter i tinitrfning iiv krig mot Svtnftf
1 Cf. /:///.
2 Cf. O s s h a u k ,

(Coins and medals struck for foreign powers on th
mtdaljer
slagna fo r occasion of war
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depends upon the disposition of the space in each case. The words 'as . . . so . . .
put the scene evoked by the language into relation with the rest of the passage whilst
on the stone it is before us without any intermediary and without revealing what had
been thought before and after ‘.
One of the similes of Homer taken from the Odyssey VI 127 ff. may serve as
an illustration of what has been said. Naked and disfigured by salt water, Odysseus
has landed on the island of the Phaeacians. Exhausted he creeps into the bushes and
goes to sleep. He is wakened by the cry of Nausicaa and her maids, playing ball
on the shore. He debates in his mind whether he should dare to show himself in his
exhausted state and he is compelled by necessity to do so.
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Ihe simile with a lion is like a medallion inserted into the whole. "A lion from
the mountains, hard frozen and rainlashed but with flashing eyes” . This is such a
life like simile that both author and reader forget Odysseus — it is the lion we see. It
is exactly the same with the engraved stone; the war between the Mainland and Crete
is forgotten, we only see the lion anil the bull.
Let us now advance another step on the way we have begun. Let us consider some
of the deeds of Heracles a little more closely. He kills the Nemean lion - Nemea is
immediately north of Mycenae·. Hi; kills the Lernaean hydra — Lerna is situated at
the south end of the Argive plain. He subdues the hrymanthian boar and drags it with
him to Mycenae — Erymanthus is a mountain in north Arcadia. 1It; captures the Ceryneian hind and brings it with him to Mycenae — Ceryneia is a town in Achaia,
possibly also a mountain on the boundary between this province and Arcadia. I le shoots
the Stymphalian birds — Stymphalus is situated in the north east of Arcadia.
All these achievements, which, together with the subduing ol the Cretan bull, form
a uniform group, that is to say the first six, deal with the vant|uishing of beasts which
have their abodes in the Argive plain or in its neighbourhood. It is significant of all beasts1
1 Cf. now also Marinatos ,
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that, according to the legend, they make unsafe the part in which they live, but, on the
other hand, their nature is sometimes such that we find it difficult to think that it really
was an achievement, a great accomplishment, to get the better of them, for example to
subdue the hind or shoot down some birds.
If we now succeed in interpreting the deeds according what has been said above,
we should have a right to see in them a figurative paraphrase of the expansion of
Mycenae’s power over its nearest neighbours. Are not all these more or less fantastic
animals designed as heraldic animals to have their place in the seal of the prince who
ruled over these places? And in Mycenaean times the prince might say
mo i f — the heraldic animal of the prince was that of the place. If we examine the
seal stones available, we shall soon trace them, even though, because of the incompleteness
of the excavations of Mycenaean sites, they cannot be assigned to the places connected
with the deeds of Heracles.
We have already discussed to some extent the lion as a heraldic animal. If, as 1 have
suggested, the lion is the heraldic animal of the Mycenaean royal family, we have in
agreement with this to presume that it had been a prince of that family who had ruled
in the neighbouring Nemea and had repudiated allegiance to his mighty relatives at Mycenae.
The theory of the use of heraldic animals by families is confirmed by the presence of
tin; Mycenaean lion on the seal stone of the prince of Midea from the Dendra tomb, for
in the legend we repeatedly hear of the near relationship of the princes at Argos,
Tiryns, Midea, and Mycenae. Heracles himself resided at Tiryns; his mother Alcmene
came from Midea. She is called the heroine from Midea. But Heracles accomplished
his deeds in the interests of his relative Eurystheus whom we have to imagine as the
great king of Mycenae: thither Heracles drags the vanquished animals.
The Lernaean hydra is well known to us in the shape the classical vase-painters have
given it. But the word hydra did not, from the beginning mean anything but a water
snake. Is it not possible that the octopus with its solid body and its long clinging
arms contributed towards its classical form? In Alcaeus it is nine-headed; in Simonides
it becomes fifty-headed. We may compare a seal stone from Vaphio \ A s for the
boar, it exists as a heraldic animal, for example on the splendid banded carnelian we
found by the left wrist of the queen in the Midea tholos tomb. Did she perhaps originally
belong to a ruling family of Erymanthus? 'I'he hind often occurs on seal stones, as for
example, on stones from Dendra. Finally, the Stymphalian birds had their existence in
a lake at Stymphalus and thus ought to be regarded as water-birds. We have an
example on a seal stone from Vaphio.
Consequently it is possible for us to show without any difficulty that all the animals,
which 1 leracles, according to the legend, killed or vanquished, appear as heraldic animals
on Mycenaean seal-stones; by this, as has already been said, the interpretation of the
I leracles legend gains in probability.
1 (Ϊ. F urtwanoi .kk, An tike Gemmm, pi. IV 12
with text: >/.wet Fischerreusen (?); Amine nit ge-
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not convinced that the description is exact.
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Finally, the legend itself gives us the strongest support for an interpretation of the
animals as heraldic representations of the princes. King Adrastus at Argos had been
ordered by the oracle to marry his two daughters to a lion and a boar. The young
princes, Polynices from Thebes and Tydeus from Calydon, both came as fugitives to
Argos. They came to blows in the fore-court of the palace. Adrastus hurried to the
place and when he saw that one had a lion and the other a boar as emblems on their
shields, he understood what the oracle meant. 1 ie reconciled the fighting young men
and gave them his two daugthers as wives.
It seems that we should be justified in supposing a historical kernel to the Heracles
legend: the historical Heracles probably expanded the power of Mycenae beyond its
former bounds. But according to the legend, he himself belongs to Tiryns and has to
obey the orders of his cowardly relative, Eurystheus. We have to imagine this man as
a great king of Mycenae and Heracles as his vassal and general. It is worth noticing
that in the legend he is not a lion but only dressed in a lion's skin. He has been sent
out to chastise aggressive neighbours. Some towns, Nemea, Lerna and Stymphalus
those nearest Mycenae! — are completely suppressed as free towns and their territory is
incorporated into the Mycenaean kingdom — Heracles kills the beast!
I he other states,
Erymanthus, Ceryneia and Crete which are at a greater distance, it was not possible to
blot out in the same way by absorbing them into the Mycenaean kingdom.
Their in
habitants were however led into captivity to Mycenae — Heracles drags the beast with
him! Such migrations of peoples which are well known in the Near East are by no
means impossible to imagine in Greece. Pausanias tells us that Argos devastated amongst
other places Tiryns, Mycenae, and Midea in order to add to its own population and by
this to obtain greater power and more strength to resist the Spartans.
1 am of course fully conscious that the 1 leracles legend, as it comes to us from classi
cal times in its most elaborate form, contains not only history but also elements of quite
another kind — as for example pure popular legend. But I have also wished to suggest
that a historical kernel is concealed in it and, if it is so, the whole of this complex of
legends, of which so much has been written, must once more be taken up for thorough
treatment from the point of view suggested.
So much for the cycle ol the Argive legend. Let us now pass to the Attic cycle,
to the Theseus legend.
If the above interpretation of the parts in question of the Heracles legend is accept
ed, the achievements of Theseus cannot be considered as repetitions of those of 1leracles
but have to be considered as an analogous shaping of similar material. Theseus’ fights
with beasts and robbers may claim the same degree of historical credibility as I leracles’ .
We thus probably have to reckon with an attempt on the part of Athens to subdue the
land as far as the Isthmus
a war echoed in the accounts of the legends dealing with
Theseus’ fight with the club-swinging Periphetes and with the pine-bending Sinis on the
isthmus, with a boar from Crommyon, a place on the border between Megara and Corinth,
with the robber Sciron whose abode was among the rocks immediately west of Megara,
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with the wrestling Cercyon in Eleusis and with Procrustes who lived in its immediate
neighbourhood, and also with the bull of Marathon.
The episode with Sciron has a special value as an illustration. From his rock, the
robber flung wayfarers into the sea where a tortoise ate them up. Plutarch gives us
the highly interesting information that the historians of Megara most vigorously denied that
Sciron was a robber and evildoer. They maintains that Theseus killed him when, as king
of Athens, he took Eleusis from Megara \ And what about the tortoise? It is the
heraldic device of the town of Aegina and later its coin type12*. Consequently Megara,
to which in that time Salamis doubtless belonged, together with Aegina tried to prevent
the expansion of Athens.
Nowadays there4 is probably scarcely any one who does not recognise the echo of
an historical event in the Minotaur legend, the tale of Theseus’ delivery of his city from
the grim tribute of seven young men and seven maids, which every ninth year was sent
to King Minos to satisfy the Minotaur, who lived in the Labyrinth of Knossos in Crete. It
is a legendary paraphrase of the freeing of Athens from the rule of Crete and of the
abolition of the tribute to King Minos of whom, as said above, Thucydides speaks.
E vans* excavations at Knossos have in this case shown that the implication of the legend
is right, as S chliemann’s excavations at Troy and Mycenae proved the Homeric epos not
to be mere invention.
In certain other episodes of the Theseus legend also one has long wished to see
an elaboration in legend of an historical kernel, that is to say, the assimilation of Attica
to Athens. 'Phis holds good, above all in the tale of Theseus’ vanquishing the fifty
sons of Pallas who wanted to seize Athens from him when, after Aegeus’ tragic death,
he had become king there.
The history of the unification of Attica under Theseus is also preserved in Attic
popular tradition without the adornments of the legend. Thus for example Thucydides
tells us in his 'Archaeology’ that Theseus on becoming king prevailed upon the twelve
towns and states of Attica which had existed earlier to combine into a state with Athens
1 Gf. Plutarch , Theseus, 10.
The type on the coin is originally identical
with the type on the seal. What is new about the
coinage is the material to which the sign of pos
session, the arms, is applied. Not only individuals
and families hut also towns and states had their
seals in classical times. The animals on the Myce
naean seal stones are connected with their use as
coin types and signs of possession in later times.
1here are coins astonishingly like Mycenaean gems.
I will only draw the attention to a couple of coins
from Cyprus and Cilicia, which date from the
fifth century Η. (\ Heracles is there found very
often as a coin type together with a lion fighting
with a bull, hart or boar. We find on the obverse
of a coin of Citium and struck by Baalmelek
2

450 420 B. C. Heracles dressed in a lion’s skin
and with a mallet and bow, and on the reverse
we find a lion on the back of a hart. Usener,
De Hiadis carmine quodam phocaico, Programm,
Bonn 187 5, p. 26, has expressed the view that both
types were to be explained together. He means
that Heracles wishes to help the hart and kill the
lion
a quite unknown version of the legends.
It seems obvious to me that Heracles on one side
is to be identified with the lion on the other side;
\ne have a representation of the subduing of the
Cerynian hind.
The animals of the early archaic
coins, the owl in Athens, the tortoise in Aegina,
the wolf at Argos etc., originate directly from the
heraldic animals of the Mycenaean princes.
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as common head.
The Athenians, he says, since that time prepare a feast in the
honour of the goddess at the cost of the state in commemoration of the synoikismos’ 1 .
The Attic material grouped about the name of Theseus is particularly instructive
because there we have on the one hand historical tradition, best represented in Thucy
dides II, 15, but also on the other hand historical matter wrapped up in the magic
mantle of legend which changes towns and states into giants, robbers and wild beasts.
This exactly supports the interpretation given of the Heracles’ legend.
Space does not allow us to here extend further our wanderings in pursuit of wild
animals in the world of Greek legend. Just a word in passing, however, of the boar hunt
at Calydon. Heroes come together from near and far exactly as to Troy, to vanquish
the prince who had the boar as heraldic device. In the legend, Tydeus Oeneus’ son,
from Calydon, bore the boar on his shield as was mentioned in the discussion of the
Adrastus episode.
The Theban legend displays astonishingly numerous points of connection with the
Cretan ones; thus, for example, Cadmus the founder of Thebes is the brother of Europa,
King Minos’ mother, and Europa’s son Radamanthys, who first subdued the islands of
the Aegean sea anti gave them severe laws, was later expelled and took up his abode
in Boeotia, where he died. Why in Boeotia?
The first palace of Thebes was destroyed about 1400 B. C. by fire, at exactly the
same time as the Cretan palaces! The wall paintings which adorned it are the most
beautiful which have been found on the Mainland, fully equal to the Cretan, and during
a small excavation at Thebes a great quantity of Cretan pottery (Palace style) was found.
The archaeological facts also prove that once there really was a Cretan settlement at
Thebes 2. We understand why.
The Minoan sea power was certainly able to master Argolis and Attica from the
sea and exact tribute from them, but that was impossible in the case of the rich Boeotian
plain. For that reason, the Cretans had to try to find a foothold in the interior of the
country and so they founded Thebes.
If the Cretans had got a hold on this place, it is easy to understand why the Cretan
bull, when released at Mycenae, chose Marathon as his abode, where I'heseus later had
to subdue it once more. Marathon is on the coast not far from the boundary of
Boeotia.
The legend of Oedipus and the sphinx may thus also allow of an interpretation.
As has already been mentioned the sphinx is often found in Crete and its nearest rela
tive, the griffin, flanks both sides of the throne in the throne room at Knossos. 'The
sphinx represents the Minoan rule at Thebes. It is killed by Oedipus or according to
another version, flings itself from a rock, after Oedipus has solved the riddle, that is to
say, the Cretans have voluntarily or involuntarily given up their position as masters of
Thebes, when they could no longer fall back upon their mother land.
1 Cf. Thucydides, II 15·

I had the opportunity to discus» this question
two years ago with Professor Kkkamopoci.los.
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The interpretation which we have suggested of the representations on the engraved
stones and the legends links up completely both with primitive conceptions and with the
later Greek way of looking at things.
That image and simile accompany primitive ways of looking at the world is best
illustrated by magic — the whole of homeopathic magic is certainly due to this. Pri
mitive man thinks that by mimicry or real reproduction he is able not only to bring men,
animals and objects under his influence and avail himself of their power but also in the
same way to win mastery over nature, for example over the crops. Since in that matter
it is a question of abstract things in the strict sense, he has first to have recourse to
analogy; the abstract forces which in some way or other he wants to influence can be
represented by an image in a concrete way. To this is due the noble pedigree of the
image anti the simile in art and language.
The language of Homer’s similes has already been mentioned. To Solon public need
is a bloody beast of prey, a wolf which jumps over a high fence and seizes men, even
though they have taken refuge in the innermost corners of their huts '. And all animal
myths are founded on the same conception, as also practically all allegorical poetry'.
In itself, it is not more curious that there is an historical kernel to the Heracles anti
Theseus legends, than that there exists one in the legend of Alexander. If we did not
know the historical Alexander, it would not be easier to extract the historical kernel
from this legend than from the former,
limes in which something great takes place
are perpetuated in legend: consider the Nibelungenlied, the legend of Dietrich of Bern,
the legend of Roland, Beowulf, the Russian bylinas; in all these, historical matter exists,
often quite clearly, despite all remoulding and all poetical adornments. A p rio ri, we
may expect the same thing of the Greek legends of the type of the Heracles and Theseus
legend; we must remember that they arose in a time which generally speaking was
without written documents, when the historical facts were handed down by tradition in
figurative language. The figurative language of the legend has a parallel in the primitive
figurative writing of the pictographs.
It is necessary to try to penetrate into the Mycenaean man’s way of thinking,
if we want once more to translate Greek legend into history. To translate is always a
delicate task and to translate legend into history certainly requires care and caution but
I am convinced that interpreted in the right way the rich mine of Greek legend can on
many points, enrich our knowledge of prehistoric times in Greece.
1 Cf. Solon, fragtn.
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Konservierung.
Von F r . Rathgen.

Bronzen. Die zahlreichen Bronzegegenstände besassen fast ausnahmslos kein Metall
mehr sondern bestanden aus Zinnsäure und Karbonaten, Chloriden und Oxyden des
Kupfers, die zum Teil abpulverten und stellenweise sehr zerbrechlich waren. Sie sind
mit Wasser und Bürste von den anhängenden lehmigen Massen gereinigt, durch kochendes
Wasser von löslichen Salzen befreit und nach dem Trocknen paraffiniert worden, indem
sie in flüssigem, bis auf etwa 1 20° C. erhitztem 1fartparaffin so lange erwärmt wurden,
als ihnen noch Luftblasen entstiegen. Nach dem Abkühlen des Paraffins auf etwa 70 <So°
C. wurden sie mit einer Zange herausgenommen und durch Einschlagen in weiches
Fliespapier von überflüssigem Paraffin befreit.
Ein oxydiertes, aber in der 1lauptsaehe noch metallischer Bronzering wurde zuerst
mit Zinkgranalien und verdünnter Salzsäure, dann mit Zinkgranalien und verdünnter
Schwefelsäure reduziert, ausgewaschen, getrocknet und zuletzt mit Zapon überzogen.
Silber. Die eine ziemlich langwierige Behandlung erfordernde Stierkopfschale bestand
innen aus unverändertem Goldblech, aussen aus Silber, dessen Oberfläche grösstenteils in
Silberchlorid umgewandelt war, mit Einlagen von schwarzem Niello und von feinen Gold
streifen. Nach einigen nicht zum Ziel führenden Vorversuchen mit Zinkstaub wurde die
Schale mit Zinkgranalien und verdünnter Schwefelsäure derartig reduziert, dass immer
nur ein etwa 20 cma grosser Teil der Aussenfläche je. 24 Stunden auf den in einem
Porzellangefass in stark verdünnter Schwefelsäure befindlichen Zinkgranalien lag. Hierbei
blieben die Nielloeinlagen durchgehends unverändert erhalten, da sie offenbar nicht durch
das Chlorid hochgehoben waren sondern auf noch unverändertem metallischen Silber
sassen. Dagegen löste sich ein grosser Peil der Goldstreifen ab, weil sie im Chlorid
eingebettet waren; zugleich schlug sich eine dünne Schicht metallischen Silbers auf alles
Gold nieder. Dieses liess sich nachher leicht durch etwas Salpetersäure entfernen. Nach
der völligen Reduktion wurde die Schale gut ausgewaschen und darauf dem durchgehends
matten Silber mit vorsichtiger Umgehung des Niellos durch leichtes Abreiben mit runden
Seesandkörnern wieder Glanz verliehen. Die Goldstreifen, deren Lage vor der Behand
lung durch photographische Aufnahmen festgelegt worden waren, wurden wieder auf der
Schale befestigt. Schliesslich wurde die Schale mit Zapon überzogen.
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Bei einem zusammengedrückten, ursprünglich aussen mit Silberblech bekleideten Gold
becher war das Gold wieder unverändert, aber von dem Silber lagen nur eine kleine
Anzahl völlig· in Chlorid verwandelter Bruchstücke vor. Eine direkte Reduktion dieser
Stücke hätte nur ein zusammenhangloses Silberpulver güzeitigt. 1)ie Stücke wurden daher
zuerst auf ihrer Rückseite dreimal mit Zapon überzogen und nach dem völligen Auf
trocknen mit einer 2 — 3 mm. dicken Schicht von einem steifen Gipszaponbrei bedeckt.
Nachdem diese Schicht durch Verdunsten des Zaponlösungsinittels fest geworden, wurde
sie noch mehrere Male mit Zapon überzogen. Die völlig trocken gewordenen Stücke
wurden nunmehr nach dem von Weissenberger angegebenen Verfahren 1 reduziert, indem
die Vorderseite mit Watte überdeckt wurde, die vorher gehörig in Zinkstaub umgewälzt
und dann mit stark verdünnter Schwefelsäure durchfeuchtet war. Die Reduktion geschah
in feuchter Atmosphäre in der sogenannten Feuchtkammer 2.
1)em bei tier Reduktion enstehenden grauschwarzen glanzlosen Silberpulver, das durch
das Zapon zusammengehalten wurde, konnte durch sehr vorsichtiges Reiben mit einem
äusserst feinen Glaspulver doch noch ein gewisser Silberglanz verliehen werden. Zum
Schluss wurde es mit Zapon überzogen.
Blei.Zwei kleine Bleihörner, wohl von irgendeiner zu Grunde gegangenen Stier
figur stammend, und mehrere kleine gewölbte ovale Bleistücke, von denen eins noch auf
einem ziemlich stark in basisches Kupferkarbonat umgewandelten Bronzering sass, wurden
zuerst mit Zink und verdünnter Salzsäure, dann mit Zink und verdünnter Schwefelsäure
reduziert. Nach schnellem Auswaschen in destilliertem Wasser wurden die Bleisachen in
Alkohol gelegt. Nach tier Herausnahme abgetrocknet und angewärmt überging man sie
mit einer vorher über Wachs gestrichenen Bürste.
Gold. Die Goldsachen erforderten nur eine Reinigung mit Wasser und weicher Bürste.
Für alle anderen Gegenstände kam ebenfalls nur eine Reinigung mit Wasser in
Betracht. In einigen Fällen wurden mürbe und zerbrechliche Sachen mit einem Zaponiiberzug versehen.
Untersuchungen.
Hellblaues Barbenpulver. Durch Kupfer blaugeiärbte, gepulverte Glasfritte.
Hellblauer Glasfluss. Durch Kupfer gefärbtes Glas.
Dunkelblaue Glasfritte. Durch Kobalt blaugefärbt.
Stark zersetzte Fayence. 1)as Stückchen bestand in der 1iauptsache aus Kieselsäure
(Siliciumoxyd) mit wenig Tonerde (Aluminiumoxyd).
Metallring. Der Ring bestand, da er kein Zinn enthielt, nicht aus Bronze sondern
aus Kupfer.
Weissglänzendes Metallblättchen. Silber mit Kupfer legiert.
Kohle, stammt von einem Laubbaum, nicht von einer Conifere.
1 K vnitii N,
fanden. 11 it. I l l Teil,

Dir
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Appendix III*
Chemical analyses.
By A rne F rkdga.

At the request of Professor A . W. Persson the author has chemically examined
some smaller objects belonging to the finds from chamber tomb No. 2 at Dendra.
The material that was at my disposal consisted chiefly of a number of artificial beads of
different size and some fragments of a material that resembled porcelain. The material
was rather weathered, which is easily accounted for by the length of time it had been
in the earth.
I he conditions of the finding place seem, as I have been informed, to
indicate that it may have been exposed to fire; this circumstance may have hastened
the weathering process but seems not to have influenced the chemical composition in any
other respect.
In those cases when sufficient material was available the author has made a quanti
tative estimation according to the usual methods for silicates. A qualitative examination
was also made in some cases.
Ihe difficulty ot an examination ot this kind is chiefly
to procure an indisputably homogeneous material in a quantity that is sufficient for ana
lysis. 0.5 — r gr. seems in general to be the smallest quantity that admits of a quan
titative analysis of a silicate without resorting to the special micromethods that presuppose
a special practice and training. Most of the beads were therefore too small to admit of
an examination and it seemed precarious to combine several beads of, as it would seem,
the same material in one analysis.
I he two largest beads were therefore selected for
analysis; they represented at the same time different types both as to material and
appearance. Some of the fragments were also analysed.
About half of the bead that was first examined was missing. In complete condi
tion it seems to have had the shape of a somewhat flattened ball, pierced through along
the shortest diameter. It was strongly weathered on the surface, but as the weathering
crust was separated from the inner part, it could be removed without difficulty, after
which, as it seemed, a quite homogeneous material remained.
Phis appeared to consist
of beautiful glass of an intermediate blue colour; it was rather hard so that it scratched
common glass. In thin fragments it was transparent. I here were also some air bubbles
in the glass, but as these were comparatively large and occurred in a limited number,
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the material could not easily be described as porous. As nothing indicated that the
inner parts of the bead have undergone any chemical change during the time it had
been in the earth, the following analysis might show the original composition of the glass:
Silica ................................................................................... 65.2
Cupric oxide .....................................................................
1.4
Aluminium oxide + ferric oxide.................................
3.4
Calcium oxide ........................................................... 5.6
Sodium oxide..................................................................... 19.1
Potassium oxide ...........................................................
5.9

%
»
»

»
»

»

Total 100.6 %
The main ingredients, silica, calcium oxide and sodium oxide, are the same as in
ordinary, modern glass; the percentage of calcium is, however, remarkably low but the
percentage of sodium high. Glass of this composition is easily melted but has little
resisting power against weathering.
I he raw materials may have been soda and quartz
sand and carbonate of calcium in some form or other. The carbonate of calcium may
have been added intentionally but may also have come along with the other raw
materials as an impurity. The percentage of iron and aluminium is surely to be attri
buted to impurities in the quartz sand; these materials occur also in simpler modern
glass, e. g. bottle-glass. The percentage of potassium seems to be a little too high to be
explained through impurities in the raw materials. As the working methods in the manu
facture of the glass must have been very primitive, the nearest explanation is that the
glass-mass during the melting process came into contact with wood ash and absorbed
potassium from it. The copper is obviously added to give the glass the desired blue colour.
Copper could also be determined in the very small beads as colouring matter.
The other of the two beads completely examined was oblong and pointed at both
ends. It was somewhat flattened and pierced lengthwise; it was glazed on the surface but
porous inside. There was no sharp boundary between the glazed layer and the porous inner
part. The colour was altogether gray with a bluish tinge; the percentage of copper
that was found in the analysis makes it probable that the bead was blue or green ori
ginally. It seemed somewhat weathered.
The analysis performed shows a discrepancy of about 3 % . Considering the small
quantity of material that was at my disposal (the bead weighed 0.36 gr.) this may not
be beyond the bounds of possible analytical error.
Silica ................................................................................... 77-<>
Cupric o x id e .....................................................................
13
Aluminium oxide \ ferric oxide ..............................
3,2
Calcium oxide
..............................................................
2.3
Sodium oxiil Ipottassium oxide ................................... 8.5

%
»
»
*
*
18
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Water (chemically bound).............................................
Water (moisture) ...........................................................

2.2 %
j

.8

»

Total 96.9 %
The material of the bead seems to be the so-called Egyptian faience. A quantitative
estimation of such a one has not been accessible to the author, but asit must be supposed
that the composition of the industrial products of antiquity varied within rather wide
bounds a detailed comparison with the results of other students may be of only a limited
value. The condition and quality in general of the bead as well as the figures from
the analysis tally well with the description of Egyptian faience in E rman-R ankk,
und
aegyptisches
Leben
im
T
, ubingen 19 23, p. 546: " aus
m
lteru
A
Kieselsand
b e s t e h e n d e p o r o s e Masse wurde
einer
Glasur iiberzogen, der man
mit
Vorliebeeine b/aue
The fragment examined showed traces of a raised pattern of leaves (acanthus?). As
the fragments were to small to be analysed separately and their appearance as well as
condition with certainty seemed to show that they came from the same object, they were
combined in the same analysis. They were of bright, brownish colour. Their consistency
was loose and indicated strong weathering, which was also confirmed by the figures
from the analysis (the presence of a considerable quantity of chemically bound water).
I he material was not homogenous but contained darker grains of a harder consistency
than the primary mass. These grains may be responsible for the comparatively high
percentage of aluminium oxide + ferric oxide; this mixture of oxides might chiefly have
contained iron to judge from its appearance. The high percentage of silica makes it
probable that the material is badly weathered Egyptian faience, perhaps also some sort
of glass. It seems impossible, on the other hand, that the fragments could belong to an
object of porcelain or burnt clay. To judge from the percentage of copper the original
colour might in this case also have been blue or green.
Ihe analysis gave the following figures:
Silica ................................................................................... 68.6
Cupric o x id e .....................................................................
1 .<> »
Aluminium oxide fferric oxide .................................. 9.6 »
Calcium oxide ................................................................
4.6
Sodium oxide.....................................................................
traces
Water (chemicallybound)................................................
9.0
Water (moisture) ...........................................................
7.5 »
Total 100.9 %
Finally I examined a small
was of a bright, green colour.
(about 0.1 gr.) did not admit of
and phosphoric acid. The flake

flake of a loose earth-like material from the tomb. It
The small quantity of material that was at my disposal
a complete analysis.
Ihe main ingredients were copper
was easily soluble in strong acids and was free from silica.
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I lie results of the analyses might not admit of any certain suppositions about the
provenience of the flake. The presence of copper phosphate in such a case as this
seems rather unexpected. Many different kinds of basic copper phosphates are found
in nature as minerals, e. g. the pseudo-malachite. It does not seem absurd that these
owing to their beautiful green colour had been observed even in antiquity and had been
used as beads, inlays and the like. The real malachite was, as is well known, in great
demand especially in Egypt. The conjecture can therefore be ventured that the flake
that has been examined here is the weathered remains of a piece of mineral copper
phosphate used as an ornament.

Appendix IV*
The Tholos Tombs at Mycenae: Structural Analysis.
By A. J. B. Walk.

Professor P e r sso n has kindly invited me to add a note on my classification of the
Tholos Tombs at Mycenae in connection with his discussion of the construction and date
of the Midea tomb on pages 19 to 26 above. As is well known there are nine tholos
tombs at Mycenae. After a detailed study of their structure together with that of the
neighbouring tholos tomb at the Argive Heraeum during my excavations at Mycenae
from 1920 to 1923 in which 1 received valuable help from Professor B l k g k n , then
Assistant Director of the American School at Athens, it proved possible to divide them
according to their architectural development into three groups'.
F irst Group. To this belong in approximate chronological order the Cyclopean
Tomb, the Kpano Phournos, and the Tomb of Aegisthus, the two latter of which have
not yet been completely excavated. The principal characteristics are:
Rubble masonry of limestone.
Short lintels with no relieving triangle.
The innermost lintel has a straight inner edge.
The jambs are built of larger blocks than the rest but are not strongly constructed.
Ihe sides of the dromos are not lined with rubble walling but cut direct out of
the rock.
It is true of course that the Tomb of Aegisthus differs in the first and last points.
Its original fayade was built of rubble limestone, but in front of that at a later date
another fayade of ashlar masonry in poros was added.
1 his would appear to be definite
evidence that the use of rubble masonry is older than that of ashlar masonry, for it
would of course have been impossible to build the ashlar fayade first and afterwards the
rubble tomb and fayade. Also though the lower parts of the dromos walls are cut out
of the rock the upper parts are walled with rubble masonry.
Second Group.
To this belong three tombs at Mycenae, the Panagia Tomb, the
Kato Phournos, and the Lion Tomb. Of these the Lion lomb is the most advanced
architecturally and consequently therefore probably the latest, and of the other two the
1

B.S.
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Panagia Tomb is perhaps the older. With these three can be grouped the Tomb at
the Argive Heraeum which probably is not later in date than the Kato Phournos. Their
principal characteristics are: —
I he tholos is built of rubble masonry but the stones show an increasing tendency
towards better dressing and shaping. In two cases the rubble masonry has a foundation
course of ashlar blocks.
I he lintels are somewhat longer and have a relieving triangle above.
I he innermost lintel is curved on the inside to fit into the circle of the tholos.
I he jambs and doorways are solidly built of large blocks of dressed conglomerate.
The fayades in three cases are of ashlar work in poros set in front of roughly dressed
conglomerate.
The side walls of the dromoi are lined with rubble masonry in limestone or ashlar
work in poros.
Further in the most advanced architecturally of these four tombs, the Lion Tomb,
there was a door set at the outer edge of the doorway, flush with the fayade, with a
cutting in the rock below for a threshold now missing.
T h ird
Group.To this belong three tombs, the Treasury of Atreus, the Tomb of
Clytemnestra, and the Tomb of Genii. T heir main characteristics are: —
I he tholoi are built throughout of ashlar masonry in conglomerate.
The lintels are very large and long.
The doorways and jambs are constructed throughout of well dressed conglomerate
which is often sawn to a finely finished surface.
The dromos walls are lined with ashlar work in conglomerate except in the Tomb
ol Genii where the lining is of rubble masonry with a row of ashlar blocks at the bottom
and at the inner end against the fayade.
All the tombs had doors with thresholds which were inserted on the wedge principle,
and the doors were set in the middle of the depth of the doorway equidistant from the
fayade and from the wall of the actual tholos.
Originally I thought that the 'I'omb of Genii was the latest of this group, but now
in view of the architectural evidence from Tiryns 1 I am inclined to place it first. The
rubble walls of the dromos and the plain fayade would then be an intermediate step
towards the dromos walls of ashlar work in conglomerate and the highly decorated
fayades of the Treasury of Atreus and the Tomb of Clytemnestra.
I he fact that two
late Palace Style sherds 2 of large L. II. II amphorae were found in the dump of earth
from the tomb suggests that it might be dated to the very beginning of L. H. Ill
rather than later. 1 no longer think that the number of grave pits indicates that this
tomb was in use for a long time. The Midea tomb contained two graves and two other
pits and was used for only one set of interments which I now believe was probably also the
case with the Tomb of Genii with its three pits. I see now no reason to think that the
1 K.
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size and the construction of the Tomb of Genii necessarily show signs of declining power
or reduced wealth or skill. If placed, as 1 now believe it should be placed, at the
beginning of the third group it leads up to the supreme architectural achievements of
the Treasury of Atreus and of the Tomb of Clytemnestra.
It will be well here to make one other point also quite clear. 1 formerly used to think
that the dromoi of the tholos tombs, especially those of the four which had doors, were
left open and afterwards silted up with earth washed in by rainstorms. A study of the
chamber tombs has convinced me that the practice was to fill up the dromos of a cham
ber tomb after each interment and when another interment had to be made the dromos was
dug out afresh and again filled up afterwards. Similarly I believe that in each tholos tomb
the dromos was filled up
with soil after the monarch for whom it was designed and by
whom presumably it was
built had removed from his palace to his tholos and taken up
his final abode there. This seems proved by the evidence of the Midea tomb. In the
case of a tomb which had a door, I think the tomb was constructed during the lifetime
of the ruler to be buried in it andthat a door was set in the doorway so that the tomb
could be entered and tended and perhaps so that other members of the royal family
who happened to die could be interred there. Finally after the king, the real tenant
of the tomb, was interred in it the door was removed and then just as in a chamber
tomb a blocking wall was built across the doorway and earth was thrown in to fill up
the dromos to the level of the hillside.
'Phis seemsproved by the evidence of the Tomb
of Clytemnestra where, though it clearly once had a door, T sountas found the doorway
obstructed by a blocking wall 1 of large stones as ina chamber tomb.
There is yet another criterion by which we can judge the architecture of the tholos
tombs, their proportions. In the architecture of the Mainland, in the great tholos tombs
and also in the palaces of Tiryns and Mycenae, the excellence of the planning is remark
able. In the megara with the adjoining courts at Mycenae and Tiryns great pains
were taken to ensure a correct alignment and a well balanced design2. Similarly the
tholos tombs are well proportioned and the elaborate calculations that must have been
made before the Tomb of Clytemnestra or the Treasury of Atreus could have been con
structed can be imagined by any thoughtful person who surveys these great monuments.
The same is true, though perhaps to a lesser degree, of the other tholos tombs, for the
Tomb of Aegisthus, the Lion Tomb, and the Tomb of Genii all needed careful planning.
Consequently any marked change in proportion was probably deliberate. In the cham
ber tombs in the Kalkani cemetery at Mycenae and also in those at A sin e8 it was
observed that the dromoi of the earlier tombs of L. 11. 1 and 11 differed in their propor
tions from those of th<· L. H. Ill tombs. In the earlier chamber tombs the dromoi are
short anti wide and the sides slightly curved vertically. In the L. II. Ill tombs the
1 T sountas-Manatt ,
Pkrrot-C hipiez,

VI, fig. 118·
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dromoi are long and narrow and the sides are straight and incline inwards very sharply
so that the dromos is wedge-shaped in section. In the tholos tombs a difference in pro
portion can be observed between the dromoi of the tombs of the first and second groups
and those of the tombs of the third group. In the first two groups the length of the
dromos is roughly speaking four times as great as its width at the fagade of the tomb. In the
Epano Phournos the length is three times greater than the width and in the Heraeum
I'omb the length is five times the width. In the tombs of the third group the length of
the dromos is six or seven times greater than the width. That is to say that the dromoi
of the first two are broad in proportion to their length like the dromoi of the older chamber
tombs, whereas the dromoi of the third group are long in proportion to their width like
the dromoi of the L. H. Ill chamber tombs.
If one attempts to use architectural results obtained from an examination of the tholos
tombs of Mycenae to date tholos tombs elsewhere one must remember that the stone and
other material available would naturally change according to the locality and therefore
that a change of material might well affect the architecture b According to the Mycenae
results the Midea tomb would be classed with the second group by the walling of the
dromos, by the lintels especially the inner lintel which is curved to fit the circle of the
tholos, by the jambs of the doorway, and by the probable existence of a relieving triangle.
The proportions of the dromos, however, added to the other criteria would place it in the third
group because the length of its dromos is about eight times greater than its width in
front of the fagade. Whether these criteria would hold good also for the other tholos
tombs in Greece cannot now be determined, for the question demands special investiga
tion and in many cases better plans than those now available, especially since some of
the tombs, such as those at Kakovatos and Orchomenus, have suffered badly. Among
the earlier tholos tombs it appears that in Tomb A at Kakovatos 1*the dromos was about
four times greater than its width. Of the later tombs, in those at Menidi 3, Bodia in
Messenia4, and Dim eni56
*, the dromoi are at least six times as great as their width.
These considerations, quite apart from the finds, would support Professor P ersson 6 in
dating the Midea tomb not later than the middle of the fourteenth century B. C. The
question of the dating of the tholos tombs at Mycenae cannot be discussed here but it
will be seen that like Professor P kksson 7 I agree with Professor K aro 8 in believing that
Sir A rthur E vans “ has failed to establish his theory for altering the d atin g10 arrived
at from the close study of these tombs carried out during the excavations at Mycenae.
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No satisfactory origin for the tholos tomb has yet been suggested. They are of
course the elaborate or royal versions of the humbler rock cut chamber tombs. They
are in fact chamber tombs lined and roofed with masonry and seem to have been still
at an early stage of development when first introduced at Mycenae at the end of the
sixteenth century B. C. to judge by the tombs of the first group. The tholoi of Mycenae
are, as I have explained previously
constructed on the cantilever principle or in other
words by counterweighting. This method of building is used in the famous galleries
at Tiryns and in the vaulted passages in the walls of Mycenae itself. Even though built
on this system no tholos, not even the Treasury of Atreus, the most perfect from a
structural point of view, would stand unless it was built in a circular pit excavated in the solid
rock, for the lower part of the walls would not be able to resist the thrust of the upper
part and the whole would collapse unless there were extremely stout buttresses or the
solid rock to take the thrust. In the earlier tholos 'bombs the force of this thrust is
illustrated by the manner in which the doorways with short lintels and weak jambs have
collapsed or bulged \
In the later tombs like the three tombs of the third group the
extremely solid jambs of carefully dressed and well laid ashlar masonry and the long
lintels carry the lateral thrust. In the Tomb of Clytemnestra at the level of the lintel there is a
special row of large blocks forming a complete circle round the tholos. This ring of
solid masonry forms a kind of second foundation for the upper part of the vault acting
somewhat like a horizontal a rc h 1*. These structural principles ot the tholos tombs must
be understood before discussing any of the suggestions hitherto made about their possible
origin,
in the same connection it must be realised, as regards the proportions of the
dromoi, that a tholos tomb especially an engineering masterpiece like the Treasury of
Atreus, demands skilled calculations as to stresses and thrusts, as well as careful construc
tion. The tholos with its height equivalent to its diameter is planned in a square and
the accurate planning of dromos and chamber suggests that the whole was laid out from
the axial line.
In other words the axis of the dromos is an extended radius of the
circle of the chamber. Similarly the megara at Tiryns and at Mycenae appear to be
planned from the axial line.
It is often assumed that the tholoi of the Mainland descend from the so-called tholoi of
Early Minoan times in Crete where they occur principally in M esara'.
These tombs or
ossuaries cannot have been tholoi because they stand now and always stood as rings of
rubble masonry built up in the open on a level surface.
I here are no buttresses, no
surrounding rock to support the thrust of a vaulted superstructure built on the lines of the
Mycenae tholoi.
The internal diameter of bomb B at Platanos is 10.23 metres, which
following the Mycenae model would mean that as a tholos it would have been about
ten metres high, that is about as large as the Kato Phournos. To attempt to build such
a tholos on an open plain with a rubble wall not more than 2.55 m. thick would be
1 fi.
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madness and no such tholos could have stood for an instant. Dr. X a n t h o u d i d e s 1 thought
that the contents (25 cubic metres) of the mass of fallen stone he found in it would have
sufficed to build a tholos ten metres high. A simple test, however, will show an elemen
tary mathematician that there was a serious error in his calculations and that the amount
of stone found inside that tomb would not have been anything like sufficient. So it is
safe to conclude with Professor B i .in k e n b e r g 2 and Dr. M a r i n a t o s 3 that the ossuaries of
Mesara were not and never could have been tholoi, but if covered must have had some
kind of post and beam roofing. The L. Μ. I circular spring chamber at Arkhanes 1
which also stands in the open without any buttresses or rock to support it was five
metres in diameter and therefore as a tholos on the Mycenae model would have been
at least five metres high. The ashlar walls are, however, only half a metre thick and
so totally inadequate to carry the thrust of such a vault even if it were possible that
a vault of the tholos type and of those proportions could have stood out in the open
without solid buttresses to withstand the thrust. I he earliest building in Crete which
really shows any kind of vaulting is the Royal Tomb at Isopata \ but this was a barrel
vault supported by the rock in which it is built. It is dated to Late Minoan 11 and is
approximately contemporary with the Lion Tomb at Mycenae which is superior from a
structural and architectural point of view. In any case the Isopata I'omb can have had
no connection with the origin of the Mainland tholoi. The Royal Tomb of a Priest
King just discovered at Knossos which dates from the end of Middle Minoan 111 is a
series of not very regular rectangular chambers roofed by the post and beam system usual
in Cretan palaces, and shows no sign of any vaulting whatsoever. Thus for the time being
it would seem wiser to keep an open mind about the origin of the tholos tombs ot the
Mainland of Greece. 1 still hope it may be possible to collect plans, drawings, and
photographs of the examples so far known into a corpus with a short architectural and
archaeological commentary so that the existing material will be available together with
any fresh evidence that may come to light, as a basis for an impartial study of the
whole question in the future.
Op. cit. p. 91, cf, ibid, p. xi; cf. Kv ans ,
Palace of Afinosf II, p. 36, and Shaft Graves and
Heehive Tombs of Mycenae, p. 68,
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Aegina, tortoise of, 131
Aegyptus, 122
Agenor, 121
Agamemnon, 6, 108
Agate, beads, 30, 39, 41, 58
, duck, 41, 58
, gems, 32, 57, 100
, plaque, 36, 58
alfiuuovQia, 109
Alabaster vases, 79, 10 1, 102

Asine, chamber tombs, buttons
of stea
tite, 60
,
, chamber
with two
dromoi,
114
,
,gem, 126
,
, jewelry,
55

,
,

Blocking, of doorway, 26, 108
Boar, 38, 58, 128 ff, 130^
132
Boar’s tusks, 36, 64, 79, 103
Bodja, tholos tombs, 143
Bones, animal, 18, 29, 31, 39,
69, 80, 99, 103, n o
— , human, 12, 18, 31, 39,
67, 6 9 » 7 4
Bowls, bronze, 92, 94
Bronze, arrow-heads, 103
, box, 17, 34, 54
, flute (?), 41
, knives, 37, 64, 80, 90,
98, 100
— , mountings, 30
,
—
, of ostrich
ugg, 37
,
, of wooden
vessel, 31,

Alcm enc, 6

, pit, 25
, saddle
roof, 75
, Μ. II. II tomb, 68
Athens, expansion of, 130 f.
Atreus, 6 f.

Alexander, legend of, 133
Altar, 78, 99, 115
Amber, 90
Amphitryon, 6
Amulets, 58
Analyses, chemical, 136 ff.
Andromeda, 6
Anteia, 1 23
Antelopes, 47, 79, 106 f.
Anthropological material, 67
Argolis and Cyprus, 49 f.
Argonauts, 32, 45, 102, 104
Argos, chamber tombs with
saddle roof, 75
Animals as heraldic represen
tations, 40, 125, 129 ff.
Arrow heads, 103
Asine, chamber tombs, blocking
up of dromos, 26, 108

Babylonian divinities and me
tals, 57
Bali, substitute for dead, 115
Basins, bronze, 94
J
54
,
nails,
29,
30,
39
Beaded garment, 79, to6
, needle, 74, 91
Beads, same shape in different
, nng, 85
materials, 55
, rods, 29, 30, 65 f.
, cf. also Carnelian, Fai
, swords, 17, 34 ff., 60
ence, Glass, Gold.
ff., 97, 103
Bead work on sword hilt, 79» 106
, tweezers, 89 f.
Bellerophon, 65, 123
, vessels, 17, 34, 76, 92
Berios, N., 8 f., 80 n. 1
ff., 98
Birds, 128 f.
Hull, Cretan, 122, 125 ff.
Bird’s eye perspective, 47
, and Kuropa, 36, 65, 121
Blegen, C W., 8, 85, 88, 140
cup, 17, 33 f., 50 f.
Blinkenberg, Chr., 102, 145
Bulls’ head cup, 14, 38, 48 ff.
Blocking, of dromos, 1 1, 74, 91,
Hull, representations of, 50
108
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Bull, representations of, on gems,
32,57.80,
90, 100
,
, on glass
plaques, 36, 65
, representing Great Bear,
115 f.
Burial, ritualistic, 109
,
—
, in chamber
tomb, 74
secondary, in tholos
tomb, 1 i
Burr, Dorothy, 8
Button handle, 38, 49 f.
Buttons, 105, cf also steatite
Cadmus, 132
Calydon, 130, 132
Capaneus, 68
Carnelian, beads, 30, 39, 107
, gems, 38, 79, 80, 90,
106
Cave sanctuary, 108
Cecrops, 123
Cenotaph, 80, 108 ff.
Centaur, 123
Cercyon, 131
Ceryneia, 128 ff.
Chair of terracotta, 88
Chamber tombs, 4, 73 ff., 80
n. r, f42, 144
, irregularities,
98, 1 14
, pits in, 25
, saddle roof,
75, cf. also
Asine
Characteristic aspect in art,

44

f;55

Charcoal, 10, 13, 78, 79, 91,
99, n o
Chimaera, 65, 122 f.
Chrysippus, 6
Cicones, 109
Circles, interlaced, 35
Citium, coin of, 131
Cloth, Mycenaean, 77, 94
Cobalt glass, 36, 41, 135

Coin type, 131
— , of Italiotes, 127
- , of Sicyon, 123
Column, Egyptian, 31, 45
Colours of beads, 79, 106
Conservation, 134 f.
Constellation, 115
Composition with division into
four panels, 32, 48
Contagious illness, 109
Conventionalization in art, 45,
4 9 , 5 2 ff., 57
Copper, in rings, i6, 33, 56 f.
, bars, 65 f.
Coral, 32
Corinth, 130
Covering slabs of graves, 13, 14
Cressets, 78, n o f.
Cretan bull, 122, 125 f.
Crommyon, 130
Cross-wall at outer end of dro
mos, 19
Curled leaf ornaments, 41, 65,
85, 104
Cycle of legends, 121
— , Argive, 128 ff.
, Attic, 130 ff.
, Theban, 132
Cyclopean masonry, 3, 6
Cyprus, ’’Mycenacanized” from
Argolis, 50
Cyprus, burial sacrifices, 69
Dalj, menhir from, 1 12
Danac, 6, 122
Danauna, 1 16, 122
Danaus, 122
Decoration, linear geometric, 62
, naturalistic, 62
Deer, 29, 33, 52, 57, 58
Destruction of tholos tomb, io f.
Devastation of Crete, 46, 126
Diincni, tholos tomb, 143
Distorted position in art, 47
Dog, 1 H, 31, 69
Dolphins, 32, 45
Doorway of tholos tomb, con
struction, 21

Doorway, objects found in, 27
Dorians, 11 7, 62
δραχμή, 65
Dromos of chamber tombs, pro
portions, 142
, of tholos tomb, con
struction,
19 ff.
, closed, 11,
26, 70, 1 42
, not original
element, 26
, propor
tions, 143
, walls slop
ing inward, 24
Duck weight, 41, 58
Early Helladic habitation, 10
Egypt, relations to, 1 o 1, 106,
115 f., 122
Ekelund, E., 8
Ekman, S M 44 f., 96
Electryon, 6
Eleusis, 131
Elpenor, 109, 113
έπίκληοις , 109
Erymanthus, 128 ff.
Euboea, tholos tombs, 26
Europa, 65, 121
Eurystheus, 129
Euadnc, 68
Evans, A., 25, 46, 48, 95, 1 1 1 ,

i ·3> 1-4- ι.υ
Excavation of fragile objects, 17
Fabulous animals, 40, 56, 123
Faience objects, beads, 27, 30,
39» 4°i 4 *» 60
, pendants, 29
Fibulae, i02
Figurines of terracotta, 83, 88
Fitnmcn, D., 46 ff.
Fishing-spear, 97
Mute (?) of bronze, 41
fForce* of the dead, 109
Furst, C M., 67

INDEX

Galvanic ring, 57
Gems, chamber tombs, (So, 90,
106 f.
, tholos tomb, the King’s,
16,
32 f.,

Gold objects, necklaces, 13, 16,
38, 40, 55
, pendant, 102 f.
, rim of silver cup,
80, 99

57 f·, 124
, the Queen’s,
16, 38 f.,
58, 129
,
—- , on floor of
chamber, 29
, how worn, 58
, use of, 124
Girdles, 14, 40, 55
Glass paste, 16, 30, 36, 37, 38,
39, 41, 59, 64, 74,
79, 103 ff.
, beads, 30, 40, 41,
79, 85, 90, 105 f.
, lionesses, 30, 41, 59 f.
, plaques, 36, 64 ff.,
91, 103 ff.
’Goddess of the dead’, 1 14
of fertility, 56
with the mirror, 96 f.
Gold, ratio to silver, 51
, of shaft graves at Myce
nae, 61
and iron, 102 f.
silver, 99 f., cf. also
fbull cup’, rbulls’ head cup*
Gold objects, bars, 35 f., 62 f.
, beads, 29, 39, 40,

, rings, 13, 3 9 » 5 5 »
89
, rosettes, 27, 39,
40, 41
, τέτηγερ, 89
Gonia, 68 n. 1
Granulated work, 29, 39, 40,
58, 103
Grave stelae, 113 ff.
Great Bear, 115
Griffin, 47, 59, 123, 132

,

102

, binding of girdle,
1 4 » 4 ^ 55
, box, 39, 58
, covering of gold
leaf, 74, 79
, cups, cf. 'octopus
cup’, ’bull cup*,
’bulls’ head cup*
, discs, 10, 27, 29
, fibula, 102
, mountings, 29,40
,
, of
swords, 34, 35,
36, 61

Hagia Triada, funnel-shaped
vase, 50
1 lagia Triada, stone vessel, 86
. Sarcophagus, 1 10,
116
Harland, J. P., 83 n. 1
Hearth, 78, 99, 109
Helmet decoration, 16, 36, 41,
64 f., 79, 12 j
Helmet, crest holder, 103
Hera, 122
Heracles, 6, 125 ff.
, deeds, 128 ff., 131
n. 2
Heraeum, grave stele, 113
, tholos tomb, 25 n. 1,
140 f.
Heraldic animals, 125, 129
composition, 55 f.
Herm, 114
Hermes, 114
Hero-cult, 108, 116
Hind, Ceryneian, 128 ff., 131
n. 2
Hippodameia, 6 f.
Hoffiller, 112
Holes in wall of cenotaph, 79,
99, π 5 f.
I Iomer, figurative language,
127 f.
Horns of consecration, 58
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Hounds, 33, 52
Human figure on glass plaque,
104
Hunting scene, 52
Hybrid animals, 123
Hydra, Lernaean, 128 f.
Hydriae, bronze, 92, 98
Idols, 89, h i
Immortality, symbol of, 115 f.
Imported objects, 54, 101, 106.
116
Individualising in art, 44
Io, 122
Iron, 16, 33, 56 f., 102 f.
Isopata, royal tomb, 75, 145
, alabastron from,
7 9 » 101
Isthmus, 130
Italiotes, coin ot, 127
Ivory, 27, 29, 30, 35, 40, 41, 59
, box, 41
, flower, 80, 100
, plaque, 103
Ivy leaf ornament, 38, 92, 97,
100, 104, 105

jadeite, gems, 32, 33, 57
Japanese style and Cretan art, 45
Jugs, bronze, 92
Jupiter Dolichenus, 96
Kakovatos-Pylos, tholos tomb,
9 2 , 143
Karpathos, sword, 97
Keramopoullos, A., 132 n. 2
King’s grave, 16 f, 31 ff., 68 ff.
Knives, cf. bronze, obsidian
Knossos, bronze vessels, 95
, ’Chieftain’s Grave’, 62
, cup-bearer fresco, 58
, gem, 126
, razors, 97
, royal tomb, 145
— , stone vessel, 86

Lamps, bronze, 94 ff.
, steatite, 16, 37 f., 54,
79» *0i
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Laodamcia, 69
Lapis-lazuli, gem, 29, 58
Lead, horns, 17, 37, 64
, in rings, 16, 33, 56 f.
, wire, 90
Legends, 1 2 1 ff.
Lerna, 128 ff.
Lintel slabs, 21, 23, 140 f.
Lions, in Greece, 125
, representations of, 32,
3 3 - 4 7 - 5 7 . 1 2 4 , 125

130

Magic, homeopathic, 133
Mainland against Crete, 46, 61,
126
Mainland art, 50
Mallia, sacrificial table, 11 i
Marathon, 126, 131, 132
Marinates, S., 145
Marine Style, 46
Mavro Spelio, grave stele, 113
Medal, struck by the Danes
1659,
127
Megapenthes, 6
Megara, 130 f.
Mcnelaus, 108
Menhirs, 78, 100, 1 io, i n f.
Menidi, tholos tomb, 143
, gem, 126
, ivory pyxis,47,48
, crosswall, 19
, support
ing wall of mound, 19
Mernephtah, 1 22
Mesara, tombs, 144 f.
Metal rings, 16, 33, 56 f.
Midea in Argolis, ceased to
exist, 7
, encircling
wall, 3
, identifica
tion, 4
, in the le«ends, 4 ff.
, position of
tombs, 3 f.

Midea in Argolis, spelling of
the name, 4
— Boeotia, 4
Migrations of Indo-Europeans,
26, 62, 67, 116 f.
Milici, grave stele, 112
Minotaur, 123, 126, 131
Mirror, 96 f.
, 'goddess with the mir
ror’, 96 f.
, handle, wooden, 76, 96
Mixture of religious ideas, 116
Mochlos, bronze cup, 104
Montelius, ()., 26
Movement in art, 47, 52 ff.
Mycenae, bronze vessels, 95
, chairs of terracotta, 88
, chamber tombs, pro
portions, 142
, saddle roof, 75
, cups, 49, 52
, dagger blades, 49
, expansion, 129, 130
, grave stelae, 113
, ivory head, 64 f.
, ivory lions, 60, 125
, lion gate, 59, 125
, razors, 97
, rhyton, ico
, seal impression, 124
n. 1
, tholos tombs, 140 ff.
,
, cross-wall, 19
n. 1
,
, groups, 24 f.,
140 ff.
,
, pits, 25
,, supporting wall
of mound, 19
n. 2
,
, walls <>l door
way sloping
inward, 24
, warrior vase, 64
Muller, V., 83
Nauplia, chair of terracotta, 88
Nausicaa, 128

Neandria, stelae, 113 f.
Necklaces, 13, 16, 38, 40, 55
Negro, head of ivory, 41
Nemea, 128 ff.
Nilsson, Μ. P., 56, 88 n. 3, 96,
114, 1 16, 121, 124 n. 1
οβελός, 6 5 f.
()bsequies, 68 ff.
, soil laid over body,
54

Obsidian, knives, 10, 27, 29, 30
Octopus cup, 16, 31, 43 ff., 99
Octopuses, 32, 43 ff.
Oedipus, 132
Orchomenos, tholos tomb, 25,
M3
Ostrich egg, 14, 37, 54
Owl of Athens, 131 n. 2
fPaganism’ in Mycenaean reli
gion, 116 f.
Palace Style vases, 91
Pallas, sons of, 131
Pans, bronze, 95
Parvan, V., l i t n. 5
Patroclus, obsequies, 69, 109,
1 15

n.

1

Pelops, king o f Mycenae, 6 f.
Pendants, 36, 58, 105
Periphetes, 130
Perrot-Chipiez, 88 n. 4
Perseus, 6
Phaestus, bronze vessels, 95
Pictographs, 133
Pits, in chamber tombs, 25, 75,
80, 81, 86, 91, 99
, in tholos tombs, 23, 25,
69, 141
Plaster, in grave pits, t6, 17
, on floor o f tholos tomb,
12, 23, 69
Platanos, tombs, 144
Polynices, l 30
Polyxena, 69
Pottery, Early Helladic, 3, 10,
27, 29, 31, 91
, Middle I Mladic, 3, <j i
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Pottery, Late Helladic (Mycenaean), 3, 27, 29, 31,
39, 41, 66 f., 75, cSi f.,
86 ff., 91, 107
, Granary Class, 66 f.
, Proto-geometric, 1 1,42,
66 f.
Princess’s grave, 13 f., 39 f., 68
Procrustes, 131
Proetus, 6, 123
Protesilaus, 69
Pyre, 69 f.
Puchstein, ()., 46 f.
Pulesatha, 122
Queen’s grave, 14 f., 3^ f·»

68

Races, mixture of, 67
Ramesseum, Great Bear, 115
Ramses III, 116, 122
Razors, 97 f.
Regulating course of dromos
walls, 19
Relieving triangle, 19, 140 f.
Rhadamanthys, 132
’Ring of Nestor’, 48
Kings, 13, 16, 33, 39 f., 55 ff.,
85, 89
Ritual, old Indian 109, 115
Rock crystal, 36, 58
Sacrifice, in dromos, 70, 9 1
tomb, 69 f., 109 Γ
Sacrifice, of widow, 68 f , 89
Sacrificial pits, 18, 23, 25, 69
Sacrificial table, 78, 100 f., 11 1
Saddle roof, 75
Sarpedon, 113
Sehliemann, II., i n n. 3
Schtichhardt, ( ‘ , 2(>, 114
Sciron, 130 f.
Script, Cretan, 104, 123
Sea-anemones, 32
Seal, use of, 124 n. t, 131 n. 2
Seal stone, cf. gems
Secondary burial, 11, 74
Shell, conventionalized, 79, 94,
105

Shell, cockle, 102
— , triton, 104
— , cf. argonaut
Shield, figure of eight, 33, 36,

57
Silver, ratio to gold, 51
Silver cup, shallow, 16, 33,
52
, with gold rim, 80,
99

, cf. also ’ bull cup’,
’bulls’ head cup’
goblet, with hunting sce
nes, 16, 33, 52 ff.
mounting, of ostrich egg,

Η , 37
reliefs, 54
ring, 16, 33, 56
Simile, 127 f., 133
Sinis, 130
Skeletons, 67
Slaughter table, 77 f., 100,
109 f.
Society of Letters, Lund, 8 f.
Souls as constellations, 115
Spear heads, 17, 36 fi, 63 f., 97
Sphinx, 59, 123, 132
Spindle-whorls, 60, 74, 91
Spirals, 35, 37, 62, 64, 94,
104
Stais, V., 49 n. 4, 95
Stamatakis, 1\, 113
Steatite, buttons, 27, 29, 30, 41 ,
60, 85, 90, 91, 105
, lamps, 16, 37, 54, 79,
101
, whorls, 60, 74, 91
Sthenelus, 6
Stone vessel, 86
Stymphalus, 128 ff.
Supporting wall of mound over
tomb, 19
Swords, 17, 34 ff., 60 ff., 79,
9 7 * 1° 3
, development, 60 f.
, invention, 61
, types, 34, 60
Symbols, 127

Ι 5 1

ύννοικιύμός, Argive, 7, 130
, in Attica, 7, 131 f.
Technique, of Mycenaean gold
smiths, 48 f., 51, 62
Telemachus, 108
Terracotta, figurines, 83, 88
, head of calf(?), 107
Τέττιγεζ, 89
Thebes, 132
Theseus, 126, 130 ff.
Tholos tomb, dating, 143
, fill of dromos, 10,
70, 142
, fire in dromos,
10, 70
, origin, 25, 144
Thracians, sacrifices of widows,
68
Thyestes, 6 f.
Tiryns, 129, 130
, walls, 6
, wall painting, 50
Tomb of Senmut, bulls’ head
cup, 49
, Great Bear,

iϊ5
— of Seti, Great Bear, 115
Tomb-robbers, 7, 12, 74
Tomb Stones, 113 f*
Tortoise, 131
Tripod cauldrons, 98
Tsountas, C , 13
'Pso unta s -Ma natt, 9 5
Tydeus, 130
Typhon, Great Bear, 115
Tweezers, 89 f.
Usener, 11., 131
Ushebtis, 89

hi.

2

Vaphio, tholos tomb, 13, 143
, date of,
127
> cups, 34,
44»

46,
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Vaphio, tholos tomb, gems, 124,
127
Vault, 144
Vrokastro, iron swords, 103
Vulic, N., 113

Wace, A. J. B., 9, 24 f., 60,
140 ff.
Wavy lines, 37, 63

Weight, duck of agate, 41, 58
Widows, sacrifice of, 68 f., 89
Wild goat, 32, 3 3 , 4 7 , 4 8, 57
Wishbone handle, 38, 49
Wolf, she-wolf of Rome, 127
Wolf, of Argos, 131 n. 2
Wooden plaque (in Berlin), 46 ff.
objects, handles, 34,
76, 96 f., 98
, stoop, 31, 54

Xanthoudides, S., 144 f.

Zakro, seals, 56, 123
Zeus and Europa, 12 1
and Io, 122
Zygouries, terracotta figurines

Errata
in the T e x t.
P. 68, I. 10 from below: L. Η. II,
Μ. II. II.
P. 143, n. 6, I. 5: p. 125,
p. 127.

88
, tomb, 68 n. 1
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